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Abstract

For an odd prime p, we compute the �-invariant of the anticyclotomic Katz
p-adic L-function of a p-ordinary CM field if the conductor of the branch char-
acter is a product of primes split over the maximal real subfield. Except for rare
cases where the root number of the p-adic functional equation is congruent to �1
modulo p, the invariant vanishes.
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1. Introduction

We fix a rational prime p. In our book [Hid04, 4.2.4 and 8.4], we computed
the monodromy group at p inside the automorphism group G of the arithmetic
automorphic function field of the Shimura variety of symplectic and unitary type.
In this paper, we shall carry out a similar computation of the monodromy group
of the Serre-Tate deformation space realized as a formal completion of the tower
of the Hilbert modular varieties at an ordinary abelian variety with real multipli-
cation (see Corollary 3.5). This combined with the q-expansion principle enables
us to compute the �-invariant of the anti-cyclotomic Katz p-adic L-function in
an explicit manner. In other words, under mild assumptions, we shall prove the
vanishing of the �-invariant of the p-adic Hecke L-functions constructed by Katz
in [Kat78] (see also [HT93]). Let F be an algebraic closure of Fp and W.F/ be the
ring of Witt vectors with coefficients in F. We fix a p-adic valuation ring W finite
flat over W.F/, and then fix an algebraic closure SQp (resp. SQ) of Qp (resp. Q) and
write bQp for the p-adic completion of SQp. We regard W � bQp.

To state the result precisely, we first recall nice properties of the p-adic Katz
measure ' D 'C (of prime-to-p conductor C) interpolating Hecke L-values. Let F
be a totally real number field andM be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of F
(hereafter such fields will be called CM fields). We write DF for the discriminant
of F . We write O (resp. O) for the integer ring of M (resp. F ). We fix two
embeddings throughout the paper: i1 W SQ! C and ip W SQ! bQp , and suppose the
following ordinary hypothesis:

(ord) Every prime factor of p in F splits in M .

Then, writing c both for complex conjugation of C and of SQ induced under i1, we
can choose a set of embeddings † of M into SQ such that

(cm1) †t†c is the set of all embeddings of M into SQ;

(cm2) the p-adic place induced by any element of † composed with ip is distinct
from any of those induced by elements in †c.

The set † satisfying (cm1–2) is called a p-adic CM-type. Under (ord), we can
find a p-adic CM-type, and we fix one such †. We write †p for the set of p-adic
places (hence of prime ideals of M over p) induced by the embedding ip ı � for
� 2 †. We fix a finite idele d 2 M .1/

A (resp. dF 2 F
.1/
A ) such that the ideal

corresponding to d (resp. dF ) is the different dM (resp. d) of M=Q (resp. F=Q).
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Let � WM�A =M
�! C� be a Hecke character such that

�.x1/D
Y
�2†

x.kC�� .1�c//�1 ;

where k and �� are integers. Then � has values in SQ on the finite part M�
A.1/

of

M�A . Moreover, the map y� WM�
A.1/

=M�!SQ�p defined by

y�.x/D �.x/
Y
�2†

x.kC�� .1�c//�p

is a well-defined continuous character, which is called the p-adic avatar of �. By
class field theory, we may regard y� as a Galois character y� W Gal.SQ=M/! SQ�p .
We can associate to � its dual �� given by ��.x/D �.xc/�1jxjA. Then the p-adic
avatar of �� is given by y��.x/D y�.xc/�1N.x/�1 for the p-adic cyclotomic char-
acter N . Let Q be a prime of M dividing the conductor of � and let dQ be a
generator of the different of MQ. We define the local Gauss sum of � at prime
ideals Q dividing the conductor of � by

(1.1) G.dQ; �Q/D �.$
�e
Q /

X
u2.OQ=Qe/�

�Q.u/eM .$�eQ d�1Q u/;

where $Q is a prime element of the Q-adic completion MQ, OQ is the Q-adic
integer ring of MQ, �Q is the restriction of � to M�Q , e is the exponent of Q

in the conductor of � and eM WMA=M ! C� is the standard additive character
normalized as eM .x1/D exp.2�

p
�1Tr.x1//. Outside the conductor of �, we

simply put G.dQ; �Q/ D 1. We can define the complex and the p-adic period
�1 2 .F ˝Q C/� Š .C†/� and �p 2 .O˝ZW /

� as in [Kat78] (see �4.4 in the
text for more details). In fact, these numbers are defined uniquely only modulo
SQ� but the ratio “�1=�p” is uniquely determined. Finally, we fix an O-ideal C

prime to p and choose an element ı 2M such that

(d1) ıc D�ı and i1.Im.ı� // > 0 for all � 2†;

(d2) The alternating form hx; yi D TrM=F .
xyc

2ı
/ induces an isomorphism O^OŠ

c�1d�1 for an ideal c prime to pCCc ,

where d is the different of F=Q. By (d2) above, if Q is prime to c, one can choose
dQ in (1.1) to be 2ı or .2ı/c . Then we define root numbers:

Wp.�/D
Y
P2†p

NM=Q.P
�e.P //G.2ıI�P /;(1.2)

W 0.�/D
Y
LjF

G..2ı/c ; ��1L /
Y
LjFc

G.2ı; ��1Lc /
Y
ljI

G..2ı/c ; ��1l /;

where we decomposed CD FFcI so that FFc consists of split primes over F , I

consists of inert or ramified primes over F , FCFcDO and Fcc �F. We constructed
in [HT93] (following [Kat78] where the case CD 1 is treated) a unique measure '
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on the ray class groupZDZ.C/modulo Cp1 ofM characterized by the following
formula:

R
Z.C/
y�d'

�k†C2�p

D .O� WO�/Wp.�/
.�1/k†���†.k†C �/p
jDF j Im.ı/��k†C2�1

(1.3)

�

Y
LjC

.1��.L//

� Y
P2†p

.1��.P c//
Y
P2†p

.1���.P c//

�
L.0; �/

for all Hecke characters � modulo Cp1 such that (i) its conductor is divisible by
all prime factors of F, (ii) the infinity type of � is k†C �.1� c/ for an integer k
and � D

P
�2† ��� with integers �� satisfying either k > 0 and �� � 0 or k � 1

and �� � 1� k. Moreover denoting the measure ' for Z.Cc/ by 'c , we have the
following functional equationZ

Z.C/

y�d' D �N.c�1/W 0.�/

Z
Z.Cc/

y��d'c

as long as the conductor of � is divisible by all prime factors of F. Here, we used
the following convention for an element � of the formal free module generated by
† and for x 2 C† and x 2W †:

x� D
Y
�2†

x��� and �†.�/D
Y
�2†

�.�� /:

The set† is also identified with the formal sum
P
�2† � , and a2M (including �1)

is considered to be an element of C† via diagonal embedding a 7! .a� /�2†. By
abusing this convention, � is considered to be the diagonal element .�/�2† in
C†. We have written †p for the set of prime ideals corresponding to p-adic places
induced by ip ı � for � 2†. The L-functions in (1.3) are always the primitive one
associated with a primitive Hecke character. We also tacitly agree to put �.Q/D 0
if Q divides the conductor of �.

Let � D �.C/ be the maximal torsion subgroup of Z.C/. A character  W
�! W � is called a branch character. We fix a splitting Z.C/ D � � � for a
Zp-free subgroup � so that  and any function � on � can be considered to be
a function on Z.C/ via pullback by the projections: Z.C/�� and Z.C/� � .
The  -branch ' of the measure ' is defined on � and is given byZ

�

�d' D

Z
Z.C/

 �d':

Since � is isomorphic to Z.1/=�.1/, Gal.M=F / acts on � naturally. We write
�� for the projection of � onto �� D �=�Gal.M=F /, on which the generator c 2
Gal.M=F / acts by �1 W x 7! xc D x�1. We write '� D �

�
� ' :Z

��
�d'� D

Z
�

� ı��d' :
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Take a Hecke character � of infinity type �.1 � c/ for sufficiently large �
(so, k D 0) which is trivial on �C when we factor through �� (such a charac-
ter always exists for a well chosen �). Then the characters fy� �g� for finite
order characters � W �� ! SQ�p span a dense subspace of continuous functions
on ��, because finite order characters span the dense subspace of locally con-
stant functions. The constant � �.c/�1W 0. y��/ only depends on  and is equal
to  .c/�1W 0. /. Indeed, because y��.xc/ D y��.x/�1 (and y�� factors through
��), we have  y��.c/ D  .c/ (by cc D c),  y��jO�Q D  jO�Q for Q − p, and
y��.$Q$Qc /D 1 (with $Qc D$

c
Q). This implies G.dQ;  y��/DG.dQ;  / and

 y��.c/�1W 0. y��/D  .c/�1W 0. /

as desired. Thus the above functional equation stated for characters is actually
valid for all continuous functions � on ��:Z

��
�d'� D  N.c

�1/W 0. /

Z
��
��d'� � D  N.c

�1/W 0. /

Z
��
�d'� � ;

where ��.x/D �.x�c/N.x/�1D �.x/ because N.��/D 1 and � factors through
�� on which x 7! x�c is the identity map. From this, the functional equation for
'� can be stated as an identity of the two measures on ��:

d'� D  N.c
�1/W 0. /d'� � :

Thus the measure '� vanishes modulo mW if the following condition is satisfied:

(V)  � �  mod mW and  N.c�1/W 0. /��1mod mW :

If (V) is satisfied, the �-invariant of the measure '� is positive. Our main result
of this paper is as follows:

THEOREM I. Suppose that p > 2 and that p is unramified in F=Q. Further
suppose that I D 1. Then the �-invariant of '� vanishes, unless (V) is satisfied.
When (V) is satisfied, �.'� / is finite and positive.

Actually, we prove a stronger result: Theorem 5.1, computing �.'� / explic-
itly in terms of the branch character  , and �.'� / is given by �. / in (5.27).

The above theorem of course implies the vanishing of �.' / unless (V) is
satisfied. Even if (V) is satisfied, �.' / might well vanish, but we only study the
anticyclotomic measure '� in this paper. Indeed, the vanishing of �.' / has now
been proven in a preprint [Hid09b]. The condition (V) is rarely satisfied because
it is equivalent to the following three conditions (see Lemma 5.2):

(M1) M=F is unramified at every finite place;

(M2) The strict ideal class of the polarization ideal c in F is not a norm class of
an ideal class of M (,

�
M=F

c

�
D�1);

(M3) a 7! . .a/NF=Q.a/mod mW / is the character
�
M=F

�
of M=F .
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The last condition (M3) is equivalent to  � �  mod mW ; (M2) depends on our
choice of the CM-type †, and even if (M1) and (M3) are satisfied, (M2) could fail
(see the example after the proof of the theorem in �5.4).

Basically at the same time when this paper was first written, for imaginary
quadratic field M D Q.

p
�D/, the �-invariant of the anti-cyclotomic part was

determined by Finis [Fin06] without assuming ID 1, by a different method directly
studying the associated CM elliptic curve (and perhaps, his method can be gener-
alized to general CM fields). Our method does not yield a proof of the vanishing
of � of the restriction to the Galois group of the Coates-Wiles Zp-extension of
an imaginary quadratic field (which was proved in [Gil85]). We will recall the
definition of the �-invariant at the end of this introduction.

Recently, Vatsal in [Vat02], [Vat03] and [Vat06] has proposed an idea proving
the vanishing of the �-invariant for many p-adic L-functions of elliptic modular
forms over an imaginary quadratic field (that is, the p-adic Rankin product of an
elliptic modular form with an elliptic cusp form with complex multiplication by the
imaginary quadratic field). His result also concerns the anticyclotomic restriction
of the p-adic L-function and is a modular generalization of the classical method
of Ferrero-Washington [FW79].

By this theorem, as long as ID 1 and p is unramified in F=Q and (M1–3)
are not satisfied, the main divisibility result in [HT93, Th. I] holds in the Iwasawa
algebraƒ there, in place of the weaker divisibility inƒ˝Z Q proven in [HT93]. We
can prove this stronger divisibility even under (M1–3) (see [Hid07]), which results
in a proof of the anticyclotomic main conjecture under some mild assumptions (see
[Hid06]).

In [Sin84], Sinnott gave an algebro-geometric proof of the theorem of Ferrero-
Washington, relying on the analysis of rational functions on Gm=Fp (under transcen-
dental automorphisms of the formal group yGm). Our idea is the use of Hilbert mod-
ular Shimura varieties and Eisenstein series in place of Gm and rational functions.
Though the origin of our idea goes back to [Sin84], in order to make it work for the
Shimura variety in place of geometrically easy Gm, we are forced to go through
an extensive study of the q-expansion of Eisenstein series and the geometry of the
moduli space of abelian varieties with real multiplication by O (abbreviated as
AVRM). The q-expansion principle is equivalent to geometric irreducibility of the
mod p fiber of the variety, which was shown by Ribet [DR80, �4] (the study of G

also yields the irreducibility; see [Hid04, 4.2.4] and [Hid09a]). The datum of an
ordinary CM-type gives rise to an abelian scheme A of the given CM-type over W .
We will construct an Eisenstein series Ea indexed by a 2 � for an appropriate
finite subset � of automorphisms of the deformation space of A with the following
properties:

1. Ea is congruent to an arithmetic Eisenstein series modulo p.
2. Elements in � are disjoint modulo the stabilizer of A inside the automor-

phism group of the moduli space (i.e., the Hilbert modular Shimura variety).
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3. The functions a.Ea/ D Ea ı a for a 2 � with Ea 6� 0modp are linearly
independent modulo p.

4. The expansion of a nonzero linear combination of fa.Ea/ga2� with respect
to the canonical variable t of the Serre-Tate deformation space of A coin-
cides with the power series expansion of a given branch of the (anticyclo-
tomic) Katz measure in the theorem.

Some technical reasons aside, the assumption of unramifiedness of p in F is
made to guarantee the smoothness over Zp of Hilbert modular varieties of level
prime to p. The smoothness might not be necessary, however; so, we might be
able to dispose of this condition by applying our method more carefully.

After proving the theorem in Section 5, we discuss what happens when I¤ 1.
In this case, Gillard showed that the anticyclotomic �-invariant is positive for some
order p branch characters for infinitely many choices of I ([Gil91, Prop. 2]). We
will reprove this result of Gillard in Section 5.5, employing our technique. This
is included in order to show that the q-expansion of our Eisenstein series fully
reflects divisibility by p of the Katz measure (and also as good evidence for the
reliability of our method). The computation of the �-invariant, when the branch
character is ramified and primitive at a nonsplit prime of M over F , seems far
more demanding than in the case of split-prime level. We hope to come back to
this question in future.

We recall in the rest of the introduction the notion of the �-invariant of p-adic
measures and a brief history of proofs of vanishing of the �-invariant of some
other p-adic L-functions. The space ƒ of p-adic measures on �� with values
in W is a p-adic Banach algebra under the convolution product induced from the
group structure on ��. Then ƒ is isomorphic canonically to the continuous group
algebra W ŒŒ���� via the isomorphism which takes the Dirac measure at  2 �� to
the element  2W ŒŒ����. Choosing a base of ��, this noncanonical identification
with Z

ŒF WQ�
p induces in turn an isomorphism of W ŒŒ���� onto the formal power

series ring over W of ŒF W Q� variables. Especially, ƒ is regular and a unique
factorization domain. The uniformizer $ of W is a prime element in ƒ. The
�-invariant of a measure '� 2ƒ is the exponent � such that $� exactly divides
'�. In other words,

(1.4) j$ j�.'
�/

p D Sup�
ˇ̌̌Z
��
�d'�

ˇ̌̌
p
=j�jp .j�jp D Supx j�.x/jp/;

where j jp is the normalized absolute value of SQp (extended uniquely to bQp), and
� runs over all continuous functions on �� with values in W .

In the case of Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-functions, the vanishing of the �-in-
variant was predicted by Iwasawa from the point of view of his theory of cyclotomic
Zp-extensions, and the conjecture was proven by Ferrero and Washington [FW79]
later, and more recently a new and simpler proof was given by Sinnott [Sin84].
The idea of Sinnott paved the way of treating the problem even for the elliptic
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Z2p-extensions of imaginary quadratic fields, and a proof of the vanishing of the
Katz-Yager p-adic L-functions for imaginary quadratic fields was then given by
Gillard [Gil85] and Schneps, independently, according to this line. I collaborated
with R. Gillard in the early 1990’s and proved a result similar to the one presented
here for partial Hecke L-functions directly related to Katz’s Eisenstein measure
(see [Gil91]). A new input here is Shimura’s determination ([Shi70b]) of the auto-
morphism group G of the arithmetic Hilbert modular function field and the study of
the action of G on the Serre-Tate canonical coordinate of the universal deformation
space of a CM abelian variety. This new input combined with a Zariski density
result of a positive dimensional subset stable under the action of an algebraic torus
in G enabled us to prove the linear independence of fa.Ea/ga2� modulo p (see
Corollary 3.21).

The density result (see Proposition 3.8 and its slight generalization: Proposi-
tion 3.11) is an adaptation of Chai’s density result of a Hecke orbit (see [Cha95,
�5]) to our setting. In earlier versions of this paper, the proof of this density result
relied on a lifting argument of the mod p subvariety to a characteristic 0 formal
scheme. Although lifting works well over the ordinary locus, C.-L. Chai pointed
out to me a flaw in the proof. He suggested using the techniques in his three papers
from [Cha95] to [Cha08] to recover the result. Also in the earlier versions, the
condition (V) was not presented as it is now, and we claimed the vanishing rather
unconditionally. Actually, the author found a discrepancy in the computation of the
q-expansion of the Eisenstein series, which resulted in a better understanding of
the circumstances with nontriviality of � only when (M1–3) (, (V)) are satisfied.

The author would like to thank Ching-Li Chai for his remarks and assistance.
The author would like to also thank Roland Gillard and Jacques Tilouine and the
referees of this paper who read carefully the drafts of this paper and pointed out
several mistakes.

2. Serre-Tate deformation space

In this section, we describe deformation theory of abelian schemes over lo-
cal Wm-algebras for Wm D W=pmW . We follow principally Katz’s exposition
[Kat81].

2.1. A theorem of Drinfeld. Let R be a local Wm-algebra, and R-LR be the
category of local R-algebras. Let G WR–LR! AB be a covariant functor into the
category AB of abelian groups. When mD1 (that is, W1 DW ), the category
R–LR is made up of p-adically complete local R-algebras B D lim

 �n
B=pnB and

morphisms are supposed to be p-adically continuous. For simplicity, we always
assume that rings we consider are noetherian. If we regard G as a functor from
the category of affine R schemes (or formal schemes), it is contravariant. Suppose
that, for any faithfully flat extension of finite type B ,! C of R-algebras,

1. The group G.B/ injects into G.C/; that is, G.B/ ,!G.C/;
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2. Let C 0 D C ˝B C and C 00 D C ˝B C ˝B C . Write �i W C ,! C 0 (i D 1; 2)
for the two natural inclusions (with �1.r/D r ˝ 1 and �2.r/D 1˝ r) and
�ij WC

0 ,!C 00 for the three natural inclusions (i.e. �12.r˝s/D r˝s˝1 and
so on). If x 2 G.C/ satisfies y D G.�1/.x/ D G.�2/.x/ and G.�12/.y/ D
G.�23/.y/DG.�13/.y/, then x is in the image of G.B/.

Such a G is called an abelian sheaf on R–LR under the fppf-topology (or simply
abelian fppf-sheaf). We denote by R–Gp the category of abelian fppf sheaves
over R. If A=R is an abelian scheme, then G.B/D A.B/D HomS .Spec.B/; A/
(S D Spec.R/ or Spf.R/) is an fppf-sheaf.

The following definition of p-divisibility is in a naive sense weaker than Tate’s
notion of p-divisible groups. We call an abelian fppf sheaf G a p-divisible fppf
sheaf if for any x 2 G.B/, there exist a finite faithfully flat extension C of B
and a point y 2G.C/ such that x D py. If G is an abelian scheme A (including
non-p-torsion points), it is a p-divisible fppf sheaf.

We call a p-divisible fppf sheaf G=S a p-divisible group or a Barsotti-Tate
group if G D lim

�!n
GŒpn� for finite flat group schemes GŒpn�D Ker.pn WG!G/

over S with closed immersions GŒpn� ,!GŒpm� for m> n and the multiplication
Œpm�n� W GŒpm�! GŒpn� is an epimorphism in the category of finite flat group
schemes. Thus AŒp1�D

S
nAŒp

n� for AŒpn�DKer.pn WA!A/ is a Barsotti-Tate
p-divisible group if A=R is an abelian scheme.

Let R be a local W -algebra and I be an ideal of R such that I �C1 D 0 and
NI D 0 for an integer N equal to a power of p. Define functors GI and yG by

GI .B/D Ker.G.B/!G.B=I // and yG.B/D Ker.G.B/!G.B=mB//;

where mB is the maximal ideal of B . When G.B/D HomR-LR.R; B/.D yG.B//

for R D RŒŒT1; : : : ; Tn�� (that is, G=R D Spf.R/=R) and the identity element 0
corresponding to the ideal .T1; : : : ; Tn/, we call G a formal group. If G is formal,
then the map HomR�LR.R; B/ 3 � 7! .�.T1/; : : : ; �.Tn// identifies GI .B/ with
the set I � I � � � � � I (n times) endowed with a formal group law.

Suppose that G=R is formal. Then for any integer m, the endomorphism Œm�

of multiplication by m on G induces a continuous algebra endomorphism Œm�� W

R! R; it induces multiplication by m on �G=R D .T1; : : : ; Tn/=.T1; : : : ; Tn/2,
hence on the tangent space TG=R too. Thus ŒN �.Ti / � NTi mod.T1; : : : ; Tn/2,
and ŒN �.GI .B// D GI2.B/ because NI D 0. Similarly, we have inductively,
ŒN �.GIa.B//DGIaC1.B/. Thus ŒN � �GI DG0 D f0g. We get

(2.1) GI �GŒN
� � if G is formal,

where GŒm�D Ker.Œm� WG!G/ is the kernel of Œm�.

THEOREM 2.1 (Drinfeld). Let G and H be abelian fppf-sheaves over R–LR
and I be as above. Let G0 and H0 be the restriction of G and H to R=I–LR.
Suppose

(i) G is a p-divisible fppf sheaf ;
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(ii) H is formal (so, H.B/!H.B=J / is surjective for any nilpotent ideal J ).
Then

(1) The modules HomR-Gp.G;H/ and HomR=I -Gp.G0;H0/ are p-torsion-free,
where the symbol “HomX -Gp” stands for the homomorphisms of abelian
fppf-sheaves over X–LR;

(2) The natural map, so-called

“reduction mod I ” W HomR-Gp.G;H/! HomR=I -Gp.G0;H0/

is injective;
(3) For any f0 2 HomR=I -Gp.G0;H0/, there exists a unique homomorphism

ˆ 2 HomR-Gp.G;H/ such that ˆmod I DN �f0. We write as in [Kat81]
“N �f ” for ˆ even if f exists only in HomR-Gp.G;H/˝Z Q;

(4) In order that f 2HomR-Gp.G;H/, it is necessary and sufficient that “N �f ”
kills GŒN � �.

Proof. The first assertion follows from p-divisibility, because if pf .x/D 0
for all x, taking y with py D x, we find f .x/D pf .y/D 0 and hence f D 0.

We have an exact sequence: 0!HI !H !H0! 0; so, we have another
exact sequence:

0! Hom.G;HI /! Hom.G;H/
mod I
���! Hom.G;H0/D Hom.G0;H0/;

which tells us the injectivity since HI is killed by N � and Hom.G;H/ is p-torsion-
free.

To show (3), take f0 2 Hom.G0;H0/. By surjectivity of H.B/!H0.B=I /,
we can lift f0.xmod I / to y 2H.B/. The class ymod Ker.H !H0/ is uniquely
determined. Since Ker.H!H0/ is killed byN � , for any x 2G.B/, thereforeN �y

is uniquely determined; so, x 7!N �y induces functorial map: “N �f ”WG.B/!
H.B/. This shows (3).

The assertion (4) is then obvious from p-divisibility of G. The uniqueness of
f follows from the p-torsion-freeness of Hom.G;H/. �

2.2. A theorem of Serre-Tate. Let A=R be the category of abelian schemes
defined over R. We consider a category Def .R;R=I / of triples .A0;D; �/, where
A0 is an abelian scheme overR=I ,D is p-divisible, and � WD0ŠA0Œp1�. We have
a natural functor A=R!Def .R;R=I / given by A 7! .A0DAmod I; AŒp1�; id/.

THEOREM 2.2 (Serre-Tate). The above functor: A=R!Def .R;R=I / is a
canonical equivalence of categories.

Proof. By Drinfeld’s theorem applied to AŒp1� and A (both abelian fppf-
sheaves), the functor is fully faithful (see [Kat81] for details). It is known that we
can lift A0 to an abelian scheme B over R. This follows from the deformation
theory of Grothendieck ([Mum65, �6.3] and [Mes72, 2.8.1]). Assume that A0
is ordinary. When R=I is a finite field, by a theorem of Tate, A0 has complex
multiplication. By the theory of abelian varieties with complex multiplication, A0
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can be lifted to a unique abelian scheme B over R with complex multiplication (the
canonical lift), because isomorphism classes of such abelian varieties of CM-type
corresponds bijectively to lattices (up to scalar multiplication) in a CM field. Thus
we have an isomorphism ˛

.p/
0 WB0Œp

1�!A0Œp
1�. Then we have a unique lifting

(by the Drinfeld theorem) that f WBŒp1�!D ofN �˛
.p/
0 . Clearly, f is an isogeny,

whose (quasi) inverse is the lift of N �.˛
.p/
0 /�1. Thus Ker.f / is a finite flat group

subscheme of B . The geometric quotient of B by a finite flat group subscheme
exists (see [Mum70, �12]) and is an abelian scheme over R. Then dividing B by
Ker.f /, we get the desired A=R 2A=R. �

2.3. Deformation of an ordinary Abelian variety. Let S D Spec.OS / be an
affine scheme over Fp and .A; !/ be a pair of abelian variety over S of relative
dimension g and a basis ! D !1; : : : ; !g of H 0.A;�A=S / over OS . Write � W
A! S for the structure morphism. We have the absolute Frobenius endomorphism
Fabs W S ! S . Let TA=S be the relative tangent bundle, and consider the direct
image ��TA=S over S ; so, H 0.S; ��TA=S / is spanned by the dual base �D �.!/.
For each invariant derivation D of OA, by the Leibnitz formula, we have

Dp.xy/D

pX
jD0

�p
j

�
Dp�jxDjy D xDpyCyDpx:

Thus Dp is again a derivation. The association: D 7!Dp induces an Fabs-linear
endomorphism F � of TA=S . Then we define H.A;!/ 2 OS by F �

Vg
� D

H.A;!/
Vg

�. Since �.�!/D t��1�.!/ for � 2 GLg.OS /, we see

H.A; �!/

g^
�.�!/D F �

g^
�.�!/D F �.det.�/�1

g^
�.!//

D det.�/�pF �
g^
�.!/D det.�/�pH.A;!/

g^
�.!/

D det.�/�pH.A;!/ det.�/
g^
�.�!/

D det.�/1�pH.A;!/
g^
�.�!/:

Thus we get
H.A; �!/D det.�/1�pH.A;!/:

We call A ordinary if we can embed �gp into AŒp� after a faithfully flat étale base-
change. As in the elliptic curve case (cf. [Hid00, 2.9.1]), we know

H.A;!/D 0() A is not ordinary.

Let � be an algebraically closed field over Fp. Let R be a pro-artinian local
ring with residue field �. Write CL=R for the category of complete local R-algebras
with residue field �. We fix an ordinary abelian variety A0=� . Write At

=R
for the
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dual abelian scheme (representing Pic0A=R) of an abelian scheme A=R. We write
TAŒp1�et for the Tate module of the maximal étale quotient of AŒp1�. We consider
the following deformation functor bP W CL=R! SETS:bPA0.OS /D �.A=S ; �A/ˇ̌ A=S is an abelian scheme and �A W A˝OS � Š A0

�
:

Here “Œ �” indicates the set “f g=Š” of isomorphism classes of the objects inside the
straight brackets, and f W .A; �A/=S Š .A0; �A0/=S if f W A! A0 is an isomorphism
of abelian schemes with the following commutative diagram:

A˝OS �
f0
����! A0˝OS �

�A

??yo �A0

??yo
A0 A0:

The functor bPA0 is representable by the formal torus

HomZp .TA0Œp1�et
�TAt0Œp

1�et; yGm.S//;

and each deformation .A=S ; iA/ 2bPA0.OS / gives rise to the Serre-Tate coordinate
qA=S W TA0Œp1�et � TAt0Œp

1�et ! yGm.S/. We give a sketch of the construction
of qA=S . We prepare some facts. Let f W A! B be an isogeny; so, Ker.f / is a
finite flat group scheme over S . Pick x 2Ker.f /, and let L 2Ker.f t /�B t be the
line bundle on B with 0�BL D OS (S D Spec.OS / for an artinian R-algebra OS ).
Thus f �LD OA. Cover B by open affine subschemes Ui so that LjUi D �

�1
i OUi .

Since 0�BL D OS , we may assume that .�i=�j / ı 0B D 1. Since f W A! B is
finite, it is affine. Write Vi D f �1.Ui / D Spec.OUi /. Then f �LjVi D '

�1
i OVi

with 'i D �i ıf , and we have, regarding x W S ! Ker.f /,

'i ı x

'j ı x
D
�i ıf ı x

�j ıf ı x
D
�i ı 0B
�j ı 0B

D 1:

Thus 'i ı x glues into a morphism Œx;L� W S ! Gm, and we get a pairing

ef W Ker.f /�Ker.f t /! Gm:

Since A is a Ker.f /-torsor over B , we have A�B AŠKer.f /�S B . Thus for any
homomorphism � W Ker.f /! Gm, we can find a function � W Ker.f /�S B! P1

such that �.yCt /D �.t/�.y/ for t 2Ker.f /. This function � gives rise to a divisor
D on BADB�S A. By definition, f �A L.D/D OA�SA for fAD f �1 WA�S A!
B �S A, and ef .x;L.D//D �.x/. Thus, over A, ef=A WKer.f /=A�Ker.f t /=A!
Gm is a perfect pairing. Since A! S is faithfully flat, we find that the original
ef is perfect. Write Aı for the formal completion at the origin of the mod p fiber
of A.

We apply the above argument to f D Œpn� W A! A, write the pairing as en
and verify the following points:

(P1) en.˛.x/; y/D en.x; ˛t .y// for ˛ 2 End.A=B/;
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(P2) Write A0Œpn�ı D �
g
pn � A0Œp

n�. Then en induces an isomorphism of group
schemes: A0Œpn�ı Š Hom.At0Œp

n�et; �pn/;

(P3) Taking the limits of the above isomorphisms with respect to n, we find

Aı Š Hom.TAt Œp1�et; yGm/Š Hom.TAt0Œp
1�et; yGm/

as formal groups. In particular Aı ŠbGgm.

We are now ready to describe the Serre-Tate coordinate qA=S . Since OS 2

CL=R is a projective limit of local R-algebras with nilpotent maximal ideal, we
may assume that OS is a local artinian R-algebra with nilpotent maximal ideal mS .
Then Aı.S/ is killed by pn0 for sufficiently large n0 (applying Drinfeld’s theorem
to I D mS ). Taking a lift zx 2 A.S/ of x 2 A.F/ (such that zxmod mS D x), we
see that zx is determined modulo Ker.A.S/!A.F//DAı.S/ which is a subgroup
of AŒpn� if n � n0. By the smoothness of A=S , a lift zx 2 A.S/ of x 2 A.F/
always exists. Thus pnzx 2 A.S/ is uniquely determined by x 2 A.F/. Since
x 2 AŒpn�, pnzx D“pn”x 2 Aı.S/ by definition, which yields a homomorphism
“pn”:AŒpn�.F/! Aı.S/. We have an obvious commutative diagram (if n� n0):

AŒpnC1�et.S/
�

����! A0Œp
nC1�.F/

“pnC1”
�����! Aı.S/

p

??y p

??y ??yk
AŒpn�et.S/

�
����! A0Œp

n�.F/
“pn”
����! Aı.S/;

which gives rise to a morphism TA0Œp1�et ! Aı.S/. Thus the structure of the
Barsotti-Tate group AŒp1� is uniquely determined by the extension class of the
exact sequence of fppf sheaves:

(2.2) 0! AıŒp1�=S ! AŒp1�=S
�
�! AŒp1�et

=S ! 0:

Take x D lim
 �n

xn 2 TAŒp1�et with xn 2 AŒpn�et. Lift xn to vn 2 A.S/ so that
�.vn/D xn. Then, for “pn”W AŒpn�! Aı,

qn.x/D “pn”vn 2 Aı.S/:

The value qn.xn/ becomes stationary if n � n0, and taking the limit of qn.xn/
as n!1, we get q.x/ 2 Aı.S/ Š Hom.TAt0Œp

1�et; yGm.S//. Then we define
qA=S .x; y/D q.x/.y/ (see [Kat81]).

THEOREM 2.3 (Serre-Tate). We have

(1) A canonical isomorphismbP.OS /Š HomZp .TA0Œp1�et
�TAt0Œp

1�et; yGm.S//

taking .A=S ; �A/ to qA=S .�; �/.

(2) The functor bP is represented by the formal scheme

HomZp .TA0Œp1�et
�TAt0Œp

1�et; yGm/Š yG
g2

m :
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(3) qA=S .x; y/D qAt=S .y; x/ under the canonical identification: .At /t D A.

(4) Let f0 WA0=�!B0=� be a homomorphism of two ordinary abelian varieties
with the dual map: f t0 W B

t
0 ! At0. Then f0 is induced by a homomor-

phism f W A=S ! B=S for A 2 bPA0.OS / and B 2 bPB0.OS / if and only if
qA=S .x; f

t
0 .y//D qB=S .f0.x/; y/.

Proof. Here is a brief outline of the proof. Let T=S and E=S be a multiplicative
and an étale p-divisible group over a scheme S , respectively. Consider the sheafi-
fication HomSfppf

.EŒpn�; T Œpn�/ (resp. Ext1Sfppf
.EŒpn�; T Œpn�/) of presheaf U 7!

HomU .EŒpn�=U ; T Œpn�=U / (resp. U 7!Ext1U .EŒp
n�=U ; T Œp

n�=U /) over the small
fppf site Sfppf over S . Any connected-étale extension T Œpn�!X�EŒpn� in the
category of finite flat Z=pnZ-modules over S split over an fppf extension S 0=S ; so,
we have Ext1Sfppf

.EŒpn�; T Œpn�/D 0 and a splitting X D T Œpn�˚EŒpn�. Taking a
module section i WEŒpn�!XŒpn� and projecting down to T Œpn� over S 0, we get a
homomorphism �S 0 2HomS 0.EŒpn�; T Œpn�/. Since S 0 7! �S 0 satisfies the descent
datum, it is a C̆ech 1-cocycle with values in HomSfppf

.EŒpn�; T Œpn�/. Thus we
have a morphism Ext1Sfppf

.EŒpn�; T Œpn�/ ! H 1.Sfppf;HomSfppf
.EŒpn�; T Œpn�//.

By fppf descent, this is an isomorphism. Applying this to S D Spec.OS /, T Œpn�D
AŒpn�ı and EŒpn�D AŒpn�et, we get

Ext1Sfppf
.AŒpn�et; AŒpn�ı/ŠH 1.Sfppf;HomSfppf

.AŒpn�et; AŒpn�ı//:

When S is affine, [Cha03, Prop. 2.4 (iii) and (iv)] tell us

Ext1Sfppf
.AŒp1�et; AŒp1�ı/Š lim

 �
n

Ext1Sfppf
.AŒpn�et; AŒpn�ı/

Š HomZp .TAt Œp1�et
˝TAt Œp1�et; yGm.S///

since yGm Š lim
 �n

R1���pn Š lim
 �n

�pn (for � W Sfppf! Set) as sheaves over the
small étale site Set (see [Cha03, �2] for more details). Since the residue field � of
OS is algebraically closed, AŒpn�et and At Œpn�et are constant over OS ; so, we may
replace TAt Œp1�et and TAt Œp1�et by their special fibers TA0Œp1�et and At0Œp

1�et,
and qA=S completely determines the extension class of the p-divisible group in
(2.2). Therefore, qA=S determines the isomorphism class of AŒp1�=S . Then by the
Serre-Tate theorem in the previous subsection, the deformation A=S is determined
by .A0; AŒp1�/ and hence by qA=S . This shows the assertions (1) and (2). All
other assertions follows from (P1-3) easily. �

2.4. Abelian variety with real multiplication. Let F=Q be a totally real finite
extension unramified at the fixed prime p. Write O for the integer ring of F , and
put d D ŒF W Q�. Consider an abelian scheme A over a scheme S of relative
dimension d with an embedding i W O ,! End.A=S / sending the identity to the
identity automorphism of A=S .
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An abelian scheme A=S can be considered as an fppf sheaf on SCH=S with
coefficients in abelian groups. For any O-module M , the fppf sheaf A˝M which
is the fppf sheafification of the presheaf taking an S-scheme T to A.T /˝O M
gives rise to another abelian scheme, written as A˝M . If M D c�1 for an integral
ideal c�O , tensoring A with the exact sequence

0!O! c�1! c�1=O! 0;

we get another exact sequence:

0! Tor1.A;O=c/! A! A˝ c�1! 0:

Thus A˝ c�1 is represented by A=AŒc�, because TorO1 .A;O=c/ŠAŒc� canonically
(since O is a Dedekind domain).

Here is a brief description of polarization on an abelian scheme A=S satisfying
the four conditions (rm1–4) below (called an AVRM). See [Rap78, �1] for more
details on polarizations on an AVRM. An ample line bundle L on A gives rise to
an isogeny �L W A! At as follows (cf. [Mum70, �6] and [FC90, p. 3]). Pick a
T -point a 2 A.T / for an S-scheme T . Then by addition, a induces a morphism
Ta WA=T !A=T sending x to xCa. Then A.T /3a 7!T �a .L/˝L

�1˝a�.L/�1˝

0�.L/ 2 Pic0A=S .T /D A
t .T / is a morphism of group functors, which gives rise to

the homomorphism �L W A=S ! At
=S

.
A line bundle is called symmetric if .�1/�LDL. If L is symmetric, �tLD�L.

A polarization is an O-linear isogeny � W A! At induced by a symmetric line
bundle L=As fiber by fiber over geometric points s 2 S (cf. [Mum65, 6.3]). If
� WA!At is a polarization, Ker.�/ is given by AŒc�1� for an integral ideal c�1¤ 0,
because Ker.�/ is self-dual under Cartier duality. Then � induces At ŠA˝c. Such
a polarization is called a c-polarization. By definition, �L˝L0 D �LC �L0 . For
a 2 O , we see easily that a ı Tx D Ta.x/ ı a and that �a�L D a2�L. The set of
totally positive elements in a square ideal a2 is generated over N by square elements
of a. Thus the subset of Hom.A;At / generated by polarizations forms a positive
cone P.A/. If S is a Q-scheme, the module Lie.A/ is a faithful module over
EndQ

O.A/ D EndO.A/˝Z Q. In particular, F -linear symmetric endomorphisms

EndQ
O-sym.A/ (those fixed by the Rosati involution) are isomorphic to F . Thus we

have EndO-sym.A/ D O . Therefore if � is a c-polarization, HomO-sym.A;A
t / D

HomO-sym.A;A/˝ cD c, and hence P.A/Š cC canonically, where cC is the cone
inside c made up of totally positive elements.

We consider the following fiber category AF of abelian schemes over the
category of Z.p/-schemes. Here Z.p/ � Q is the valuation ring of the p-adic
valuation. An object of AF is the triple .A=S ; i WO ,! End.A=S /; �/, where

(rm1) i D iA is an embedding of algebras taking identity to identity;

(rm2) � is an O-linear symmetric polarization � W A! At with p − deg.�/;

(rm3) The image of iA is stable under the Rosati involution induced by �;
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(rm4) As O˝Z OS -modules, we have Lie.A/ŠO˝Z OS locally under the Zariski
topology of S , where the O-module structure of Lie.A/ is induced by i .

A morphism � W .A; i; �/=S! .A0; i 0; �0/=S in the category AF is an O-linear
morphism � W A=S ! A0

=S
of abelian schemes over S with �D �t ı�0 ı�.

Fix an algebraic closure F of Fp . Take an ordinary abelian scheme .A0; i0; �0/
defined over F. We fix a polarization �0 W A0 ! At0 of degree prime to p. We
consider the following functor defined from CL=W.F/ into SETS:bPA0;i0;�0.R/

D

h
.A=R; �A; i; �/ 2AF

ˇ̌
.A; �A/ 2bPA0.R/; � and i induce �0 and i0

i
:

Here we call f W .A; �A; �A/! .B; �B ; �B/ an isomorphism if f W .A; �A/Š .B; �B/
and f t ı�B ıf D�A. Note that by Theorem 2.1(1) (Drinfeld’s theorem), End.A=R/
is torsion-free, and hence, End.A=R/ ,! EndQ.A=R/D End.A=R/˝Z Q. We write
˛� D ��10 ı˛

t ı�0 for ˛ 2 End.A0/˝Z Q. Since End.A=R/� End.A0/ again by
Theorem 2.1(2), the involution keeps EndQ.A=R/ stable (because on EndQ.A=R/,
it is given by ˛� D ��1 ı ˛t ı �). The Rosati involution ˛ 7! ˛� is known to
be positive (see [Mum70, �21]). The polarization �0 induces an isomorphism
�0 W AŒp

1�et Š At Œp1�et. We identify TA0Œp1�et and TAt0Œp
1�et by �0. Then

the involution ˛ 7! ˛t in the Serre-Tate theorem (4) is replaced by the positive
involution “�”; in particular, “�” is the identity map on i.O/ (which is the unique
positive involution of the totally real field). Then it is clear from the previous
theorem that, for Op DO˝Z Zp,bPA0;�0.R/Š HomZp .TA0Œp1�et

˝Op TA0Œp1�et; yGm.R//:

PROPOSITION 2.4. We have TA0Œp1�et ŠOp as O-modules.

Proof. Since A0 and the connected component A0Œp�ı of the finite flat group
scheme A0Œp� share the tangent space Lie.A0/ at the origin, as O-modules, they
are free of rank 1 over O ˝Z F. Write A0Œp�ı D Spec.R/ for an F-bialgebra R.
Then for its unique maximal ideal m � R, we have Lie.A0/ D HomF.m=m

2; F/.
By Cartier duality (e.g. [Hid00, 1.7]), we have

At0Œp�
et
Š HomGp-sch.A0Œp�

ı; �p/ ,! HomSCH.A0Œp�
ı; �p/

Š HomF-alg.FŒt �=.t
p/; R/� HomF-alg.FŒt �=.t

p/; R=m2/Šm=m2:

Since AŒp�ıŠ�dp over F for d D dimA0, it is easy to see that the above morphism
induces At0Œp�

et˝Fp F Š H 0.A0; �A0=F/. Then by duality and polarization, we
get A0Œp�et˝Fp FŠ Lie.A0/ as O˝Z F-modules. This shows that

(2.3) Lie.A0/Š TA0Œp1�et
˝Z F as O˝Z F-modules.

Then by Nakayama’s lemma, we conclude from (rm4) the desired assertion. �

COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that O is unramified at p. Let S D Gm˝Z d�1 D

Spec.ZŒO�/ for the group algebra ZŒO�. Then when we identify TA0Œp1�et with
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Op, the functor bPA0;i;�0 is represented by the formal scheme yS=W , where yS is the
formal completion of S along the identity section of Gm˝Z d�1.F/.

Proof. We have seen that the deformation space yS is given by

HomZp .TA0Œp1�et
˝Op TA0Œp1�et; yGm.R//

Š HomZp .Op;
yGm.R//Š yGm.R/˝Z HomZ.O;Z/Š yS.R/ .R 2 CL=W /:

Here t˝a 2 yGm˝Z d�1 corresponds to q WOp! yGm 2HomZp .Op;
yGm.R// with

q.b/D tTr.ab/. This supplies us with the desired identity. �

3. Hilbert modular Shimura varieties

Let G D ResF=Q.GL.2//. We write h0 W S D ResC=RGm ! G=R for the
homomorphism of real algebraic groups sending aC b

p
�1 to the matrix

�
a �b
b a

�
.

We write X for the conjugacy class of h0 under G.R/. The group G.R/ acts on
X from the left by conjugation. Since the centralizer of h0 is the product of the
maximal compact subgroup of the identity connected component G.R/C of the
real Lie group G.R/ and its center Z.R/, the identity connected component XC

containing 0 D h0 is isomorphic to the product Z D HI of copies of the upper
half complex plane H indexed by embeddings I of F into R by g.0/ 7! g.i/ for
iD .
p
�1; : : : ;

p
�1/. Here the action of .g� /�2I 2G.R/ with g� D

�
a� b�
c� d�

�
on

Z is given by z D .z� / 7!
�
a�z�Cb�
c�z�Cd�

�
. Thus X is a finite union of the hermitian

symmetric domain isomorphic to Z, and for an arithmetic subgroup � � G.Q/,
�nX is a finite union of Hilbert modular varieties.

The pair .G;X/ satisfies Deligne’s axiom for Shimura varieties in [Del79,
2.1.1]. The Shimura variety over C is given by

ShC.C/D ShC.G;X/.C/D lim
 �
K

G.Q/n
�
X�G.A.1//

�
=K(3.1)

DG.Q/n
�
X�G.A.1//

�
=Z.Q/;

where .; u/2G.Q/�K acts on .z; g/2X�G.A.1// by .z; g/uD ..z/; gu/,
Z.Q/ is the closure of the center Z.Q/ in G.A.1//. See [Mil90, p. 324]. We
write Œz; g� for the point of ShC.C/ represented by .z; g/ 2X�G.A.1//. This pro-
algebraic variety has a unique canonical model Sh.G;X/ defined over Q, which we
recall later. In this section, we review the construction of the model, emphasizing
its automorphism group G. Strictly speaking, the group G we will study is a sub-
group of finite index in the full automorphism group, and the full automorphism
group is a semi-direct product of G with the field automorphism group Aut.F=Q/.
As is clear from Shimura’s original construction of canonical models [Shi70a] and
[Shi70b], full knowledge of G is almost equivalent to the existence of the canonical
model itself (see [Shi00, Chap. II]).
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3.1. Abelian varieties up to isogenies. Let V D F 2 be a column vector space,
and put V.A.1//D VA.1/ WD V ˝Q A.1/. We often write FA.1/ for F ˝Q A.1/,
which is the finite part of the adele ring FA D F ˝Q A. Then V.A.1// is an FA.1/-
free module of rank 2. We consider the fibered category AQ

F over Q-SCH defined
by the following data:

(Object) abelian schemes with real multiplication by O;

(Morphism) HomQ
F .A;A

0/D HomO.A;A0/˝Z Q.

For an object A=S , we take a geometric point s 2 S , consider the Tate module
T .A/D Ts.A/D lim

 �N
AŒN �.k.s//, and define V.A/D Vs.A/D T .A/˝Z A.1/.

The module V.A/ is an FA.1/-free module of rank 2 and has an yO-stable lattice
T .A/, where yO DO˝Z

bZDQ`WprimeO`.
Picking a geometric point s in each connected component of S , we see that a

full level structure on A is an isomorphism � WV.A.1//ŠVs.A/ of FA.1/-modules.
For a closed subgroup K � G.A.1//, a level K-structure is the K-orbit x�D �K
of � for the right action � 7! � ı u (u 2 K). Strictly speaking, we consider the
étale (set theoretic) sheaf L.S 0/D IsomF .VA.1/ ; Vs.A=S 0// (over the small étale
site over S) of level structures of A on which K acts, and x� is supposed to be an
element of the sheaf quotient L=K. For many instances, we assume K to be open
compact. Since AŒN �=S is an étale finite group scheme, the algebraic fundamental
group �1.S; s/ with base point s acts on AŒN �.k.s// for any integer N and hence
on the full Tate module Vs.A/D lim

 �N
AŒN �.k.s//˝Q. The level K-structure is

defined over S if � ı x�D x� for each � 2 �1.S; s/. If the compatibility � ı x�D x� is
valid at one geometric point s for each connected component of S , it is valid for
all s 2 S (see [Hid04, 6.4.1]).

Two polarizations �; �0 W A! At are said to be equivalent (written as �� �0)
if � D a�0 D �0 ı a for a totally positive a 2 F . Here a is any fraction in F �

C
,

when F �
C

is the set of all totally positive elements in F . Without introducing the
category AQ

F up to isogeny, our notion of polarization classes does not make sense.
The equivalence class of a polarization � defined over S is written as x�. If the
class x� is defined over S , we can find a polarization � 2 x� really defined over S
(e.g., [Hid04, pp. 100–101]). Our requirement (rm4) in Section 2.4 is often stated
as the condition on characteristic polynomials satisfied by the action of ˛ 2O on
the OS -module Lie.A/ in papers and books dealing with Shimura varieties of PEL
type (for example, [Kot92, �5] and the condition (det) of [Hid04, 4.2.1]). For an
open compact subgroup K, we consider the following functor from SCH=Q into
SETS,

PQ
K.S/D

�
.A; x�; x�/=S with (rm1–4)

�
;

where x� is a level K-structure as defined above, and Œ �D f g=Š indicates the set
of isomorphism classes in AQ

F of the objects defined over S in the brackets. For a
compact subgroupK, PQ

K.S/ is defined by the natural projective limit lim
 �U

PQ
U .S/

for U running over open compact subgroups containing K. An F -linear morphism
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� 2HomQ
F .A;A

0/ is an isomorphism between triples .A; x�; x�/=S and .A0; x�0; x�0/=S
if it is compatible with all data; that is,

� ı x�D x�0 and �t ı x�D x�0 ı�:

Equip V D F 2 with an alternating form ƒ W V ^F V Š F given by .x; y/D
txJ1y for J1 D

�
0 �1
1 0

�
. We define a Q-alternating pairing h�; �i W V � V ! Q

by TrF=Q ıƒ. Suppose that the point s 2 S is a complex point s 2 S.C/; thus,
we have the Betti homology group H1.A;Q/ WD H1.A.k.s//;Q/. Then the po-
larization � W A! At induces a nondegenerate F -Hermitian alternating pairing
E� W

V2
H1.A;Q/! Q (the Riemann form; see [Mum70, ��1 and 20]). Here

the word: “F -Hermitian” means E�.˛x; y/ D E�.x; ˛y/ for all ˛ 2 F . We
write e� W H1.A;Q/^F H1.A;Q/ Š F for a unique alternating form satisfying
TrF=Q ı e� DE�. The Hodge decomposition: H 1.A;C/DH 0.A.k.s//;�an

A=C
/˚

H 0.A.k.s//;�
an

A=C/ induces, by Poincaré duality, an embedding h D hA W C� D
S.R/! AutF .H1.A;R// such that

1. h.z/! D z! for all ! 2HomC.H
0.A.k.s//;�A=C/;C/ (and h.z/x! D z x!);

2. E�.x; h.
p
�1/y/ is a positive definite Hermitian form on H1.A;R/ .Š

VR WD V ˝Q R/ under the complex structure given by h.

In the above definition of PQ
K for an open compactK, missing is a condition usually

required in papers dealing with Shimura varieties:

(pol) There exists an F -linear isomorphism f W V ŠH1.A;Q/ such that f �1 ı
hA ıf is a conjugate of h0 under G.R/, f � �modK under the canonical
isomorphism Vs.A/ Š H1.A;A

.1// D H1.A;Q/˝Q A.1/ and e�.f .x/,
f .y//D ˛ �ƒ.x ^y/ for some ˛ 2 F �.

Since V and H1.A;Q/ both have a nondegenerate F -bilinear alternating form, we
can find an F -linear isomorphism f0 W V

�
�!H1.A;Q/ with e�.f0.x/; f0.y//D

ƒ.x ^ y/. After tensoring A.1/ and scaling by an element in F �
A.1/

, we may

assume that g WD ��1 ı f0 belongs in SL2.F
.1/
A /. By the strong approximation

theorem, we have  2 SL2.F / such that g D u�1 for u 2 K; in other words,
putting f D f0 ı  , we have f 2 � ıK as in (pol). Since G.R/ is the full group
of FR-linear automorphisms of VR, f �1 ı hA ı f is always conjugate to h0. Thus
this condition (pol) is redundant; thus, we ignore it.

By [Shi66] and [Del71, 4.16–4.21],

(rep) the canonical model Sh.G;X/=Q represents the functor PQ
1 over Q for the

trivial subgroup 1 made of the identity element of G.A.1//.

This fact will be confirmed over C by a straight calculation (see the paragraph
following (3.2)). Through the action of G.A.1// on F 2

A.1/
, g 2G.A.1// acts on

the level structure by � 7! �ıg and hence on the variety Sh.G;X/ from the right. If
K is open and sufficiently small (so that Aut..A; x�; x�/=S /D f1g for all test objects
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.A; x�; x�/=S ), ShK.G;X/ WD .Sh.G;X/=K/=Q (whose complex points are given by
the manifold G.Q/n.X�G.A.1///=K) represents PQ

K over Q.
Over C, by (3.1), we have

(3.2) Œz; g�D Œ.z/; g� ., Œ�1.z/; g�D Œz; g�/

for .z; g/ 2 Z�G.A.1// and  2G.Q/C, taking the expression

Sh.G;X/.C/DG.Q/Cn
�
Z�G.A.1//

�
=Z.Q/

and noting XCDZ. In the complex uniformization, each point Œz; g� corresponds to
the test triple .Az; �z; �z ıg/, where Az.C/DCI=.O�COz/ and �z

�
a
b

�
D bz�a

identifying T .Az/ D yO� C yOz. To see this, we note that the map: Œz; g� 7!
.Az; �z; �z ı g/ sends

�
Z�G.A.1//

�
surjectively onto PQ

K.C/ for each open
compact subgroup K. Thus we need to check

.A�1.z/;
x��1.z/; ��1.z/ ıg/Š .Az;

x�z; �z ı 
.1/g/ in AQ

F for  2G.Q/C

which is equivalent to Œ�1.z/; g� D Œz;  .1/g�. This is because ˛ ı ��1.z/ D
�z ı 

.1/ for the isogeny ˛ W A�1.z/ ! Az given via the multiplication by
.�czC a/ on CI (with  D

�
a b
c d

�
).

We now give a very brief outline of the proof of the representability (assuming
that K is open-compact), reducing it to the representability of a functor classifying
abelian schemes up to isomorphisms not up to isogenies. Let G1 be the derived
group ResO=ZSL.2/ of G. By shrinking K, we may assume that det.K/\O�

C
�

.K\Z.Z//2. This is to guarantee that the images of gKg�1\G1.Q/ and gKg�1\
G.Q/C in PG.Q/ (PG D G=Z) are equal; now, ShK.C/ can be embedded into
ShK1.C/ for K1 D G1.A.1//\K, because the moduli problem with respect to
K1 is neat without having any nontrivial automorphisms. Let L � V be an O-
lattice. We may assume that LD a�˚ b for a pair .a; b/ of two fractional ideals,
where a� is the dual ideal given by f� 2 F jTr.�a/� Zg D a�1d�1. We define the
polarization ideal c by c�Dƒ.L^L/�F . For each point hz 2X, we have a unique
point z 2 .C�R/I fixed by hz.C�/ (in this way, we identify Z with the connected
component XC of X containing h0). By changing the F ˝R-linear identification
V ˝Q CD F 2˝Q C, we may assume that z 2 XC D Z. The action of hz.C�/ on
VRD V ˝Q R gives a structure of a complex vector space of dimension gD ŒF WQ�
on VR; that is, VR DCI via .a; b/ 7! �aCbz D .a; b/J1 � t .z; 1/ for J1 D

�
0 �1
1 0

�
.

Then L � VR gives rise to the lattice Lz , and ƒ induces the c-polarization �z .
Set yL D L˝Z

bZ � V .1/A D V ˝Q A.1/, and define an abelian variety Az=C by
Az.C/D CI=Lz . Then we have T .Az/D yL, which induces �z W VA.1/ Š V.Az/

and gives rise to a level N -structure �N WN�1L=LŠ AzŒN � for any N > 0.
Let ClC.K/D F �

A.1/
= det.K/F �

C
, which is a finite group (by the open prop-

erty of K). We fix a complete representative set fc 2 F �
A.1/
g for ClC.K/ so that
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c yO\F D c. We define anO-latticeLcD c�˚O�V as above withƒ.Lc^Lc/D c�,
and put LD LO . Note that LD Lc �

�
c 0
0 1

�
in F 2 D V .

For each isogeny class of .A; x�; x�/=S 2 PQ
K.S/, we can functorially find a

unique triple .A0; �0; x�0/=S and a polarization ideal c (representing a unique class
in ClC.K/) such that �0.yLc/D T .A/. Once this is done, as explained after (pol),
we can find a polarization �0 in �0 so that the alternating pairing induced on T .A/
by the polarization coincides with ƒ under �. See [Hid04, pp. 135–136] for the
details of this process of finding a unique triple .A0; �0; x�0/=S in the isogeny class
of .A; x�; x�/=S .

Thus once we have adjusted the c-polarization �0 in x� to ƒ for each member
.A; x�; x�/ 2 PQ

K.S/, we have a unique triple .A0; �0; x�0/=S with c-polarization �0.
If two such choices are isogenous, the isogeny between them has to be an iso-
morphism keeping the polarization. Thus we get an isomorphism of functors:
PQ
K.S/ Š P0K.S/ WD

F
c2ClC.K/ P0K;c.S/, where c runs over the ideal classes in

ClC.K/D F .1/A

�

=F �
C

det.K/, and

P0K;c.S/D
n
.A0; �0; x�0/=S with (rm1-4)

ˇ̌
�0.yLc/D T .A

0/ and c.�0/D c
o
=Š :

Here Š means an isomorphism (not an isogeny) for a chosen polarization integral
over the fixed lattice Lc in the class of x� (in other words, � induces a fixed alternat-
ing form on the space V integral over Lc (up to units in F \ det.K/). As we now
see, this functor P0K;c is represented by a scheme M.c; K/ over a specific abelian
extension kK of Q dependent on K (see below for a description of kK for some
specific K’s). See [Hid04, �4.2] for details of this process.

Recall LcD c�˚O�V , yLcD lim
 �N

Lc=NLcDLc˝Z
bZ and Lc^LcŠ c� by

.a; b/ ^ .a0; b0/ 7! a0b � ab0. Take the principal congruence subgroup �c.N /D

Ker.GL.yLc/�GL.Lc=NLc// of G.A.1// for an integer N > 0. We write �.N/
for �O.N /. We identify �N with Z=NZ by choosing a primitive N th root � D
�N of unity in QŒ�N �. Then, having a level �.N/-structure x� is equivalent to
having a level �c.N /-structure x�0, because we can identify yLc and yL via the left
multiplication by

�
c 0
0 1

�
. Giving x�0 is equivalent to giving an isomorphism of locally

free group schemes

�N W .c
�
˝�N /� .O˝Z=NZ/ŠN�1Lc=Lc

x�0

Š A0ŒN �:

Thus P0
�.N/;c

is the standard moduli functor classifying the level structure for the
principal congruence subgroup �c.N /:

P0�.N/;c.S/D
n
.A; �; �N /=S

ˇ̌̌
�N W .c

�˝�N /� .O˝Z=NZ/Š AŒN �

and c.�/D c

o
=Š :

By a standard argument (see [Rap78], [Kat78] and [Hid04, 4.1]), this functor is rep-
resented by a geometrically irreducible quasi projective variety M.c; �.N //=QŒ�N �.

Over k�.N/ D QŒ�N �, the component M.c; �.N // of Sh�.N/.G;X/ repre-
sents the functor P0

�.N/;c
. This irreducible component in turn corresponds to the
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component G.Q/n
�
X�G.Q/

�
c 0
0 1

�
�.N/

�
=�.N / � Sh�.N/.C/ in (3.1). The

choice � gives rise to the identification QŒ�N �DQŒT �=.ˆN .T // with QŒ�� for the
cyclotomic polynomial ˆN .T / 2 ZŒT �, and an automorphism � 2 Gal.QŒ��=Q/

changes the identification by � 7! �� , whose action is induced by �N 7! �N ı
�
c 0
0 1

�
for a unit c 2bZ� such that �� D �c . In other words, the action of

�
c 0
0 1

�
2G.A.1//

on Sh.G;X/=Q brings

M.O; �.N //=QŒ�� � Sh�.N/.G;X/

to its � -conjugate M.O; �.N //�
=QŒ��

in Sh�.N/.G;X/=Q.
Summing up all these, we have

(3.3) P0�.N/ D
G

c2ClCF .N/

P0�.N/;c over QŒ�N �-SCH,

which implies

(3.4) Sh�.N/.G;X/=QŒ�N � D

G
c2ClCF .N/

M.c; �.N // over QŒ�N �.

Since Lc D

�
yL �
�
c 0
0 1

��1�
\V , this corresponds to the decomposition

G.A.1//D
G

c2ClCF .N/

G.Q/
�
c 0
0 1

�
�.N/:

By the Galois action on M.c; �.N //=QŒ�N �, we can descend the right-hand side
of (3.4) to the base field Q to obtain the model Sh�.N/.G;X/ over Q, because
M.c; �.N // is quasi-projective as we already mentioned.

To construct p-integral models of Shimura varieties, we use the following
variant (due to Kottwitz [Kot92]) of the functor PQ

K . We fix a rational prime p
unramified in F=Q. This concerns an open-compact subgroup K maximal at p (i.e.,
KDG.Zp/�K

.p/), whereOpDO˝ZZp . We have writtenK.p/Dfx2KjxpD1g.
Recall A.p1/ D fx 2 Ajxp D x1 D 0g. We identify the multiplicative group
A.p1/

�
with fx 2 A�jxp D x1 D 1g.

We consider the following fibered category A
.p/
F over Z.p/-schemes:

(Object) abelian schemes with real multiplication by O;

(Morphism) We define Hom
A
.p/
F

.A;A0/D HomAF .A;A
0/˝Z Z.p/, where

Z.p/ D

na
b

ˇ̌
bZCpZD Z

o
:

This means that to classify test objects, we now allow only isogenies with degree
prime to p (called “prime-to-p isogenies”), and the degree of the polarization � is
supposed also to be prime to p. Two polarizations are equivalent if �D a�0D �0ıa
for a totally positive a 2 F prime to p.
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Fix an O-lattice L� V D F 2 with ƒ.L^L/D c�, and assume self Op-dual-
ity of Lp D L˝Z Zp under the alternating pairing ƒ W V ^ V Š F . Consider
test objects .A; x�; x�.p//=S . Here �.p/ W V.A.p1// D V ˝Q A.p1/ Š V .p/.A/ D

T .A/˝Z A.p1/ and � 2 x� are supposed to satisfy the following requirement:
V .p/.A/^V .p/.A/

e�
�! F

.p1/
A is proportional to ƒ W V ^V Š F up to scalars in

.F ˝A.p1//�. Here e� is the alternating form induced by the polarization �. We
write the K.p/-orbit of �.p/ as x�.p/. Then we consider the following functor from
Z.p/-schemes into SETS.

(3.5) P
.p/
K .S/D

h
.A; x�; x�.p//=S with (rm1–4)

i
:

Let O�
.p/C

D O�p \ F
�
C

. As long as K is maximal at p, we can identify

ClC.K/ D F
.1/
A

�

=F �
C

det.K/ with F .p1/A

�

=O�
.p/C

det.K.p//. Thus we may
choose the representatives fcg prime to p (and we may assume the self-duality of
L at p). By the same process as bringing PQ

K isomorphically to P0
K=Q

, the functor
is equivalent to P0

K=Z.p/
defined over Z.p/-SCH; so, it is representable over Z.p/,

giving a canonical model Sh.p/K .G;X/=Z.p/ over Z.p/. The functor P0
K=Z.p/

is a

disjoint union of the functors P0K;c indexed by c 2 ClC.K/, where
(3.6)

P0K;c.S/D
h
.A; �; x�.p//=S with (rm1–4)

ˇ̌
�.p/.yLc/D T

.p/.A/; c.�/D c
i
:

A subtle point is to relate Sh.p/
=Z.p/

to Sh=Q. The equivalence of functors

P
.p/

�.N/
Š P0

�.N/=Z.p/
is compatible when N varies over integers prime to p, simi-

larly, for PQ
�.N/

Š P0
�.N/=Q

; therefore,

Sh.p/˝Z.p/ QŠ Sh=G.Zp/:

The functor P0
�.N/;O=Z.p/Œ�N �

for N prime to p is represented by a scheme

M.O; �.N //=Z.p/Œ�N �

and gives rise to a closed subscheme of Sh.p/
�.N/=Z.p/Œ�N �

. The characteristic 0 fiber
M.O; �.N //˝Z.p/Œ�N � QŒ�N � gives M.O; �.N //=QŒ�N � in (3.4). We define a

closed subscheme M.p/ of Sh.p/ over the integer ring Z
.p/�ab

.p/
D
S
p−N Z.p/Œ�N �

by

(3.7) M.p/
WD lim
 �
p−N

M.O; �.N //=Z.p/Œ�N � � Sh.p/˝Z.p/ Z
.p/�ab

.p/
:

Similarly, we define a closed subscheme M of ShQab over the maximal abelian
extension Qab D

S
N>0 QŒ�N � by

(3.8) M=Qab WD lim
 �
N>0

M.O; �.N //=QŒ�N � � Sh˝Q Qab:
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Since yL0 Š yL for any O-lattice L0 � V , it is essential to allow all O-isomor-
phism classes of O-lattices L0 to define P0

�.N/
, because in the definition of P.p/,

only yL.p/ is specified (which does not determine the isomorphism class of L if
the class group of F is nontrivial). This problem is more acute at p because over
Z.p/, Tp.A/ does not determine Lp. Indeed the p-adic Tate module of an abelian
scheme of characteristic p has less rank than its characteristic 0 counterpart. The
self-duality at p of L has to be imposed to overcome this point (see the argument
just above Remark 7.4 of [Hid04]). Also we need the density of the derived group
G1.Q/ in G1.A.1// (the strong approximation theorem) in order to know that geo-
metrically irreducible components of Sh.p/K are indexed by the class group ClC.K/:
�0.Sh.p/

K=SQ
/Š ClC.K/.

Since p is unramified in F=Q (andK.p/ is sufficiently small), Sh.p/K is smooth
over Z.p/ by the infinitesimal criterion of smoothness (e.g., [BLR90, Prop. 2.2.6]);
that is, we can show that any characteristic p test object lifts to characteristic 0
infinitesimally. To explain this, let R be a Z.p/-algebra with a nilpotent ideal
I � R containing a power of p. Put R0 D R=I . We want to show the existence
of a lifting of a test object .A0; x�0; x�

.p/
0 /=R0 to R. The abelian variety A0 lifts

to an abelian scheme A=R (with A˝R R0 Š A0) by the deformation theory of
Grothendieck-Messing-Mumford (cf. [Mes72, V.1.6], [Mum65, �6.3], [Rap78, 1.5–
1.10], [FC90, I.3], and also [Hid04, Th. 8.8 and the remark after the theorem]).
Since the degree of the polarization is prime to p (here we use the fact that we
can choose a representative c prime to p in a given class in ClC.K/), � also lifts
because we may assume that �0 W A0 ! At0 is étale (and hence At D A=E for
an étale subgroup E � A lifting Ker.�0/; see [Mil80, I.3.12]). As for the level
structure �.p/0 , it is prime to p and hence étale over R0. Then it extends uniquely
to a level structure �.p/ W V .p/A Š V .p/.A/ over R. By the deformation theory
of Barsotti-Tate groups (see [Mes72, V.1.6] and [Rap78, 1.5–1.10]), using (rm4),
we can find a deformation A=R of A0=R0 with an embedding O ,! End.A=R/
compatible with O ,! End.A0=R0/.

We can let g 2G.A.1// act on Sh.G;X/=Q by

(3.9) .A; x�; i; �/ 7! .A; x�; i; � ıg/;

which gives a right action of G.A.1// on Sh.G;X/. Define

GD G.G;X/D
n
g 2G.A/

ˇ̌
det.g/ 2 A�F �F �

1C
=F �F �

1C

o
;

and write EDE.G;X/DG.G;X/=Z.Q/G.R/C (see [Shi70b], [Shi75] and [Shi00,
�8]). Here F �

1C
is the subgroup of totally positive elements in F1D F ˝Q R.

By (3.1) (and by our construction), we have �0.Sh.G;X/.C// Š F �
A.1/

=F �
C
Š

F �A =F
�F �
1C
D lim
 �N

ClCF .N /. The action of g 2G.A.1// permutes transitively
connected components of Sh.G;X/.C/.
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The neutral irreducible component of Sh.G;X/.C/ is the image of Z� 1 in
Sh.G;X/.C/ under the projection in (3.1) and is given by the complex points M.C/

of the closed subscheme M=Qab of Sh=Qab defined in (3.8). Since M.O; �.N //.C/

is a connected complex manifold for N � 0, M=Qab is geometrically irreducible.
Composing the structure morphism M! Spec.Qab/ with the unique morphism
Spec.Qab/!Spec.Q/, we regard M as an irreducible (but geometrically reducible)
Q-scheme. Thus we can think of the rational function field Q.M=Q/. The field of
definition of M (that is, the algebraic closure of Q in the function field Q.M=Q/) is
the maximal abelian extension Qab=Q (thus, Q.M=Q/DQab.M=Qab/), because the
values of the Weil pairing on all the torsion points of the universal abelian scheme
over M generate Qab. Then we can think of the scheme M �Q Qab (over Qab)
which is no longer connected:

M�Q Qab
D

G
�2Gal.Qab=Q/

M�Qab;� Qab:

Since Sh is defined over Q and M=Qab � Sh=Qab , M�
=Qab WDM �Qab;� Qab gives

another connected component of Sh˝Q Qab; in other words, the nonconnected
scheme M�Q Qab has an open immersion into Sh.G;X/=Qab , and the action of g 2
G.A.1// preserves �0.M�Q Qab/ if and only if det.g/ 2 A�F �F �

1C
. The action

of g with det.g/ 2 A� permutes transitively geometrically irreducible components
of Sh through the action of the Artin symbol Œdet.g/;Q� on Qab (see [Hid04, Proof
of Th. 4.14]). Thus we may regard G as the stabilizer inside G.A.1// of the neutral
component M=Q. Since G.A.1// acts transitively on the set �0.Sh.G;X/=SQ/, the
stabilizer of another component M � g in G.A.1// is given by g�1Gg. Since G

is a normal subgroup of G.A.1//, G is the stabilizer of any other geometrically
irreducible component of Sh.G;X/.

We shall give another description of E due to Deligne. We recall it, because
recently Shimura’s reciprocity is often written using Deligne’s formulation and it
is also easier to describe the action of G.A.1// (up to isogeny) in group theoretic
terms if we use his definition. Write xG D G.A.1//=Z.Q/, � D G.Q/C, and
�DGad.Q/DG.Q/=Z.Q/. We have the projection � 3  7!  onto a subgroup
� of xG and the following commutative diagram of group homomorphisms:

(3.10)

�
'

����! �

\

??y ??yr
xG ����!

ad
Aut. xG/:

Here r is the inclusion, ' is induced by the projection G.Q/!Gad.Q/, Aut. xG/
is the automorphism group of the group xG, and ad.g/.x/D gxg�1 for g 2 xG. We
often write './ for './ and by definition, r.ı/ (ı 2�) preserves � as a whole.
Plainly, we have the following two compatibility conditions,
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(a) r.'.//D ad./ for all  2 � (commutativity of (3.10));

(b) '.r.ı/.//D ad.ı/.'.// for all ı 2� and  2 � .

We consider the semi-direct product: xG Ì� whose multiplication law is given by
.g; ı/.h; �/D .g � .r.ı/.h//; ı�/, and we have .g; ı/�1 D .r.ı�1/.g�1/; ı�1/. By
computation, we have

.g; ı/.�1; './/.g; ı/�1D .g �r.ı/.�1/r.ı �'.//.r.ı�1/.g�1//; ad.ı/.'.///:

Then again by computation,

g � r.ı/.�1/r.ı �'.//.r.ı�1/.g�1//

D g � r.ı/.�1/r.ı/..r.ı�1/.g�1//�1/D g � r.ı/..r.ı�1/.g�1//�1/

D g � r.ı/.r.ı�1/.g�1//.r.ı/.�1//D r.ı/./�1:

This shows that z� D f.�1; './/j 2 �g is a normal subgroup of the semi-direct
product xG Ì�. We then define

(3.11) xG �� �D . xG Ì�/=z�:

We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows.

Ker.'/
�

����! �
'

����! �
onto
����! Coker.'/

k

??y \

??y \

??yı 7!Œ1;ı� ??yk
Ker.'/ ����!

�

xG ������!
g 7!Œg;1�

xG �� � ����!onto
Coker.'/:

Then by the (suitably applied) snake lemma, we get a canonical isomorphism

(3.12) �n xG Š�n. xG �� �/:

Note that �n.X� xG/D Sh.G;X/.C/ by (3.1). By this isomorphism, the amalga-
mated product xG �� � acts on �n.X� xG/, and the action of Œg; ı� 2 xG �� � on
the class Œz� in �n.X� xG/D Sh.G;X/.C/ (which is sent to Œz; 1� 2�n. xG �� �/)
is given by

(3.13) Œz� � Œg; ı�D Œz; 1�Œg; ı�D Œzg; ı�D Œ1; ı�Œr.ı/�1.zg/; 1�D Œr.ı/�1.zg/�:

Thus xG �� � acts on the Shimura variety Sh.G;X/, and by (3.13) combined with
(3.2), the action coincides with the one in (3.9) (see [Del79] and [Hid04, 4.2.2]).
In particular, E.G;X/ is identified with the stabilizer of M (and of any other geo-
metrically irreducible component of Sh.G;X/) in xG �� �. The map

xG �� � 3 .g; ad.// 7! det.g/ 2 F �A =F �F
�
1C

is a well-defined homomorphism, and E.G;X/ is identified with the inverse image
of A�F �F �

1C
=F �F �

1C
in xG �� �. The following fact (whose proof we have

sketched) has been shown in [Shi70b, 6.5] and [Miy72, Th. 2] (see also [MS81,
4.6 and 4.13] and [Hid04, Th. 4.14]):
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THEOREM 3.1. The stabilizer in G.A.1// of the geometrically irreducible
component of Sh.G;X/ which contains the image of XC � 1 is given by E.G;X/.
The right action of .g; ad.// 2 E.G;X/ ( 2G.Q/) on Œz; g0� is given by

Œz; g0� 7! Œ�1.z/; .g0g/ad./�;

where .g0g/ad./ D �1.g0g/ .

Since Shimura does not formulate his result in the language of schemes, it is
hard to say which part of Sh is Shimura’s canonical model, though we can probably
say that the (projective) system fMK WDM=KgK�E.G;X/ of quasi-projective va-
rieties irreducible over Q (indexed by open compact subgroups K) each regarded
as defined over its field of definition kK (that is, the algebraic closure of Q in
its function field Q.MK=Q/) is essentially his canonical model. Since another
geometrically connected component V of Sh=Q is isomorphic to M by an action
of g 2G.A.1//, more precisely, Shimura’s canonical models give a system of geo-
metrically irreducible varieties of the form g.MK/=kK with a specific isomorphism
onto Mg�1Kg=kK

given by each element of g 2G.A.1//. His theory includes an
explicit determination of kK as an abelian extension of Q via class field theory, the
local reciprocity low at each CM-point on MK and an explicit description of the
action of E.G;X/ on each member MK (the global reciprocity law). The above
result is an interpretation in Deligne’s language of the result of Shimura in [Shi70b,
6.5]. When we regard g 2 E.G;X/ as an automorphism of OSh or Sh.G;X/=Q, we
write it as �.g/.

3.2. Shimura’s reciprocity law. Since

Sh.G;X/.C/DG.Q/n
�
X�G.A.1//

�
=Z.Q/;

we write Œz; g� 2 Sh.C/ for the image of .z; g/ 2 X�G.A.1//. A point x D Œz; g�
is called a CM-point if z D .z� /�2I 2XD .C�R/I � F ˝Q C generates a totally
imaginary quadratic extensionMx DF Œz��F ˝Q C of F (a CM field over F ). We
write ODOx for the integer ring of Mx and Ox D f˛ 2Oxj˛Lz �Lzg (the order
of LzDO

�COz). Let TxDTz be the (abstract) group scheme ResOx=ZGm (which
is an abstract torus over ZŒ 1

D
� for the discriminant D of Ox). We assume p −D for

the prime p (so, we assume that Lz˝ZZpDOx˝ZZp andOx˝ZZpDOx˝ZZp).
The regular representation �z W Tx.Q/DM�x !G.Q/ given by . ˛z˛ /D �z.˛/ .

z
1 /

gives rise to a representation Tx=ZŒ1=D�!G=ZŒ1=D� because .1; z/ gives rise to a
basis of Lz˝Z ZŒ 1

D
�. Since .1; z/ gives a basis of Lz˝Z

bZŒ 1
D
� overbZŒ 1

D
� for the

discriminant D of Ox , we may regard �z as a representation y�z W Tz!G defined
over bZŒ 1

D
�. Now conjugating by g, we get y�x W Tx=A.1/ ! G=A.1/ defined over

A.1/ given by y�x.˛/Dg�1y�z.˛/g. Here we used the fact that A.1/DbZŒ 1
D
�˝Z Q.

We assume that Ax has complex multiplication by Ox; that is, under the action of
Tx.bZ/D bO�x via y�x , yL � g\F 2 is identified with a fractional ideal of Mx prime
to p. On the other hand, the level structure �x D �z ı g identifies T .Ax/ with
yL �g D yLc for a polarization ideal c prime to p.
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We let G.Q/ act on the column vector space V D F 2 through the matrix
multiplication. The action of Tx via �z on V makes V a vector space over Mx of
dimension 1. Then the subspace Vx D V ˝Q C on which hz acts by its restriction
�x D hzjGm�1 is preserved by multiplication by Mx , yielding an isomorphism
class †x of representations of Mx . Since the isomorphism class †x is determined
by its diagonal entries �i W Mx ,! C, we may identify †x with a formal sumP
i �i . Since �x ��x D hz , we find that f�i ; c�igiD1;:::;d (d D ŒF W Q�) is the

total set Ix of complex embeddings of Mx into C. Taking the fiber A D Ax at
x 2 Sh.C/ of the universal abelian scheme over Sh, we find that A has complex
multiplication by Mx with CM-type .Mx; †x/. Let .M 0x; †

0
x/ be the reflex of

.Mx; †x/ as defined in [Shi98, Chap. IV]. Then a 7!
Q
�2†0x

�.a/ induces a mor-
phism rx W T

0 D ResM 0x=QGm! Tx � G. The field M 0x is by definition the field
of definition of �x W Gm!G. The map rx can be realized as

rx W T
0
x D ResM 0x=QGm

�x
��! ResM 0x=QTx

Norm
���! Tx :

For each b 2T 0x.A
.1//D .M 0

x;A.1/
/�, we have the Artin reciprocity image Œb;M 0x�

2 Gal.M 0x
ab
=M 0x/, where M 0x

ab is the maximal abelian extension of M 0x . Since
Tx.R/ is the stabilizer of z, Œz; g� D Œ�1.z/; g� D Œz; g� for  2 Tx.Q/, and
hence Œz; g� 7! Œz; rx.b/g� only depends on Œb;M 0x� by class field theory. Also we
find that elements of y�x.Tx.Q// � G.A.1// stabilize the CM-point Œz; g� under
right multiplication. Now we are ready to state Shimura’s reciprocity law for the
CM-point Œz; g� (see [Shi98, 18.6, 18.8] and [Mil90, II.5.1]):

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let x D Œz; g� be a CM-point in Sh.G;X/=Q. Then the
point x is M 0x

ab-rational, and for any b 2 T 0x.A
.1//, we have

Œb�1;M 0x�.Œz; g�/D Œz; g�y�x.rx.b//D Œz; y�z.rx.b//g�

and Œz; g�y�x./D Œz; y�z./g�D Œ�1.z/; g�D Œz; g� for any  2 Tx.Q/.

3.3. Reciprocity law for deformation spaces. We suppose that p is unram-
ified in F=Q. We start with a fixed CM-point x D Œz; g� and the associated
abelian variety .Ax; x�; i; �/ of CM-type .Mx; †x/. Unless confusion seems likely,
we write .M;†/ for .Mx; †x/. We suppose that i W O ,! End.Ax/ extends to
i W O ,! End.Ax/ for the integer ring O of M . Take W D W.Fp/ and consider
the reduction A0 modulo .p/ of Ax . Suppose that A0 is ordinary. Diagonalizing
the action of M on Lie.Ax/=W , we may assume that � 2 † embeds O into W .
We write vi (i D 1; 2; � � � ) for the p-adic place of M associated to � 2 †. We
write †p D†x;p for the set of places vi . This condition of A0 being ordinary is
equivalent to

(ord) Each v 2†p is not equivalent to v ı c for 1¤ c 2 Gal.M=F /.

This implies that all prime factors of p in F split in M . We pick a base
of MA.1/ over FA.1/ and identify MA.1/ with V.A.1// D F 2

A.1/
so that the
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fixed lattice in the definition of P
.p/
K is a fractional ideal of M . If x D Œz; g�,

the choice of g is tantamount to the choice of the base of MA.1/ over FA.1/ . Then
the polarization � induces an alternating pairing h˛; ˇi D TrM=Q.ı˛c.ˇ// for the
unique nontrivial automorphism c of M=F . Here ı 2 M is a purely imaginary
element ı D

p
�� for a totally positive element � 2 F with Im.�.ı// > 0 for

all � 2 †. We then have Ax.C/ D Ln .M ˝Q R/ for a fractional ideal L � M
identifying M ˝Q R with C† through a˝ t 7! .�.a/t/�2†. This induces �.p/ D
�
.p/
z ıg

.p/ WM ˝Q A.p1/ Š V .p/.Ax/.
Since K is maximal at p, we may assume that Lp DOp DO˝Z Zp (so, gp 2

G.Zp/ because Lz˝Z ZpDOp insideMp). We are dealing with Kottwitz’s moduli
problem (as in (3.5) in �3.1). By reduction mod p, �.p/ induces a prime-to-p level
structure �.p/0 onA0. Let .A; �A; �/=R be any deformation of .A0; �0; �0/=F (FDFp)
over Spec.R/ for an artinian W -algebra R. Since AŒN � for N prime to p is étale
over Spec.R/, the level structure �.p/0 at the special fiber extends uniquely to a level
structure �.p/A on A=R. Thus the level structure is insensitive to the deformation of
the underlying triple .A0; �0; �0/. Therefore, for the deformation functor:

bP.R/D h.A; �A; i; �; �.p/A /=R
ˇ̌
.A; �A; i; �; �

.p/
A / mod mR D .A0; �0; i0; �0; �

.p/
0 /

i
;

the forgetful morphism: .A; �A; i; �; �
.p/
A /=R 7! .A; �A; i; �/=R ofbP into the original

deformation functor bPA0;i0;�0 induces an isomorphism of functors; so, they have
identical deformation spaces.

We consider the Serre-Tate deformation space yS representing bP. We take
the Kottwitz model Sh.p/.G;X/=W over W and consider x D Œz; g� as a point of
Sh.p/.G;X/.W /. Let Shord

D Shord.G;X/ D Sh.p/.G;X/Œ 1
E
�, that is, we invert

over Sh.p/ a lift E of a power of the Hasse invariant H . The formal completion
Shord
1 of Shord along Shord

1 D Shord
˝W F is uniquely determined independently of

the choice of E and gives the ordinary locus of A. Writing Shord for Sh.p/Œ 1
E
� is

therefore a slight abuse of notation. We assume that x gives rise to a closed point
of Shord

1 .
Since yS carries the universal deformation AD .A; i; �; �.p//

= yS
which is an

element of P.p/. yS/, by the universality of the Shimura variety, we have an inclu-
sion

(3.14) ' W yS ,! Shord
1 .G;X/ such that '�Aord

DA

for the universal quadruple Aord over Shord
1 .G;X/. Since �.p/ lacks the information

about A0Œp1�, the identification of yS with yGm˝Z d�1 is not yet specified.
Since yS is connected, we have the connected component V=W � Sh.p/

=W
con-

taining the image of '. Then V=FD V ˝W F is the connected component containing
the point x carrying .A0; �0; i0; �0; �

.p/
0 /. We can lift the morphism ' to the Igusa

tower over the formal completion V ord
1 of V Œ 1

E
�=W along V ord

=F
D V Œ 1

E
�=F. The
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Igusa tower Ig=V ord
1

studied in [Hid04, Chap. 8] is given by

IsomO.Fp=Op=V ord
1
;AordŒp1�et

=V ord
1
/

for the universal abelian scheme Aord over V ord
1 . Strictly speaking, in [Hid04], we

studied principally the Igusa tower on the neutral component of Shord
1 , but here we

study it over V ord
1 , because we need to study it over the component containing the

fixed CM-point x 2 Shord
1 . We can also write

Ig=V ord
1
Š IsomO.�p1 ˝Z d�1

=V ord
1
;AordŒp1�ı

=V ord
1
/

for the connected component AordŒp1�ı of AordŒp1� (Cartier duality). Let p DQ
v2†p

pv for the prime pv associated to the valuation v 2†p . Then
S
j .pc/�j =O

Š AxŒ.pc/1�, which induces

�ordp WOp ŠOpc Š HomZp .Qp=Zp; AxŒ.pc/1�/D TAxŒp1�et:

We can therefore extend �.p/ to

�ord
WOp � .Mx˝Q A.p1//Š TAxŒp1�et

�V .p/.Ax/:

Let bK be the field of fractions of W . Over the field bKŒ�p1 �, we can further extend
�ord
p to �p W Op � Op D Op Š TAxŒp1� by identifying

S
j p�j =O Š AxŒp1�.

This choice is tantamount to the choice of gp which brings the base of Lp to the
base given by the two idempotent 1p WD .1; 0/ of Op and 1pc WD .0; 1/ of Opc in
Op �Opc DOp �Op. We write �D �p � �.p/ and �ord D �ord

p � �
.p/.

We can think of the deformation of .A0; i; �0; �0; �ord
0 /=Fp

for �ord
0 D�

ord modp.
The p-part of the level p-structure �ord

0 provides the canonical identification of
the deformation space yS with bGm˝Z d�1. For any complete local W -algebra C
and any deformation A=C of A0, AŒp1�et is étale over Spec.C /; so, again the
deformation is insensitive to the ordinary level structure. Thus we get a canonical
immersion:

(3.15) '�ord
0
WbGm˝Z d�1 ,! Ig such that '�Aord

DAord.

Here Aord (resp. Aord) denotes the universal ordinary quadruple over Ig (resp. the
universal quintuple over yS ).

The abelian variety Ax D .Ax; i; �; �
ord/ of CM-type .M;†/ is the fiber of

Aord at a point q0 2bGm˝Z d�1.W /. Here q0 is an Op-bilinear form on TA0Œp1�et.
Since any element a 2 i0.O/� End.A0=Fp

/ can be lifted to Ax , by the Serre-Tate
theorem, we have

(3.16) q0.i.˛/y; y
0/D q0.y; i.x̨/y

0/ .˛ 2O/;

where x̨ D c.˛/ for 1¤ c 2 Gal.M=F /. This forces q0 to be 0, that is, q0.y; y0/
is the constant 1 of the group yGm˝ d�1 identically, because q0 is also Op-linear
and Op DOp. Indeed, the connected étale exact sequence of AxŒp1� does split
by complex multiplication, and hence q0 D 1 by definition.
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We now compute the effect of the isogeny i0.˛/ W A0! A0 (A0 D Ax=F and
˛ 2O) on the deformation space yS . Pick a deformation A=R of A0 D Ax=F for an
artinian R 2 CL=W , and look into the following diagram with exact rows:

(3.17)
Hom.TA0Œp1�et;bGm.R// ,! AŒpn�.R/

�
�! A0Œp

n�et.R/

˛
x? ?y˛�c

Hom.TA0Œp1�et;bGm.R// ,! AŒpn�.R/
�
�! A0Œp

n�et.R/:

Take u D lim
 �n

un 2 TA0Œp1�et, and lift it to v D lim
 �n

vn for vn 2 A.R/ (but
vn 62 AŒp

n�). Then

q.u/D lim
 �
n

qn.un/ 2 Hom.TA0Œp1�et; yGm/ for qn.un/D“pn”vn.

Note that the identification of Hom.TA0Œp1�et; yGm/ with the formal group Aı of
A is given by the Cartier duality composed with the polarization; so, if ˛ is prime
to p, ˛ sends q to q˛

1�c

D lim
 �n

˛.“pn”˛�c.vn//. Thus the effect of ˛ on q is

given by q 7! q˛
1�c

. Once the identification of yS with yGm˝ d�1 is given (that is,
a level p1-structure �ord

0 W Fp=Op Š A0Œp
1�et is chosen), ˛ 2O prime to p acts

on the coordinate t (of yGm˝ d�1) by t 7! t˛
1�c

.
Write 1ZpŒO� for the formal completion of ZpŒO� at the origin 1 2 S.F/ for

S D Gm ˝ d�1. Identify 1ZpŒO� with the ring made up of series:
P
�2O a.�/t

�

for a.�/ 2 Zp (here 1ZpŒO� Š ZpŒŒ.t
�1 � 1/; : : : ; .t�d � 1/�� for a base �1; : : : ; �d

of O over Z). Let T D ResO=ZGm. Since bGm ˝Z d�1 D Spf.1ZpŒO�/ for the
completion at the origin 1 2 S.F/ for S D Gm˝Z d�1, O�p D T .Zp/ acts on yS as

follows: We have a character O! 1ZpŒO�� with s 7! ts . Then the variable change
t 7! ts induces an automorphism of the formal group bGm˝Z d�1, and all O-linear
automorphisms are obtained in this way. On the points q of the formal schemebGm˝Z d�1.W /, the action induces q 7! qs .

The inclusion O ,!O induces an identification of p-adic rings Op with Op
which we fix in this paper and use always in the sequel. Note that Op DOp�Opc .
This same inclusion: O ,! O induces an inclusion of Z.p/-tori T ,! Tx . Let
T WD Tx=T . By the identification above, the map O�

.p/
!O�p given by ˛ 7! ˛1�c

induces an injective homomorphism

(3.18) T.Z.p//!O�p D T .Zp/:

Thereby, the actions of T .Zp/ on yS and that of T.Z.p// are compatible. The torus
T.Z.p// is isomorphic to the image (under y�x) of Tx.Z.p// in E.G;X/, and its
action on yS factors through the action of E.G;X/ on Ig.G;X/ via (3.15). The
Op-module structure of yS given by t 7! ts therefore commutes with the isogeny
action of Tx on yS .

By the level structure �ord
p (and its dual), we identify Aıx with yGm˝ d�1 and

AxŒp
1�et with Fp=Op . In this way, we may identify the torus T with the diagonal

torus T ı of SL2. The action of t 2 T .Zp/ D O�p on the quotient AxŒp1�et is
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given by the multiplication by t 2 O�p , and hence the two tori are identified by
T .Zp/ 3 t 7!

�
t�1 0
0 t

�
2 T ı.Zp/ � SL2.Op/ when we take the lower diagonal

entry of T ı as the coordinate of the quotient.
Change of level structure �ord 7! �ord ı a for a 2 T .Zp/ is given by the action

of an element
�
a�1 0
0 a

�
of the diagonal torus in T ı.bZ/� SL2.F

.1/
A /, which moves

the point x 2 Ig to a different point y D a.x/ étale over the image of x in ShK
(for K DG.bZ/) and brings the canonical coordinate at x to that of the image y. In
other words, the action of a by the change of �ord to �ord ı a:

.A; i; �; �; �ord/ 7! .A; i; �; �; �ord
ı a/

sends the deformation space yS centered at .A0; i0; �0; �0; �ord
0 / on x to the different

deformation space ySa centered at .A0; i0; �0; �0; �ord
0 ıa/ on yDa.x/ (as long as the

two quintuples are not isogenous). The action of y�x W Tx.Q/ ,!G.A.1// and the
action of T ı.Zp/ via change of level structure are compatible, since the intersection
of the images of the two groups in E.G;X/ is trivial (and the p-component T ı.Zp/
and the projection of y�x.Tx.Q// to the p-component G.Qp/ are both diagonal).

By the definition of y�x given above, we have ˛ ı �ord D �ord ı y�x.˛/ au-
tomatically. If y�x.˛/ 2 Tx.Z.p//, it acts on Ig.G;X/ as an automorphism, while
y�x.˛/2 Tx.Q/ may expand or shrink OIg because it would induce a morphism like
the Frobenius map on the special fiber. The action of �.y�x.˛// sends the canonical
coordinate t into t˛

1�c

(identifying ˛ with its image in Op D
Q

p2†p
Op DOp).

LEMMA 3.3. If h 2 E.G;X/ fixes x and is an image of Qh 2 G.A.1// with
Qhp 2 G.Zp/, then it is induced by an endomorphism ˛ 2 EndQ

F .Ax/DM , and h
induces t 7! t˛

1�c

.

Proof. Since h fixes x, it has to preserve Ig and yS by the irreducibility of Ig
(a theorem of Ribet; see [Hid04, Th. 4.21]). Take Qh 2G.A.1// with Qhp 2G.Zp/
projecting down to h. Thus Qhp is in the upper triangular Borel subgroup B.Zp/
by [Hid04, Cor. 4.22]. The Borel subgroup B is upper triangular with respect
to the coordinate given by �ord (and its dual) under which we identified T and
T ı . By the universality of Sh=Q, there exists an isogeny ˛ W Ax ! Ax such that
�.p/ ı Qh D ˛ ı �.p/ and �ord ı Qh D ˛ ı �ord. Since ˛ 2 End.Ax/ D O, we have
QhD y�x.˛/ modulo Z.Q/, and therefore, h is the image of y�x.˛/ in E.G;X/. The
assertion follows from the above discussion. �

Summing up the above discussion, we have the following fact:

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let a 2 T .Zp/ for T D ResO=ZGm. Then the action:

.A; i; �; �; �ord/ 7! .A; i; �; �; �ord
ı a/

induces an isomorphism: ySa Š yS sending f D
P
� c.�/t

0� 2 �. ySa;O ySa/ to f ı

a.t/D
P
� c.�/t

� 2 �. yS;O yS /, where t (resp. t 0) is the canonical coordinate of yS
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(resp. ySa). For an isogeny ˛ 2 EndQ
F .Ax/ regarded as an element of Tx.Q/ by y�x ,

we have t ı �.y�x.˛//D t˛
1�c

.

Here is how to relate the characteristic 0 Shimura variety ShUn of level �1.pn/
with the characteristic p Igusa tower of level pn. A more localized argument can
be found in [Hid] and [Hid09a]. Let WD i�1p .W.F//� SQ (a strict henselization of
Z.p/ inside SQ). We regard Sh.p/ as a (pro-)scheme over W. Let K (resp. bK) be the
field of fractions of W (resp. W ). Consider the quotient ShU1=K D Sh.G;X/=U1
for the stabilizer U1 D Up;1 � G.Zp/ of the infinity cusp. Thus U1 D

T
n Un

and Un consists of elements g 2G.Zp/ with g �
�
1 �
0 �

�
modpn. Thus ShU1=K D

lim
 �n

ShUn=K, and ShUn=K (n D 1; 2; : : : ;1) can be written as the scheme repre-
senting the functor

IsomO.�pn ˝ d�1
=Sh.p/

=K

;AŒpn�
=Sh.p/

=K
/;

because the level p-structure �p modUn for a test object .A; �; �modU1/=S can
be given by an O-linear closed immersion: �p1 ˝ d�1 ,! AŒp1� (, Op.1/D

Tp.�p1 ˝ d�1/ ,! TpA) if n D 1 and an O-linear closed immersion: �pn ˝
d�1
=S

,! AŒpn�=S if n < 1. Here IsomO.G=B ;H=B/ for finite flat O-modules
(or Barsotti-Tate O-modules) G and H over a base B is a contravariant functor
from B-SCH to SETS which assigns a B-scheme R the set of O-linear closed
immersions G�BR ,!H�BR defined over R. By the theory of the Hilbert scheme
(e.g. [Hid04, 6.1.5–6.1.6]), the above functor IsomO.G=B ;H=B/ is representable by
a scheme quasi-finite affine over B if G and H are finite flat over B , because flatness
and projectivity of G=B and H=B (following from finiteness) are the requirements
of representability by the Hilbert scheme. Put

In D IsomO.�pn ˝ d�1
=Sh.p/

=W

;AŒpn�
=Sh.p/

=W
/:

We perform the same construction over the category of (p-adic) formal schemes
over Shord

1 . We then get the formal completion Ign.G;X/ of In along its special
fiber over F:

Ign.G;X/D IsomO.�pn ˝ d�1
=Shord
1

;AŒpn�=Shord
1
/

Š IsomO.�pn ˝ d�1
=Shord
1

;AŒpn�mult
=Shord
1

/

Š IsomO.AŒpn�et
=Shord
1

; p�nO=O=Shord
1
/ (Cartier duality)

for the multiplicative part AŒpn�mult
=Shord
1

of AordŒpn�=Shord
1

(which is only well defined

over the formal scheme Shord
1 ). The Igusa tower Ig=V ord

1 we discussed earlier is
the pull back of the full Igusa tower Ig D lim

 �n
Ign.G;X/ to the integral formal

subscheme V ord
1 � Shord

1 . Though Ign.G;X/ is étale finite over Shord
1 , In=Sh.p/

is étale quasi-finite over Sh.p/ (because elements In over nonordinary locus in
characteristic 0 fiber of In does not extend to characteristic p fiber). In any case,
by definition In˝W KD ShUn=K.
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We look at the normalization In D In.G;X/ of the scheme Shord
=W in ShU1=K.

Since In=Sh.p/ is étale quasi-finite, In is normal. Thus OIn � OIn and OIn;x �

OIn;x at all closed points x 2 In; in other words, OIn is a localization of OIn over
the topological space of In; so, we have an open immersion In ,! In because of
In˝W KD ShUn=K.

Since V ord
1 is a connected component of Shord

1 , Ig=V ord
1 (defined earlier) is a

closed subscheme of Ig.G;X/ (and actually a connected component of Ig.G;X/
by a result of Ribet). The n-th layer

Ign.G;X/ WD IsomO.�pn ˝ d�1
=Shord
1

;AordŒpn�mult
=Shord
1

/

.�/
Š IsomO.O=pnO=Shord

1
;AordŒpn�et

=Shord
1

/

is finite étale over the formal scheme Shord
1 , and Ig.G;X/D lim

 �n
Ign.G;X/. The

isomorphism (�) is given by sending an isomorphism of the left-hand-side to
its Cartier dual inverse. Each layer Ign.G;X/ is finite over Shord

1 . As we have
seen, Ign.G;X/ is the formal completion yIn of In along its special fiber In=FD

In ˝W F D Ign.G;X/=F � In=F and hence is an open formal subscheme of the
formal completionbIn of In along its special fiber. In summary, the special fiber
In=F over F has Ign.G;X/=F as an open subscheme of maximal dimension, the
formal scheme Ig.G;X/=W is the formal completion of I1=W along Ig.G;X/=F,
and yI1 is an open formal subscheme of the formal completionbI1 along its special
fiber.

The quadruple Ax D .Ax; i; x�; �/ of CM-type .M;†/ gives a unique point
x 2 Sh.G;X/.KŒ�p1 �/ and the ordinary quadruple Ax D .Ax; i; x�; �

ord/ gives a
unique integral point x 2 I1.W/. Consider the W-point x 2 I1. Then writing
Ox=W for the stalk at the closed point zx D .xmod mW/ 2 I1.F/ (for the maximal
ideal mW�W), we have an isomorphism ySDSpf.bOx=W /, wherebOxD lim

 �n
Ox=m

n
x

for the maximal ideal mx of Ox=W. Since yS DbGm˝Z d�1, the endomorphism ring
End. yS/ as a formal group is isomorphic to Md .Zp/. By t 7! ta, a 2Op acts on yS ;
so, we write EndO. yS/ for the commutant of ResOp=ZpGa.Zp/ in End. yS/. Then
EndO. yS/ŠOp . For each f 2 O yS and a 2O�p , we write a.f /D f ıa. Recall the
torus T defined by Tx=T . We may consider the reversed exact sequence of tori
over Z.p/: 1! T! Tx

norm
���! T ! 1; where the map “norm” is induced by the

norm map: O�
.p/
!O�

.p/
. The character Tx 3 ˛ 7! ˛1�c factors through T with

kernel T . The inclusion y�x W Tx ,!G (over A.1/) induces � WM�x !E.G;X/ (and
by abusing the symbol, we have � W T.Q/Š y�x.Tx.Q//=Z.Q/! E.G;X/). Let
D be the stabilizer in E.G;X/ of the generic point of the irreducible component of
Ig.G;X/=F containing x. As seen in [Hid04, Cor. 4.22], we may identify D with

DD

n
h 2 G.G;X/

ˇ̌
hp is upper triangular and det.h/ 2Q�pZ.Q/Z.R/C

o
Z.Q/G.R/C

:
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Here D contains y�x.Tx.Q//, y�x.h/p (h 2M�x;p) is in the diagonal torus in D and
y�x.T.Q// is a discrete subgroup of D.

COROLLARY 3.5. If ˛ 2O�
.p/

.Š Tx.Z.p///, then �.y�x.˛// fixes x and pre-

serves Ox=W. If �.h/ for h 2 E.G;X/ fixes x, then h is in the image of M�x .
Moreover writing � for the embedding Ox=W ,! O yS associated to .Ax; x�; i; �ord/,
we have ˛1�c.�.f //D �.�.y�x.˛//f /. The effect of y�x.˛/ 2 E.G;X/ (for ˛ 2M�)
on the canonical coordinate t 2 yS is given by t 7! t˛

1�c

.

Since the action of Tx.Q/ (x D Œz; g�) on yS factors through Tx.Q/=T .Q/D
T.Q/ by ˛ 7! ˛1�c , we regard �.T.Z.p/// as the isotropy group in E.G;X/ of
yS ,! Ig.G;X/ (by Lemma 3.3). However we need to keep in mind the fact that the
image of ˛ 2 Tx.Z.p// in T.Z.p// acts on yS through the action of �.�.˛// whose
action on q 2 yS is given by q 7! q˛

1�c

.

3.4. Rigidity for formal p-divisible groups. We set up some notation to quote
a result of Chai (Theorem 4.3 in [Cha08] and Theorem 6.6 in [Cha03]). Let k be an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p >0. LetbT be a finite dimensional p-di-
visible smooth formal group over k. Let EZp D End.bT/, and let E DEZp˝Zp Qp .
Denote by E� the linear algebraic group over Qp whose Qp-rational points are
E�. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group over Qp, and let � W G! E�

be a homomorphism of algebraic groups over Qp. Let G.Zp/D ��1.E�Zp /. The

compact p-adic group G.Zp/ operates on the p-divisible formal group bT via �.

THEOREM 3.6 (C.-L. Chai). Assume that the trivial representation is not a
subquotient of the linear representation .�; E/. Suppose that bZ is an integral
closed formal subscheme of the p-divisible formal groupbT which is closed under
the action of an open subgroup U of G.Zp/. ThenbZ is stable under the group law
of bT and hence is a p-divisible smooth formal subgroup of bT.

A proof of this fact is given as [Cha03, Th. 6.6] (see also [Cha08, Th. 4.3]).
We now interpret this result in the following setting. In the sequel, k D F D Fp.
We keep the notation introduced in the previous subsection. In particular, we recall
the torus T fixing the CM-point x. Let L be a Zp-free module of finite rank on
which T.Zp/ acts by a Qp-rational linear representation. We take .G=Qp ;

bT=k/ in
the theorem to be .T=Qp ;

bTL=F D
yGm˝Zp L/. Then bTL=F inherits the action of T

from L; so, we get � W T=Qp ! E for E D End.bTL/ D EndZp .L/. Then we get
from the theorem the following lemma:

LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that the trivial representation of T.Zp/ is not a sub-
quotient of L˝Zp Qp. If bZ=F is an integral closed formal subscheme ofbTL stable
under the action of an open subgroup U of T.Zp/. Then there exists a Zp-direct
summand LbZ � L stable under T.Zp/ such that bZD yGm˝Zp LbZ; in particular,bZ is a smooth formal subtorus ofbTL.
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We recall the definition of Tate-linear subvarieties in the Hilbert modular va-
riety given in [Cha03, �5]. Fix a closed point x 2 Shord

=F
(FD Fp) carrying a triple

.Ax; x�; �
.p// (thus Ax is of CM-type .M;†/ and satisfies (ord) in 3.3). Let V be

the irreducible component of Sh.p/
=F

containing x, and put V ord D V \ Shord. Let
m� 1 be a positive integer. Suppose that Z is an irreducible closed subvariety of
.V ord/m D V ord �V ord � � � � �V ord defined over F.

(T1) Let z D .z1; : : : ; zm/ (zj 2 V ord) be any closed point of Z. We say that Z is
Tate-linear at z if the formal completion of Z at z is a formal subtorus of the
Serre-Tate formal torus

Qm
jD1

bV ord
zj
Š . yGm˝ZO/

m,

(T2) We say that Z is Tate-linear if it is Tate-linear at every closed point of Z.

(T3) Denote by f W Y ! Z the normalization of Z. We say that Z is weakly
Tate-linear if for every closed point y of Y , the morphism induced by f on
the formal completion yYy of Y along y is an isomorphism of yYy to a formal
subtorus of the Serre-Tate formal torus . yGm˝ZO/

m (at f .y/ 2 V m).

Obviously, we can modify the above definition to define Tate O-linearity insist-
ing O-linearity in (T1–3). In [Cha03], the definition of Tate linear subvarieties is
given for a closed subvariety of the ordinary locus of the Siegel modular variety.
Since .V ord/m has a canonical closed immersion into a Siegel modular variety (e.g.,
[Hid04, Cor. 7.2 and 8.4.2]), this definition is equivalent to Chai’s definition for
closed subvarieties of the Hilbert modular variety. It is conjectured by Chai that
a weakly Tate linear subvariety is actually Tate linear (see [Cha03, 5.3.1]), which
has been shown to hold for our V � Sh.p/

=F
(see [Cha03, Th. 8.6]).

If Z is a variety with a morphism � W Z! .V ord/m and if for a closed point
z 2 Z, � induces an embedding of bZz into the formal completion of .V ord/m at
�.z/, we can still speak of Tate-linearity (and weak Tate-linearity) at z of Z (we
shall abuse this notation often later).

3.5. Linear independence. We prove a key result on linear independence of
arithmetic modular functions (Theorem 3.20 below), respectively, forms (Corollary
3.21 below) and their image under a transcendental automorphism of the deforma-
tion space yS over W . We keep the assumption of unramifiedness of p in F=Q and
the notation introduced in Section 3.3. Thus d�1p DOp, and we have

yS D yGm˝Z d�1 D yGm˝Zp d�1p D
yGm˝Zp Op D

yGm˝ZO;

where yGm denotes the completion of Gm over W along the origin 0 in the special
fiber at p. Thus the definition of the Tate linearity of the previous section applies
to this case. Recall that M=F is the fixed CM quadratic extension of F with
integer ring O, and x 2 Ig.F/ is the CM-point corresponding to an ordinary abelian
variety with complex multiplication of type .M;†/. We may assume that the point
x has expression x D Œz; g� D Œz; 1� � g for g 2 G.Zp � A.p1//. Indeed, we
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can choose the CM abelian variety Ax so that its lattice L D Lz � g (which is
a fractional M -ideal prime to p) is given by c�COz for a fractional F -ideal c

prime to p. By our choice, Lz ˝Z Zp D Op D Op ˚Opc ; so, we may choose
g with �x D �z ı g so that gp 2 G.Zp/ is the matrix of change of base from
.1; z/ 2 F 2p to the basis .1p; 1pc / 2 F

2
p for the idempotents 1p 2 Op and 1pc 2

Opc . The level p1-structure �ord
p (of Ax) sends a 2 Op to a � 1pc identifying

AxŒp
1�et withMpc=Opc by Lz˝Z Zp DOp˚Opc . For this choice xD Œz; g�, we

recall the representation y�x W Tx!G defined over A.1/ given at the beginning of
Section 3.2 and the quotient torus T.Z.p//D Tx.Z.p//=T .Z.p// defined just above
(3.18). As studied in Lemma 3.3, y�x.T.Z.p/// gives the stabilizer of x D Œz; g� in
G.Zp �A.p1//=Z.Z.p//. We simply write � for y�x hereafter.

For each open compact subgroupK ofG.A.1// such thatKDKp�K.p/ with
Kp D GL2.Op/, let VK be the geometrically irreducible component containing x
in the reduction .Sh.p/=K/=F modulo p of the Kottwitz model. Let V D lim

 �K
VK

for K running through open compact subgroups of G.A.1// maximal at p. Strictly
speaking, the point x gives rise to a projective system of points xK 2 VK.F/ (the
image of x in VK), but we write this point as x 2 VK.F/.

The formal completion yS of V along x is isomorphic to yGm ˝ O whose
automorphism group is isomorphic to O�p . Through the injective homomorphism
(3.18): ˛ 7! ˛1�c , we regard T.Z.p// as a subgroup of O�p , identifying Op with
Op by the inclusion O ,!O.

Let OV;x D lim
�!K

OVK ;x be the stalk of V at x, and let S D Spec.OV;x/. The

local ring OV;x is a dense subring of the affine ringbOS of yS .

Take a1; : : : ; am 2O�p . By the action of aj on yS (and hence onbOS ), we have an
algebra homomorphism

(3.19) � W
‚ …„ ƒ
OV;x˝F � � � ˝F OV;x!bOS sending f1˝ � � �˝fm to

mY
jD1

aj .f / 2bOS .

If aj ’s (j D 1; : : : ; m) are pairwise distinct modulo T.Z.p//, we would like to
prove that � is injective. Thus for a nonconstant modular function f 2 OV;x ,
fa1.f /; : : : ; am.f /g are linearly independent over F. Since f is a ratio of two
modular forms, this is not too far from the claim (made in the introduction) that
fa1.E/; : : : ; am.E/g are linearly independent over F for a suitable Eisenstein se-
ries E. Thus we study Ker.�/ for a1; : : : ; am 2O�p .

Since �.T.Z.p/// fixes x (Lemma 3.3), T.Z.p// acts on OS by ring auto-
morphisms, and by Corollary 3.5, this action is compatible with the action of O�p
via the embedding T.Z.p// ,! O�p . Thus we have �.˛.f1/˝ � � � ˝ ˛.fm// D
˛1�c.�.f1˝� � �˝fm// for all ˛ 2T.Z.p//. In other words, the closed subscheme
Spec.Im.�// � Sm D S � � � � � S is stable under the diagonal action of T.Z.p//

on Sm. Thus we study in the following couple of propositions the (local) structure
of a closed subscheme of Sm stable under the diagonal action of T.Z.p//. After
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determining the structure of such formal subschemes, we will globalize the result
to reach our desired conclusion of the injectivity of � if aj s are independent.

Since Ker.�/ is a prime ideal of OV;x˝ � � �˝OV;x stable under the diagonal
action of T.Z.p//, it is induced by an irreducible closed (pro-)subscheme X � V
passing through xm D .x; x; : : : ; x/. In other words, X is the Zariski closure in
V m of Spec.OV;x˝� � �˝OV;x=b/ for the prime ideal bDKer.�/. We take a more
general setting specified as follows (using the following notation throughout).

(N0) Let S DSpec.OV;x/=F and SK DSpec.OVK ;x/=F with their formal completion
yS and ySK along x isomorphic to yGm˝Z d�1 D yGm˝ZO;

(N1) For a prime ideal b� .OV;x˝ � � �˝OV;x/ (the m-fold tensor product) stable
under a p-adically open subgroup T of T.Z.p//, we write

X=F D Spec.OV;x˝ � � �˝OV;x=b/� S
m

and let Y� X be the normalization;

(N2) bX � ySm is a formal completion of X along its closed point xm D .x; : : : ; x/;

(N3) X=F is the Zariski closure of X in V m (so, X is stable under T and bX is
the formal completion of X along xm). Let Y � X be the normalization.
Write X D lim

 �K
XK � V

m with irreducible closed subschemes XK � V mK
(the image of X in V mK ) and YK � XK for the normalization of XK (so,
Y D lim
 �K

YK), whereK runs over open compact subgroups withKDK.p/�
G.Zp/.

We first deal with the simplest case of m D 1. We start with an irreducible
closed (pro-)subscheme X � V passing through x stable under the action of a
subgroup T of T.Z.p// as above. Define Xord DX \V ord and Xord

K DXK \V
ord
K .

We want to prove that X D V if dimX > 0, and, as we will see after the following
proposition, this implies injectivity of �. By the étaleness of OV;x=OVK ;x , bX is
canonically isomorphic to the formal completion bXK of XK at x.

PROPOSITION 3.8. Let the notation and the assumption be as in (N0–3) with
mD 1. If dimX=F > 0, then X=F D V=F and XK=F D VK=F.

Proof. We first follow the argument in [Cha95, ��4 and 5]. By the Serre-Tate
deformation theory and unramifiedness of p in F=Q (which implies dp DOp), we
have a canonical identification:bV =F Š

yS D yGm˝Z d�1 D yGm˝Zp d�1p D
Y

p2†p

yGm˝Zp Op;

where bV is the formal completion of V along x. For an open compact subgroup
K maximal at p (so that Ig=V ord

K is étale at x), the above identity inducesbVK=F Š
yS D yGm˝Z d�1 D

Y
p2†p

yGm˝Zp Op:
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Since OXK ;x is a localization of an F-algebra of finite type, it is an excellent ring
(see [GD, IV.7.8.3 (ii) and (iii)]). Since OXK ;x is an excellent integral domain,bX Š bXK D Spf.1OXK ;x/ is reduced (see [GD, IV.7.8.3 (vii)]).

As we have seen, an element ˛ 2 M� prime to p acts on the Serre-Tate
canonical coordinate by t 7! t˛

1�c

for the generator c of Gal.M=F /. By the
stability of X under T, the formal completion bX along the point x is stable under
the closure T of T. Since bX Š bXK is a noetherian reduced formal scheme, it has
only finitely many irreducible components. Thus the stabilizer of each irreducible
component of bX is an open subgroup of T and hence is an open subgroup of
T.Zp/. Applying Lemma 3.7 to yS DbTL (LDOp) and an irreducible component
I of bX D bXK (which is reduced as we already remarked), we find

I D
Y

p2„I

yGm˝Zp Op

for a subset „I �†p. The formal scheme I is a smooth formal subgroup of yS .
The group T.Z.p// acts naturally on the normalization Y D lim

 �K
YK of X .

For a closed point y 2 YK over x, OYK ;y (which is finite type over OXK ;x) is
excellent, and the formal completion yYK is integral ([GD, IV.7.8.3 (vii)]). Thus
there is a unique point yI 2 Y over x 2 X such that the projection YK ! XK
induces an isomorphism of the formal completion yYyI along yI onto I .

Let U be any of the (pro-)varieties Ig, V and VK . On U , the tangent bundle
‚U is decomposed into the direct sum of eigenspaces under the O-action:

(3.20) ‚U Š OU ˝ZO locally, and ‚U D
M
p2†p

‚U;p;

where ‚U;p is a locally free OU ˝Zp Op-module of rank 1 (see [Cha95, p. 473]).
To see this, let f W A! Z be an AVRM over a scheme Z=F. Then we have the
Kodaira-Spencer map � W f��A=Z ˝O˝ZOZ f��A=Z !�Z=F (see [Kat78, 1.0]).
The Kodaira-Spencer map � is an isomorphism if A is the universal abelian scheme
over ZDU (see [Kat78, (1.0.21)]); hence, f��Z=FŠO˝Z OZ and, when we take
the dual, ‚U ŠO˝Z OZ . Therefore ‚U D

L
p2†p

‚U;p for the Op˝Z OZ-eigen
sub-bundles ‚U;p, and we obtain the expression (3.20).

Let A be the universal abelian scheme over VK , and write ADA�VK YK . We
again have the Kodaira-Spencer map �Y W f��A=YK˝O˝ZOYK

f��A=YK!�YK=F.
Since I D

Q
p2„I

yGm˝Zp Op, after taking the formal completion along yI , this
map induces an isomorphism�3f��A=YK ˝O˝ZOYK

3f��A=YK
�
˝O

Y
p2„I

Op Š b�YK;yI =F:

By this expression, via the normalization map: Y !X , the tangent space ‚ yY of yY
at yI is identified with ˚p2„I .‚p˝OV;x

bOY;yI /, where ‚p D‚V;p. By faithfully
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flat descent, we have ‚Y ˝OY OY;yI D˚p2„I .‚p˝OV OY;yI /. Thus on an open
dense subscheme YI � Y with yI 2 YI , we have

‚YI D˚p2„I .‚p˝OV OYI /:

Since Y is irreducible, \IYI for I running over all irreducible components of bX
is still open dense in Y . This implies that „I is independent of I ; hence, bX is
integral and smooth, and we have

(3.21) yY D bX DY
p2„

yGm˝Zp Op

for a subset „ of †. Therefore, X is smooth at x.
Suppose that„¤†p and let p2†p�„. We only need to prove that VKDXK

for a choice of an open subgroup K maximal at p. Choosing K sufficiently small,
we may assume that VK is smooth over F D Fp. Recall the universal abelian
scheme A=VK . Define ADAK DA�VK XK . Write pF D F \p, and consider the
pF -divisible group AŒp1F �.

We need here a lemma (Lemma 3.10 below) about an ordinary AVRM: A!Z.
In our setting, ZDXK , which is an irreducible excellent affine scheme. Since p 62„,
the p-divisible group AŒp1F �=bXK splits canonically into a direct sum AŒp1F �

ı ˚

AŒp1F �
et
=bXK . By the lemma, on an open dense subscheme UK �XK the p-divisible

group AŒp1F �=UK splits canonically into a direct sum AŒp1F �
ı˚AŒp1F �

et
=UK

for the
connected component AŒp1F �

ı and the étale quotient AŒp1F �
et. We now follow the

proof of Theorem 8.6 in [Cha03] to get a contradiction (and hence we conclude
„ D †p). Consider the decomposition AŒp1�=UK D

Q
p02†p

AŒp0
1
F �=UK of the

Barsotti-Tate group AŒp1�=UK over UK . This étale-connected splitting of AŒp1F �
over UK gives two orthogonal idempotents eı and eet in EndUK .AŒp

1
F �/, with the

following properties.

� The idempotents eı and eet commute with the action of O on AŒp1F �,
� eıC eet D id 2 EndUK .AŒp

1
F �/,

� The image of eı is the multiplicative part of AŒp1F �, and the image of eet is
naturally isomorphic to the maximal étale quotient of AŒp1F �.

Thus, we have

(�) EndO.AŒp1�=UK /�
�M

p0¤p

Op

�
˚
�
Ope

ı
˚Ope

et�©Op:
On the other hand, Theorem 2.6 of [dJ98] tells us that

EndO.AŒp1�=UK /D EndO.A=UK /˝Z Zp:

The endomorphism algebra EndQ.A=UK / D EndO.A=UK /˝Q is isomorphic to
either a CM quadratic extension or F itself. Since „ ¤ ∅ (, dimX > 0),
EndO.AŒp0F

1
�=UK / D Op0 for p0 2 „, because AŒp0F

1
�
= yGm˝Op0

is the univer-

sal Barsotti-Tate group over yGm ˝ Op0 � bX deforming AxŒp0F
1
�=F and hence
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AŒp0F
1
�ı ,! AŒp0F

1
�� AŒp0F

1
�et is nonsplit over UK . Thus EndQ.A=UK / can-

not be a CM quadratic extension; so, EndQ.A=UK /D F . This is a contradiction
(against (�)), hence „D†p, and XK D VK as desired. �

COROLLARY 3.9. Let the notation and the assumption be as in (N0–3) and
as in Proposition 3.8. In particular, mD 1 and b � OV;x is a nonmaximal prime
ideal stable under T. Let zb be the unique prime ideal of OIg;x above b, and write
XD Spec.OV;x=b/. Then bD 0, zbD 0 and XD Spec.OV;x/; in particular, � for
mD 1 in (3.19) is injective.

Proof. Let bK D b\OVK ;x . Since OIg;x is étale over OVK ;x , we have a unique
prime ideal zb � OIg;x which is over bK . Thus zb is also stable under T, and we
have zbD 0, bD 0, bK D 0 for any open compact subgroup K maximal at p.
We consider the Zariski closure XK of Spec.OVK ;x=bK/ in VK=F.

For any Zariski open neighborhood U � VK of x, put OU \ bK D Ker.Res W
OU ! OVK ;x=bK/. Then U \XK is given by the spectrum relative to U :

SpecU .OU =OU \ bK/:

Since OU \ bK is a (sheaf) prime ideal of OU , U \XK is irreducible reduced, and
hence XK is irreducible reduced. Thus

X D V , bD 0 .,zbD 0/, bK D 0,XK D VK :

The irreducible reduced T-invariant closed subscheme X is either a single point
fxg or V itself by the above proposition. Hence we conclude bD 0; in particular,
Ker.�/D 0, taking b to be Ker.�/. �

LEMMA 3.10. Let A! Z be an ordinary AVRM with real multiplication
by O over a reduced excellent affine base scheme Z over Fp. For a closed point
s 2Z.Fp/ and a formal completion bZ along s, if the p-divisible group AŒp1F ��ZbZ splits into a product of its connected component AŒp1F �

ı

=bZ and étale quotient

AŒp1F �
et
=bZ , then on an open subscheme U �Z containing s, the p-divisible group

AŒp1F �=U canonically splits into AŒp1F �
ı˚AŒp1F �

et
=U

for the connected component
AŒp1F �

ı
=U

and the étale quotient AŒp1F �
et
=U

.

Proof. The splitting, if it exists, is canonical, because Z is reduced. Indeed,
such splitting is canonical over an algebraically closed field (cf. [Mum70, �14,
specifically, p. 136]), and if the base scheme is reduced, under the existence of
the splitting over the base, it has to be unique at all geometric points (and hence
unique over the reduced base scheme). Replacing Z by its irreducible component
containing s, we may assume that Z is irreducible. The pF -part of the Serre-Tate
coordinate tp around s measures the degree of nonsplitting of the exact sequence
AŒp1F �

ı ,! AŒp1F �� AŒp1F �
et
=bZ . Because of the splitting over bZ, we find that

tp.AŒp
1
F �=bZ/D 0. By assumption, ZDSpec.R/ for an excellent integral domain R.
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Then by [Cha03, Prop. 8.4 (ii)], there exists an open neighborhood U of s in Z
over which we have a splitting AŒp1F �

ı˚AŒp1F �
et
=U

. �

Our goal is to prove the injectivity of � for general m� 1 in (3.19) under the
assumption that the aj ’s are pairwise distinct modulo T.Z.p//. The injectivity is
equivalent to Spec.Im.�//D Sm; so, we study the local property of Spec.Im.�//
to show that dim.Im.�// < dimSm implies the equality of two of the aj ’s modulo
T.Z.p//. The following result dealing with the local structure of Spec.Im.�//
when m> 1 is a key to proving the linear independence.

PROPOSITION 3.11. Let the notation be as in (N0–3), Proposition 3.8 and its
proof. In particular, for a positive integer m, let X be a closed integral subscheme
of Sm containing xm D .x; x; : : : ; x/ for the closed point x 2 S , and let …Y W

Y! X be the normalization of X. Write Sm D S 0 �S 00 for the first .m� 1/-factor
S 0 D Sm�1 � Sm and the last factor S 00 D S . Suppose that the projection to S 0

induces a dominant morphism �X WX! S 0
=F

. Suppose further that X is stable under
the diagonal action of a subgroup T of T.Z.p//� Aut.OV;x/ whose p-adic closure
is open in T.Zp/. Then,

(1) Y has finitely many points y over xm, is Tate O-linear at every point y
over xm; so, bYy D yGm ˝Zp L for an Op-direct summand L of X�. ySm/.
Moreover the isomorphism class of L as an Op-module is independent of y.

(2) Y is smooth over F and is flat over S 0.
(3) Either XD Sm or X is finite over S 0 via �X. If X is finite over S 0, Y is finite

flat over S 0.
(4) If �X ı…Y induces a surjection of the tangent space at one y 2 Y over xm

onto that of S 0 at xm�1 and X is a proper subscheme of Sm, then �X ı…Y W

Y! S 0 is étale.

Comment. In Proposition 3.8 dealing with the case of mD 1, the factor S 0 is
equal to Spec.F/. Later in Corollaries 3.16 and 3.19, we prove that X is smooth;
so, YD X.

Proof. By Serre-Tate theory, we have yS Š yGm˝Zp Op . Since the case mD 1
has already been taken care of by Proposition 3.8, we may assume thatm� 2. Since
X is dominant over S 0, we have dim X> 0. Let K be an open compact subgroup of
G.A.1// maximal at p, and recall SK D Spec.OVK ;x/. We assume that K is small
so that S=SK is étale. Consider the image of XK of X in SmK . Then XKDSpec.RK/
for an integral domain RK and X D Spec.R/ for R D lim

�!K
RK . Since RK is a

localization of an integral domain of finite type over F, RK is excellent ([GD,
IV.7.8.3 (ii) and (iii)]). Thus its formal completion bXK ŠbX along xm is reduced
([GD, IV.7.8.3 (vii)]).

Since X is stable under the diagonal action of the subgroup T of T.Z.p//�

Aut.OV;x/ and X is integral, by Lemma 3.7, bX is a union of finitely many formal
Op-submodules of ySm of the form yGm ˝ L for Op-direct summands L of the
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cocharacter group X�. ySm/ŠOmp : bXDSL2I yGm˝L for a finite index set I of
Op-direct summands L of X�. ySm/.

In particular, bX is stable under the action of T.Z.p// (not just T) diagonally
embedded into AutO. yS/m, and X and X are stable under T.Z.p//. The normaliza-
tion Y! X is given by lim

 �K
YK for the normalization YK of XK . Naturally the

semigroup EndSCH.X/ of endomorphisms of the scheme X acts on Y; in particular,
T.Z.p// acts on Y. The formal completion bYy along y for each point y 2 Y over
xm is isomorphic to the formal completion bYK;y of YK along the image of y
in YK . The scheme YK is excellent, because YK is finite over XK ([GD, IV.7.8.3
(ii), (vii)]). Since bYK;y is the normalization of bXK and bYK;y is integral ([GD,
IV.7.8.3 (vii)]), points yL of Y over xm are indexed by the irreducible components
of bX and hence by L 2 I so that bYK;yL D yGm˝L. Since Y! S 0 is dominant, for
at least one L0 2 I , the projection L0˝O F ! X�. yS

0/˝O F is surjective (i.e.,
the image of L0 is of finite index in X�. yS 0/).

Recall that we denote by X the Zariski closure of X in V m and the normal-
ization … W Y ! X of X . Again EndSCH.X/ acts on Y ; in particular, T.Z.p//

acts on Y . We have Y D lim
 �K

YK for the normalization YK of XK . We look at

the tangent bundle ‚Z for Z D V m; Y;X; Sm and ySm. Since V m carries the self
product of the universal abelian scheme Am, by the Kodaira-Spencer map with
respect to Am=V m: �Am=Vm˝.Om˝ZOVm /�Am=Vm Š�Vm , and taking dual, we
have the diagonal action of O on ‚Vm (actually Om acts on ‚Vm). We have the
tangent bundle ‚X �‚Vm (which is stable under O), but ‚X may not be locally
free around xm since X may have a singularity at xm. The action of O on ‚X
extends to ‚Y compatibly. Let yL 2 Y be a point above xm with yYyL D yGm˝L.
Since Y is stable under T.Z.p// and yYyL Š yGm˝L for each point yL 2 Y above
xm, we have ‚Y D

L
p‚Y;p for Op-eigen sub-bundle ‚Y;p. Since yYyL D yGm˝L,

‚ yYyL
D L˝Z O yYyL

, and rankZp L˝O Op D rankOY ‚Y;p D rankZp L0 ˝O Op.

Thus LŠ L0 as Op-modules for all L 2 I , and bY is equidimensional (the equidi-
mensionality also follows from the excellency of XK by [GD, IV.7.8.3 (x)]). This
proves (1).

If L0 ˝O F D X�. ySm/˝O F , then X D Sm, and we are done. Hereafter
we assume rankZp L0 < rankZp X�.

ySm/ (, L0 ˝O F ¤ X�. yS
m/˝O F ); so,

rankZp L< rankZp X�.
ySm/ for all L 2 I . Recall the decomposition SmD S 0�S 00

with the last factor S 00DS . Similarly we decompose V mDV 0�V 00 for the product
V 0 of the first .m�1/ copies of V and the last copy V 00DV . If � W yGm˝L! yS 0 is
not dominant for L2 I , the image �. yGm˝L/ is a proper closed formal subscheme
of yS 0. In particular, bY! yS 0 is not flat over �. yGm˝L/¨ yS 0. Define the nonflat
locus Y nf �Y as the Zariski-closure of the set of closed points y 2Y such that OY;y
is not flat over OV 0;v for the image v 2 V 0 of y. The nonflat locus yL 2 Y nf � Y
is a nonempty proper closed subscheme, because yGm˝L0 �bYD yYyL0 is flat over
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yS 0 and flatness is an open property. Since the formal completion of Y nf at yL
contains yGm˝L, dimY nf D dimY ; so, Y cannot be irreducible (because Y nf is
a proper closed subscheme of Y ), a contradiction. Thus yGm˝L! yS 0 is flat for
all L 2 I , and hence bY is flat over yS 0. Since yS 0=S 0 is faithfully flat, Y is flat over
S 0. In particular, for all L 2 I , yGm˝L is dominant finite over yS 0. This proves (2).

Since � W bX! yS 0 induces a surjection �� W L˝O F ! X�. yS
0/˝O F , the

intersection yS 00\ . yGm˝L/ has dimension equal to rankZp L0C rankZp X�.
yS/�

rankZp X�.
ySm/ for all L 2 I . Then yS 00 \ . yGm˝L/ is a formal Op-submodule

isomorphic to
Q

p2„L
yGm˝Op in yS 00D yS , where„L is the set of all primes p2†p

such that rankOp L0˝O Op >m� 1. By Proposition 3.8 (applied to an irreducible
component of X\S 00), we have either „LD†p or „LD∅. If „LD†p , we have
rankZp L0 D rankX�. ySm/, and hence X D Sm; so, we are done. Since L Š L0
as Op-modules for all L 2 I , we actually knew that yS 00 \ . yGm ˝ L/ and that
„D„L (indexed by L) are independent of L 2 I , and bX\ yS 00 D yS 00\ . yGm˝L/
for all L 2 I (though we did not use this fact). We hereafter assume that „D∅.
Since � W yGm ˝ L ! yS 0 is dominant and dim yGm ˝ L D dim yS 0 D rankZp L,
� W yGm˝L! yS

0 is finite flat for all L 2 I . Thus X! S 0 is finite, and Y is finite
flat over S 0. This proves (3).

To prove (4), consider the differential sheaf �Y=S 0 . We may assume that
.�X ı…Y/� W‚Y !‚S 0 is surjective at y0 D yL0 . Since yYy0= yS

0 is finite flat, yYy0
is étale over yS 0, and hence Yy0=S

0 is étale. Thus �Y=S 0 jYy0 D 0, and hence �Y=S 0
vanishes on a nonempty open subscheme of Y . Thus the support Y ram � Y of
�Y=S 0 is a proper closed subscheme of Y . If YyL=S

0 is not étale, YyL �Y
ram. Thus

Y ram is a closed subscheme of dimension equal to dimY ; so, it is an irreducible
component of Y , and hence Y is reducible, a contradiction. Thus Y! S 0 is étale
finite. �

Remark 3.12. Let the notation and assumption be as in Proposition 3.11. We
suppose mD 2 and that Y! X¨ S2 has two dominant projections onto the left
and the right factor S of S2. We write the Serre-Tate coordinate (induced by the
ordinary level structure on Ax) of the left factor (resp. the right factor) of yS2 as
t (resp. t 0). Then by Lemma 3.7, the formal completion bYy of Y along a point y
above x2 D .x; x/ is canonically isomorphic to a formal subtorus of yS2 given by
yGm˝L for an Op-free direct summand L of O2p . Thus if dim XD dimV , bYy is
defined by the equation tuD t 0v for nonzero-divisors u; v 2Op with uOpCvOp D
Op, and L�O2p is given by LD f.x; y/ 2O2p jux D vyg. If two projections are
étale, .u; v/ can be chosen to be .1; a/ for a unit aD v=u 2O�p .

COROLLARY 3.13. Let bD Ker.�/ for � as in (3.19). Let y 2 Y be a point
above xm and yYy be the formal completion of Y along y. Then yYy for at least one
y 2 Y contains b�D f.ta1 ; : : : ; tam/jt 2 ySg, and for i D 1; 2; : : : ; m, writing ySi for
the i -th copy of yS in ySm, the projection X�. yYy/!X�. ySi / is surjective, regarding
yYy � yS

m. In particular, if mD 2 and �X is finite, Y! S 0 is étale finite.
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Proof. We have the following commutative diagram

(3.22)

OV;x˝F � � � ˝F OV;x
�

����! bOS
�

??y k

??ybOV;x˝F � � � ˝F
bOV;x ����!

ˆ

bOS ;
wherebOV;x DbOS , ˆ.f1˝ � � � ˝ fm/D

Qm
jD1 aj .fj / and the map � is the tensor

product of the natural inclusion OV;x � bOV;x . Thus Ker.ˆ/ � �.b/. Note that
Spf.bOV;x˝F � � �˝F

bOV;x=Ker.ˆ// is the skew diagonal image b� in ySm. Taking the
formal completion along xm, the map � brings b� into bX because Ker.ˆ/ � �.b/.
Thus an irreducible component yGm˝L of bX contains b�. In particular, if mD 2,
�X;�.L/ contains �X;�.X�.b�//D X�. yS 0/. Then the rest follows from (4) of the
above proposition. �

We keep the assumption and the notation in (N0–3) for bD Ker.�/ (� as in
(3.19)). We have globalized X taking its Zariski closure X in V m. We start with
the simplest case where mD 2. There are two possibilities by the above result that
dim XD dimV or X D V 2. The latter case implies � is injective as desired; so, we
are done. Assuming dim XD dimV , we take the Zariski closure X of X in V �V
and its normalization … W Y ! X . We study X (resp. Y ) as a global irreducible
subvariety of the self product V � V (resp. as a correspondence V  Y ! V ).
We will show in Corollary 3.16 after two preparatory propositions that X D Y and
that the variety X is the graph of an automorphism of V given by an action of an
element in G.A.p1// (in other words, a1=a2 has to be in T.Z.p//). In this process
of showing that X is a graph of an automorphism, we repeatedly use the fact that
the diagonal action of T.Z.p// preserves X in V �V and extends to Y .

The subvariety X is a graph of an automorphism of V (as a correspondence in
V �V ) if and only if the projections �j WX! V (j D 1; 2) are isomorphisms. The
only information we have is: (i) X is stable under the diagonal action of T.Z.p//

(or a finite index subgroup thereof) and (ii) the formal completion Y at any point
y 2 Y over .x; x/ 2X has isomorphic projections to the formal completion of V
at x (that is, we know that the two projections …j D… ı�j of Y to V are étale
infinitesimally around y). Thus from (i) and (ii), we need to show that �j (j D 1; 2)
are isomorphisms. We do this using following two steps:

Step 1. We show that …j is étale over a dense open subscheme of V (this is
basically achieved by Propositions 3.14 and 3.15).

Step 2. We show that the two pullbacks Yj WD…
�
j A (j D 1; 2) of the universal

abelian scheme A=V by …j are isogenous over Y . Writing the prime-to-p level
structure of Yj as �j WD …

�
j �, for the isogeny ' W Y1 ! Y2, we have ' ı �1 D

�2 ı g for some g 2 G.A.p1//, and we conclude Y D X and X is the graph
�1;g � .V �V / of �.g/ (Corollary 3.16).
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After finishing the case mD 2, we proceed by induction on m and show that
ai=aj 2 T.Z.p// (for some i ¤ j ) if X ¤ V m:

Step 3. Under a suitable assumption on X � V m, by induction on m, we
show that an irreducible subvariety X � V m (containing .x; x; : : : ; x/) stable under
the diagonal action of T.Z.p// (or its p-adically open subgroup) is contained in
V m�2 ��1;g after we permute the components V . We get this result by applying
Step 2 to the projected image of X to the product V �V of the last two factors in
V m (Corollary 3.19).

Then the linear independence of fa1.Ea1/; : : : ; am.Eam/g for elements, aj ’s,
mutually distinct modulo T.Z.p// in the introduction follows easily from this
(Corollary 3.21).

In Step 2, the two AVRMs Yj=Y are (O-linearly) isogenous if and only if
EndQ

O.Y=Y / D M2.F / for Y WD Y1 �Y Y2. Our argument is by contradiction,
supposing EndQ

O.Y=Y /D F �F . Since VK (for an open subgroup K �G.bZ/) is
actually defined over a finite field, the generic fiber of Y=Y is an abelian scheme
over a field of finite type over the prime field Fp; so, generically, we can use the
finiteness theorem of Zarhin-Tate on the endomorphism ring of the abelian scheme
over a field of finite type over Fp . Since �j is étale over a big open subset, we can
then study Y1 �Y Y2 specializing it to many CM-points, and in such a way, we
exhibit a contradiction against the assumption End.Y=Y /D F �F . This type of
arguments just studying X is impossible because the scheme X has only one closed
point and the function field of X is not a finite type over Fp.

The main tool in Step 1 is the local information from the Serre-Tate coordi-
nates we have studied above and Zariski’s main theorem (or equivalently, the Stein
factorization of the projections X ! V ), which requires us to have a smooth com-
pactification (a toroidal compactification zV of V ). Though the minimal (Satake)
compactification V � of V is easy (and we still have the action of E.G;X/ on the
compactification), we lose smoothness which is vital in the use of Zariski’s main
theorem. This point adds some technicalities to our arguments.

For a sufficiently small open compact subgroupK so that VK is smooth over F,
we take a smooth toroidal compactification zVK . The toroidal compactification de-
pends on a choice of a simplicial cone decomposition CK of the totally positive
cone F �

C
D f˛ 2 F j˛ � 0g into a disjoint union F �

C
D
F
C2CK

C stable under
multiplication by O�

C
. Fix such a decomposition for K. For smaller K 0 GK, we

may take the smooth toroidal compactification zVK0 associated to the same decom-
position CK . Then K=K 0 acts faithfully on zVK0 extending its action on VK0 , and
zVK0! zVK is a finite morphism compatible with the action of K ([FC90, IV.6.7]).
Then we construct zV D lim

 �K
zVK so that the starting maximal compact subgroup

acts on zV compatibly with the projection zV ! V � ([FC90, V.2.5]).
Let x 2 V ord.F/ D .V \ Shord/.F/. The fiber at x of A=V is a test object

.Ax; x�x; �
.p/
x /. The abelian variety Ax=F has complex multiplication by a CM
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field M=F (by a theorem of Tate: [Mum70, �22]). Thus we have an embedding
� W Tx.Z.p// ,!G.A.p1// given by ˛�.p/x D �

.p/
x �.˛/. Since the test object Ax is

given in our application, the point of Sh.p/
=W

at which Ax is realized as a fiber of A
may not be in the neutral component, but it is the image of the neutral component
under the right action by g 2 G.A.p1//. The point x is therefore of the form
Œz; g� whose level structure �x is of the form �z ıg (g ¤ 1; otherwise, the image
of Q-anisotropic torus Tx under y�z cannot be diagonal at p in G.A.1//). Recall
�D y�x W Tx.Z.p// ,!G.A.p1// in Section 3.2 with Im.�/ in G.A.p1//=Z.Z.p//
giving the stabilizer of the point x D Œz; g� (Lemma 3.3).

We start with the more general setting of (N0–3) with mD 2: Let

X=F � V �V

be an irreducible subscheme with .x; x0/ 2 Xord.F/ (Xord D X \ .V ord � V ord/)
stable under the diagonal action of a p-adically open subgroup T in T.Z.p//. We
write zV for a smooth toroidal compactification of V , zX for the Zariski closure of
X in zV � zV , and e… W zY ! zX for the normalization zY of zX . The action of T on
X extends to Y . For an open compact subgroups K1; K2 �G.A.p1//, we write
V12 for VK1 �VK2 , and we define X12 for the image of X in V12 and zX12 for the
image of zX in zV12 WD zVK1 � zVK2 . We write zY12 for the normalization of zX12. Thus
zY D lim
 �K1�K2

zY12. We suppose (see Proposition 3.11(3))

(DE) The two projections …1;…2 W Y ! V are finite at a point y 2 Y above a
point .x; x0/ in V.F/�V.F/ fixed by the diagonal action of Tx.Z.p//.

Since x and x0 are fixed by �.Tx.Z.p///, Ax and Ax0 are isogenous and have
complex multiplication of the same type .M;†/ (cf. [Del69, �7]). We also have
dimF Y D dimFX D dimF V and dimF

zY12 D dim zX12 D dim zVK . If …j is not
étale at .x; x0/, …j;�.X�. yYy//�X�. yS/DOp is an Op-submodule of finite index,
and we find ˛ 2 Tx.Z.p// such that ˛1�cX�. yS/D…j;�.X�. yYy// in X�. yS/DOp .
Then �.˛�1/ ı…j is étale (by Proposition 3.11 (4)). The action of �.˛/ for a
p-adic nonunit ˛1�c is not an automorphism of V but a “radiciel” endomorphism
of V . Indeed,

�
1 0
0 p

�
acts on Sh.p/ as the relative Frobenius map of degree p, and

hence if y�x.˛/pK D
�
1 0
0 p

�
K, the action of �.˛/ coincides with the Frobenius map

composed with y�x.˛.p// on ShK . Since any statement concerning the underlying
topological space of our schemes is not affected by “radiciel” endomorphisms, we
may assume (for such statements)

(A) …1 and …2 are étale finite at any point y 2 Y above .x; x0/,

by modifying …j by �.˛/ for ˛ 2M�. This condition follows from Proposition
3.11(4) and Corollary 3.13 in the case of our interest: bD Ker.�/.

As already remarked, we will show that X is the graph of the action by an ele-
ment g 2G.A.p1//. In this process, we may also assume the following condition
without losing generality:

(B) x D x0.
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By moving X under the automorphism 1� �.b.p// of V �V for suitable b 2M�A ,
we can bring x0 to x, and hence we may assume (B).

Let Vj D lim
 �Kj

VKj , resp. zVj D lim
 �Kj

zVKj (j D 1; 2) be the j -th factor in

V �V , resp. in zV � zV . We now study the finite locus fiVj D lim
 �Kj

fiVKj in Vj of

the projection …j W Y ! Vj for j D 1; 2. By definition, the nonfinite locus nfi zVKj is
the closure of all closed points v 2 zVKj such that O zYKj ;y

is not finite over O zVKj ;v

for at least one point y 2 …�1j .v/. We put fi zVKj D
zVKj �

nfi zVKj . Similarly, we

define the nonflat locus nfl zVKj by the closure of all closed points v 2 zVKj such
that O zYKj ;y

is not flat over O zVKj ;v
for at least one point y 2 …�1j .v/. Since a

flat morphism is an open map, nfl zVKj is a proper closed subscheme of zVKj . Let
fl zVKj D

zVKj �
nfl zVKj . Thus fle…j W e…�1j .fl zVKj / !

fl zVKj induced by e…j is flat.
Since fle…Kj is proper, flat and generically finite, each fiber of fle…Kj is noetherian
of dimension-zero (by [Har77, III.9.5]); so, fle…Kj is proper and quasi-finite; so, it
is finite. Thus the nonflat locus nfl zVKj contains the nonfinite locus nfi zVKj ; so,

(3.23) nfi zVKj is a proper, closed subscheme of zVKj inside nfl zVKj .

Thus the finite-flat locus zVKj �
nfl zVKj is a nonempty open subscheme. Similarly,

we define etVKj by the maximal open subscheme of VKj over which …j is étale
(the cuspidal divisors ramify in zVj over zVKj ; so, the étale locus is in Vj ). Any of the
properties ‹D et, fi, nfl, nfi : : : , we write ‹VKj D VKj \

‹ zVKj , ‹Vj D lim
 �Kj

‹VKj

and V et D etV1\
etV2 (in other words, over V et, …1 and …2 are both étale).

PROPOSITION 3.14. Suppose (DE). Then we have

1. The nonfinite loci nfi zV and nonflat loci nfl zV of e…j W zY ! zV (j D 1; 2) in zV
are of codimension at least 2, and nfi zV � nfl zV .

2. If…1 WY! S and…2 WY! S are étale, V etD etV1\
etV2 is an open dense

subscheme of V containing .x; x/ stable under T.

Proof. As explained before, we may assume (A) and (B). We first show that
we have a very big open subscheme fiVj D lim

 �Kj

fiVKj � Vj so that each Y12

is finite over fiVKj (j D 1; 2) under the two projections …j W Y12 ! VKj . The
projection e…j W zY12! zVKj is a covering generically finite étale; so, over a dense
open subscheme fi zVKj �

zVKj , e…j is finite. Let K 0j � Kj be open subgroups

maximal at p. Let zX 012 (resp. zY 012) be the image of zX in zVK01 �
zVK02

(resp. the

normalization of zX 012). We have the commutative diagram:

(3.24)

zY 012
finite
����! zX 012 ����!

zVK0
j??y ??yfinite �

??yfinite

zY12 ����!
finite

zX12 ����! zVKj :
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The middle down-pointed arrow is finite because zVK01 �
zVK02
! zVK1 �

zVK2 is finite.

From this, the left-most down-pointed arrow is finite. Thus fi zVK0
j
D ��1.fi zVKj /.

Put fiVKj D
fi zVKj \VKj . Then we have fiVK0

j
D��1.fiVKj /, and fiVj D lim

 �Kj

fiVKj

� V (for j D 1; 2) is a dense open subscheme of V whose image in VKj is fiVKj .
In other words, the projection VK0

j
� VKj induces surjective projection of the

finite loci

(3.25) fiVK0
j
D ��1.fiVKj /�

fiVKj for K 0j �Kj for a fixed Kj ,

and the image of the nonfinite locus nfi zVK0
j
WD zVK0

j
�fi zVK0

j
in zVKj is a proper closed

subscheme independent ofK 0j �Kj (for a fixed open compact subgroupK1�K2�

G.A.1// maximal at p). The scheme nfi zVj D lim
 �K0j

nfi zVK0
j

is the nonfinite locus

of …j W X ! V (j D 1; 2). Put fiYj D…
�1
j .fiVj /. Then …j W fiYj ! Vj is finite

for j D 1; 2, and fiVj is the maximal open subscheme of V with this property.
By definition, e…j W zY12 ! zVKj is the normalization of z�j W zX12 ! zVKj . Since
z�j W zV12! zVKj is projective, z�j W zX12! zVKj is projective. Since the projection:
zY12! zX12 is finite, it is projective; so, e…j is projective, and we can take the Stein

factorization of zY12! Y st
12

…fi
j

��! zVKj of e…j (see [Har77, III.11.5]). Thus we have

(3.26) zY12 � zVKj
fi zVKj Š Y

st
12 � zVKj

fi zVKj ;

because over fi zVKj , zY12! Y st
12 is birational with connected fiber.

We consider the nonfinite locus nfi zVj � zV and nonflat locus nfl zVj � zV ofe…j W zY ! zV . As we already remarked before stating the proposition, nfi zVj �
nfl zVj ,

and nfi zVj is a proper closed subscheme of zVj . Since …st
j W
zY ! Y st is birational and

Y st is projective and normal, …st
j
�1 is well-defined outside the closed subscheme

…fi
j

�1
.nfl zVKj /� Y

st
12 of codimension � 2 (see [Har77, V.5.1]). Since …fi

1 is finite,
nfi zVKj .�

nfl zVKj / is at least of codimension 2 in zVKj . The projection zVK0
j
� zVKj

again sends nfi zVK0
j

into nfi zVKj , nfi zVj D lim
 �Kj

nfi zVKj is a closed pro-subscheme of

codimension 2 of the pro-variety zV by the stability (3.25) of the nonfinite locus
with respect to K 0j (and by [GD, IV.8.2.9]).

The scheme Y st
12 is normal dominant finite over zVKj (and is generically étale

finite). Since zVKj is smooth if Kj is sufficiently small, the ramified (non-étale)
locus ram zVKj D

zVKj �
et zVKj of Y st

12 over zVKj is a divisor of VKj ; so, it is of at
least codimension 1 for a given Kj . Since zVKj �VKj is the cuspidal divisor, the
ramified (non-étale) locus ramVKj � VKj of Y st

12 over VKj is a divisor of VKj ; so,
it is of at least codimension 1 for a given Kj . To extend this result to the pro-
variety Vj , we need to show that ramVK0

j
is sent into ramVKj under the projection
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map VK0
j
� VKj . To show this, we look into the following commutative diagram

similar to (3.24) (removing cuspidal divisors):

Y 012
finite
����! X 012

,!
����! VK01

�VK02

�Y

??yfinite �X

??yfinite �

??yétale

Y12 ����!
finite

X12
,!
����! VK1 �VK2 :

Taking fiber products, we get morphisms (from the commutativity of the above
diagram):

Y 012! Y12 �X12 X
0
12; X 012!X12 �.VK1�VK2 /

.VK01
�VK02

/

and
Y12 �.VK1�VK2 /

.VK01
�VK02

/!X12 �.VK1�VK2 /
.VK01

�VK02
/:

Since the pull-back X12�.VK1�VK2 / .VK01 �VK02/ of X12 to VK01 �VK02 is a closed
subscheme of VK01 �VK02 étale over X12 containing .x; x/. Thus by definition, X 012
is a closed irreducible subscheme of X12 �.VK1�VK2 / .VK01 � VK02/ of the same
dimension. Thus X 012 is the irreducible component of X12 �.VK1�VK2 / .VK01 �
VK02

/ containing .x; x/ and covering X12, and �X is étale finite. Thus we have a
commutative diagram:

Y12 �X12 X
0
12

étale
����! Y12??y ??ynormalization

X 012 ����!
étale

X12:

Since étale morphisms are isomorphisms at the level of completed local rings, they
commute with the formation of normalization. Thus Y 012 is an irreducible com-
ponent of Y12 �X12 X

0
12, and therefore �Y is étale finite. Hence, the projection

VK0
j
� VKj sends ramVK0

j
into ramVKj , and ramVj D lim

 �Kj

ramVKj is a closed

pro-subscheme of codimension 1 (by [GD, IV.8.2.9]) of the pro-variety Vj (whose
image in VKj is contained in ramVKj ).

By (3.26), etVj contains Vj �.nfiVj [
ramVj / which is an open dense subscheme

of Vj , and hence V etD etV1\
etV2 is open dense in V . By our assumption, .x; x/ 2

V et, and V et is stable under T, since étaleness is preserved by the action of T. �

Let v be a closed point of Y ord
=F
D Y �V 2 .V

ord/2 above .v1; v2/2 V 2. We con-

sider the formal completion yYv (resp. bV …j .v/) along v (resp. …j .v/). If …1� …2
embeds yYv into bV v1 � bV v2 and the equation defining yYv in bV …1.v/ � bV …2.v/ is
given by ta1 D t

b
2 for the Serre-Tate coordinate tj of bV vj , we call Y O-linear at xv.

Write Ylin � Y
ord.F/ for the subset of all closed O-linear points.

PROPOSITION 3.15. Suppose (DE), and let the notation be as in (N0–3) above
Proposition 3.8 for mD 2. In particular, let X be a Zariski-closure of X in V �V
and Y !X be the normalization of X . The subset Ylin � Y of O-linear points as
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defined above contains the set of all closed points of an open dense subscheme Y lin

in Y ord. In other words, at each closed point y0 2 Y lin.F/, the formal completion
of Y lin along y0 is defined by a linear equation.

In the following corollary, we will find that the subvariety X is a graph of the
action of an element inG.A.p1//; so, we conclude Y linDX linDXord. SinceXord is
Tate-linear at densely populated v in the image of Y lin, by [Cha03, Prop. 5.3], Xord

is weakly Tate O-linear; so, Y ord is Tate O-linear. We shall give here an argument
(again suggested by Chai) sufficient to prove the weaker version as stated above.

Proof. Modifying …j by �.˛/ for ˛ 2 M� does not affect O-linearity at
the closed point of Y over .x; x0/; so, by changing …j by �. j̨ / ı…j for ˛ 2
M� if necessary, we assume (A) and (B) (thus, …j is étale for j D 1; 2). An
endomorphism ax 2 End.Ax/ induces an endomorphism of the deformation space
yS D bV x D yGm˝O . Modifying ax by the central action of Op, we may assume
that ax is the identity on the connected component of AxŒp1� without affecting
the endomorphism of the deformation space yS induced by ax . We fix an ordinary
level p-structure �ord

p on Ax . Identifying EndO. yS/ D Op by �ord
p , the action of

ax on yS is then given by the action of ax over the étale quotient AxŒp1�et. By
Proposition 3.11(1), Y is O-linear at a point y 2 Y above .x; x/, and hence, by
Remark 3.12, we may assume that the formal completion yYy along y is defined by
t 0
u
D tv (u; v 2Op D EndO. yS/) for the Serre-Tate coordinate .t; t 0/ of yS � yS for

yS D bV x , where t and t 0 are associated to the ordinary level structure �ord
p . Since

the two projections …1;…2 W Y ! V are étale at y (by (A)), aD v=u is a unit in
Op , and yYy is defined by t 0 D ta. We write ax 2 End.Ax/˝Z Zp D End.AxŒp1�/
for the endomorphism inducing a 2 End. yS/ as normalized above. Then ax is a
unit in EndO.AxŒp1�/.

We consider the universal abelian scheme A=V . We pull it back to … W Y !
X � V � V : Y1 D…

�
1A and Y2 D…

�
2A. Identifying Ax with the fibers Yj;y of

Yj (j D 1; 2) at y, we regard the unit ax 2 End.AxŒp1�/ as a homomorphism
ax W A1;xŒp1�D AxŒp1�! AxŒp

1�D A2;xŒp1�.
We now reduce the existence of the desired nonempty open subscheme Y lin �

Y ord to the existence of an étale irreducible covering zU over an open dense sub-
scheme U � Y ord containing the given point y 2 Y ord such that ax extends to an
isomorphism za W Y1Œp1�= zU ! Y2Œp

1�
= zU

of Barsotti-Tate groups over zU . Thus

supposing the existence of the open subscheme U and such an extension za over zU ,
we specify the open subscheme Y lin. Shrinking U � Y ord (keeping y inside U ),
we may assume that the projections …j W U ! V (j D 1; 2) are both étale (cf.
Proposition 3.14), because the projections are étale at the specific point y. Then
the formal completion yYu along u 2 U with ….u/D .u1; u2/ 2 V �V is isomor-
phic by …j (j D 1; 2) to the universal deformation space of the p-divisible O-
module Auj Œp

1� carrying the universal deformation Yj Œp
1�
= yYu
Š Aj Œp1�=bV uj
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via …j W yYu Š bV uj . Choose an ordinary level structure �ord
j;p W Fp=Op Š Auj Œp

1�.

Then the canonical coordinate tj of AŒp1�
=bV uj Š YŒp1�

= yYu
is given by tj D

limn!1“pn”.�ord
j;p.p

�n// for the Drinfeld lift “pn” in Theorem 2.1. Another level
structure za ı �ord

1;p of Au2 Œp
1� gives rise to the coordinate tau2 for a unit au 2O�p

because AutO. yYu/DO�p . Thus we get the relation t1D t
au
2 valid on yYu, because za

sends the t1 D limn“pn”.�ord
1;p.p

�n// to tau2 D limn“pn”.za.�ord
1;p.p

�n///. In other
words, yYu is contained in the O-linear formal subscheme yY 0u defined by t1 D t

au
2 .

Since yYu ,! bV u1 � bV u2 is a smooth formal subscheme with two isomorphisms
yYu Š bV uj induced by …j , we find yYu D yY 0u, and hence yYu is defined by t1 D t

au
2 .

Thus we may put Y lin D U .
Next we shall show that ax extends to ya W Y1Œp

1� ! Y2Œp
1� over yYy .

Identifying Ax with the fibers Yj;x of Yj (j D 1; 2) at y, we regard the unit
ax 2 End.AxŒp1�/ as a homomorphism ax W Y1;y Œp

1�D AxŒp
1�! AxŒp

1�D

Y2;y Œp
1�. As pointed out by one of the referees of this paper, the formal comple-

tion yY D yYy of Y along y is the maximal subscheme of yS � yS over which this ax
extends to a homomorphism ya W Y1Œp1�= yY ! Y2Œp

1�
= yY

of yY -group schemes. To
find ya, as above, we identify a with an element of Op by projecting ax down to
EndO.AxŒp1�et/DOp for the maximal étale quotient AxŒp1�et of the p-divisible
group. The isogeny action �.˛/ WA=V !A=V for ˛ 2 End.Ax/DO induces �.˛/ W

Y1Œp
n� yY

�
��!
…1

AŒpn�
=bV x ˛
�!AŒpn�

=bV x �
���!
…�12

Y2Œp
n�
= yY

if ˛� amodpnOp for pDQ
p2†p

p and if ˛ � 1modpnOpc . Choose ˛ as above, and write it as ˛n. There-
fore the isogeny action of �.˛n/ on A gives rise to ˛n WY1Œpn�= yYn!Y2Œp

n�
= yYn

well

defined over an infinitesimal neighborhood yYn of y (isomorphic to the connected
component of AxŒpn�). Indeed, the embedding yY ,! yS � yS is given by .t; ta/,
�.˛n/ sends Y1;vŒp

n�
= yYn

�
��!
…1

AŒpn�bV n to Y2;�.˛n/p.v/Œp
n�
= yYn

�
��!
…2

AŒpn�
=bV n , and

va D �.˛n/p.v/ as long as v 2 yYn. Here bV n is the infinitesimal neighborhood
of x isomorphic to the connected component of AxŒpn�), �.˛n/p 2G.Qp/ is the
p-component of �.˛n/, and ˛n gives rise to ajY1Œpn� after base-change to yYn. By
taking the limit ya D limn!1 ˛njY2Œpn�= yYn with respect to n, we find out that ax
gives rise to a unique homomorphism ya W Y1Œp

1�
= yY
! Y2Œp

1�
= yY

of Barsotti-Tate

groups over yY .
To show the existence of U , we follow an argument of Chai in the proof

of [Cha03, Prop. 8.4]. We choose a sufficiently small open compact subgroup
K1 �K2 � G.bZ/2 maximal at p so that yY12;y D yYy . Since Y ord

12 is irreducible,
we only need to find a nonempty open subscheme U12 � Y ord

12 with the required
property (then U is given by the pull back of U12 to Y ord). We have ya well defined
over yY D yY12;y . For any reduced local OY12;y-algebra R, an O-linear isomorphism
˛ W Y1Œp

1�=R! Y2Œp
1�=R inducing ax on AxŒp1� (if it exists) is unique. Write
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simplybO forbOY12;y DbOY;y and O for OY12;y . SincebO˝O
bO is reduced, the pullbacks

of ya by the two projections �j W yY �O
yY ! yY coincide by the above uniqueness;

that is, ya satisfies the descent datum (relative tobO=O). By faithfully flat descent, ya
descends to O and hence we can find an open Zariski neighborhood U12 � Y ord

12 of
y over which we have an extension za of ax . Then U D U12 �Y12 Y does the job.

There is an alternative argument: By M. Artin’s approximation theorem in
[Art69] (see also [BLR90, Th. 16 in 3.6]) applied to the truncated yan D yajY1Œpn�
defined over yY D yY12;y , we can find an étale neighborhood zUn of y such that we
have an extension zan over zUn. The two pullbacks of zan to zUn�Y ord

12

zUn coincide by

the uniqueness of the extension of ax because of the reducedness of zUn �Y ord
12

zUn;

so, this time by étale descent, we get the desired open dense subscheme Un. Since
IsomY ord

12
.Y1Œp

m�;Y2Œp
m�/ for m> n is finite flat over IsomY ord

12
.Y1Œp

n�;Y2Œp
n�/,

the open set Un stabilizes as n grows. Taking the intersection U12 D
T
n Un with

respect to n, we get the desired open dense subscheme U12 � Y ord
12 . �

COROLLARY 3.16. Let the notation and the assumption be as in Proposition
3.15. Then X is everywhere smooth and X D Y . Moreover, if (DE) is satisfied,
there exist nonzero ˛; ˇ 2O.p/ such that X coincides with the skew diagonal

�˛;ˇ D f.�.˛/.v/; �.ˇ/.v//jv 2 V g:

If …1 and …2 are étale finite, we may assume that .˛; ˇ/D .1; ˇ/ with ˇ 2O�
.p/

.

Proof. If (DE) fails, Y D X D V 2 by Proposition 3.11(3); so, the assertion
follows trivially. We may assume (DE), (A) and (B) as indicated after stating (DE).
We follow an argument of Chai which is a version of the argument in [Cha03,
�8] adjusted to our self-product of the Hilbert modular variety. Since the two
projections …j W Y ! Vj are dominant, we have End.Yj /˝Q D F for Yj D

…�j AD A�Vj ;…j Y . Let Y=Y D Y1 �Y Y2. Thus there are only two possibilities
for EndQ.Y/D End.Y=Y /˝Q: Either EndQ.Y/D F �F or EndQ.Y/DM2.F /.
Suppose that EndQ.Y/DM2.F /. By semi-simplicity of the category of abelian
schemes, we have two commuting idempotents ej 2EndQ.Y/ such that ej .Y/DYj .
Since EndQ.Y/ DM2.F /, we can find an invertible element ž in GL2.O.p// �
M2.F / such that ž ı e1 D e2; so, ž W Y1! Y2 is an isogeny, whose specialization
to the fiber of Yj (j D 1; 2) at y gives rise to an endomorphism ˇ 2 End.Ax/˝Q.
Thus the isogeny ž is induced by �.ˇ/ (this point is explained more carefully after
proving EndQ.Y/DM2.F /).

We suppose EndQ.Y/DF �F and try to get a contradiction (in order to prove
that EndQ.Y/DM2.F /). We pick a sufficiently small K1DK2DK �G.A.p1//
maximal at p so that VK is smooth. For the moment, we assume that K is open
compact. The variety VK is naturally defined over a finite extension Fq=Fp as the
solution of the moduli problem P0K;c in (3.6) for the polarization ideal c of Ax (the
minimal choice of Fq is the residue field of W\ kK for Shimura’s field kK of defi-
nition of VK � ShK=Q). The universal abelian scheme AK is therefore defined over
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VK=Fq , and AK is a variety of finite type over Fq . Replacing q by its finite power, we
may assume thatX12�VK�VK=Fq is stable under the Galois action Gal.F=Fq/, and
hence it has a unique geometrically irreducible modelX12=Fq �VK�VK=Fq defined
over Fq . Let Y12=Fq be the normalization of X12=Fq . Then Y12D Y12=Fq �Fq F. We
write Y12=Y12=Fq

for the abelian scheme A2K �.VK�VK/Y12. Then Y12 is an abelian
scheme over the variety Y12=Fq of finite type over Fq . Let � be the generic point of
Y12=Fq , and write x� for the geometric point over � and Fq.x�/

sep for the separable
algebraic closure Fq.x�/

sep of Fq.�/ in Fq.x�/. Take an odd prime `¤p, and consider
the `-adic Tate module T`.Yx�/ for the generic fiber Yx� of Y. We consider the
image of the Galois action Im.Gal.Fq.x�/sep=Fq.�/// in GLO`�O`.T`.Yx�//. Then
by a result of Zarhin ([Zar75] and [FC90, Th. V.4.7]), the Zariski closure over Q of
Im.Gal.Fq.x�/sep=Fq.�/// is a reductive subgroup G of GLF`�F`.T`.Yx�/˝Q/, and
Im.Gal.Fq.x�/

sep=Fq.�/// is an open subgroup of G.Q`/. Moreover, by Zarhin’s
theorem, the centralizer of G in GLF`�F`.T`.Yx�/˝Q/ is End.Y/˝Q`. Since
the reductive subgroups of GL.2/ are either tori or contain SL.2/, the derived
group G1.Q`/ of G.Q`/ has to be SL2.F` � F`/. By Chebotarev’s density, we
can find a set of closed points u 2 Y12.F/ with positive density such that the
Zariski closure in G of the subgroup generated by the Frobenius element Frobu 2
Im.Gal.Fq.x�/sep=Fq.�/// at u with ….u/ D .u1; u2/ (uj 2 V.F/) is a torus con-
taining a maximal torus Tu D .Tu1 �Tu2/\G1 of the derived group G1 of G. In
particular the centralizer of Tu in G1 is itself. Thus Yu is isogenous to a product
of two nonisogenous absolutely simple abelian varieties Y1 D Au1 and Y2 D Au2
with multiplication by F defined over a finite field. The endomorphism algebra
Mj D EndQ.Yj / is a CM quadratic extension of F generated over Q by the relative
Frobenius map �j induced by Frobu. The relative Frobenius map Frobu acting on
X�.bV u1/ŠOp has ŒF WQ� distinct eigenvalues f�.1�c/�1 j� 2†1g for the CM-type
†1 of Y1, which differ from the eigenvalues of �2 2 End.Y2/ on X�.bV u2/ŠOp.

Since we have proven that over the open dense subscheme U D Y lin of Y ,
the formal completion of U at u 2 U with uD .u1; u2/ 2X � V 2 is canonically
isomorphic to a formal subtorus bZ �bV u1 �bV u2 with co-character group X�.bZ/Š
Op, we may assume that our point u D .u1; u2/ as above is in the (open dense)
image U12 of U inX12 (because the set of such u’s has positive density). Projecting
X�.bZ/ down to the left and the right factors VK , we see that the projection map
X�.bZ/! X�.bV uj / is actually an injection commuting with the action of Frobu.
Thus Frobu has more than ŒF W Q� distinct eigenvalues on X�.bZ/, which is a
contradiction. Thus we conclude that EndQ.Y/DM2.F / for any choice of small
open compact subgroups K maximal at p. Passing to the limit, we may assume
that K DG.Zp/ (as we do hereafter), and we still have EndQ.Y/DM2.F /.

As remarked at the beginning, EndQ.Y/ DM2.F / implies that we have an
isogeny ž W Y1! Y2 over Y . Writing �.p/j for the prime-to-p level structure of
Yj inducing the prime-to-p level structure already chosen for Ax D Y1;y D Y2;y
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at y 2 Y , we find that ž ı�.p/1 D �
.p/
2 ıg for g 2G.A.p1//. Specializing at y, we

have gD �.ˇ/ for ˇ 2 EndQ.Ax/DM . Thus yYy � yS � yS is given by the equation
t 0D tˇ

1�c

for nonzero ˇ 2O.p/ for the Serre-Tate coordinate t resp. t 0 with respect
to the ordinary level p-structure �ord

p of Ax DY1;y resp. Y2;y . By (A) (and Remark
3.12), ˇ1�c 2O�p ; so, we may assume that ˇ 2O�

.p/
(and hence ž is a prime-to-p

isogeny). As in the proof of Proposition 3.11(1), we have bX .x;x/ DSL2I yGm˝L
for finitely many Op-direct summands L of X�. yS2/. As shown in the proof of
Proposition 3.11(1), points of Y above .x; x/ are indexed by L 2 I . Suppose that
y corresponds toL. Then yYy� yS� yS coincides with yGm˝L. On the other hand, we
have the skew-diagonal �ˇ D�1;ˇ D f.z; �.ˇ/.z//jz 2 V g � V �V . The formal
completion b�ˇ along .x; x/ therefore coincides with yYy and yGm˝L � bX .x;x/
inside yS2. Thus �ˇ �X . By the irreducibility of X , we conclude X D�ˇ . Since
�ˇ is smooth, �ˇ D Y , and hence X is smooth everywhere.

If Condition (A) fails, as explained after the statement (DE), the morphisms
�.˛/�1 ı…1 and �.ˇ0/�1 ı…2 for suitable nonzero ˛; ˇ0 2 O.p/ are étale; so,
.�.˛/ � �.ˇ0//�1.X/ D �1;ˇ by the above argument; then X D �˛;ˇ 0ˇ . This
finishes the proof. �

Here are two technical lemmas, before we go into the case where m> 2.

LEMMA 3.17. Let Ni D A for a commutative ring A (i D 1; 2; : : : ; m). Let
N �N1�N2�� � ��NmDA

m be an A-free submodule of Am withm� 2. If A is a
product of finitely many local rings and the projection of N to Ni �Nm is surjective
for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; m�1 and the projection � 0 ofN toN 0 WDN1�N2�� � ��Nm�1
is surjective, we have N D Am.

Proof. We may assume that A is a local ring. Tensoring its residue field, by
Nakayama’s lemma, we may assume thatA is a field k. Suppose that dimN �m�1.
Since � 0 is surjective, � 0 is an isomorphism, and N \ .N 0 � zm/ is either empty
or z 2N \ .N 0 � zm/ is a unique point with � 0.z/D zm. Since N !N1 �Nm is
surjective, there exist at least two points in N \ .N 0 � zm/, a contradiction. Thus
dimN Dm and N D km. �

For a scheme morphism f W Z! Z0, write f .Z/ for the Zariski-closure in
Z0 of the image of the topological space of Z by f with reduced scheme structure.

LEMMA 3.18. Let the assumption be as in (N0–3). Let S2 � Sm be a factor
and � W Sm� S2 be the projection. Write �.X/ D Spec.B0/ for a local ring
B0 � OX (with maximal ideal m0). WritebXDSL2I yGm˝Zp L. Then

(1) For yB0 D lim
 �n

B0=m
n
0 , there exists a finite set I1 of Op-direct summands

`�X�. yS
2/ such that Spf. yB0/D

S
`2I1

yGm˝Zp `, and rankZp `D dimB0.

(2) rankZp ��.L/ is independent of L 2 I and is equal to dimB0 D dim�.X/.
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Proof. From the definition of the image �.X/, B0 is given by the image of the

composite OS2
��

��! OSm� OX. Let XK � V mK be as in (N3) such that bXK D bX .
Then �.XK/ is an excellent scheme since it is of finite type over a field F ([GD,
IV.7.8.3 (ii)]). For the projection XK of X to SmK , write �.XK/ D Spec.B0;K/.
Then B0;K is a localization of �.XK/ at .x; x/ 2 S2K (SK D Spec.OVK ;x/) and is
an excellent integral local ring ([GD, IV.7.8.3 (ii)]). By [GD, IV.7.8.3 (vii) and (x)],
yB0D yB0;K is reduced, equidimensional. Since �.X/� S2 is irreducible and stable
under T, Spf. yB0/ D

S
`2I1

yGm ˝Zp ` with rankZp ` D dimB0, by Proposition
3.11(1), for finitely many Op-direct summands `�X�. yS2/. This proves (1).

Write X D Spec.A0/, Y D Spec.A/ and Spec.B/ (resp. Spec.BK/) for the
normalization of �.X/ (resp. �.XK/). Then Spec.BK/=Spec.B0;K/ is finite ([GD,
IV.7.8.3 (vi)]) and hence Spec.B/=Spec.B0/ is finite. We have the commutative
diagram:

B0
,!
����! A0

�
����! yA0

\

??y \

??y ??y\
B ����!

,!
A ����!

�

yA:

Here yAD lim
 �n

A=mnB0A (so, bYD Spf. yA/). Write �0.Z/ for the set of connected

components of a schemeZ. Since I Š�0.Spf. yA// and I1Š�0.Spf. yB//, we have a
natural surjection I D�0.Spf. yA//

��
��!�0.Spf. yB//D I1, andL;L0 2 I corresponds

to a single ` if ��.L/˝O F � `˝O F and ��.L0/˝O F � `˝O F . We have
yAD

Q
L2I AL with yGm˝LDSpf.AL/ and yBD

Q
`2I1

B` with yGm˝`DSpf.B`/.
Fix ` and let J � I be the collection of all L 2 I such that ��.L/˝O F � `˝O F .
Then we have a morphism B`! A` WD

Q
L2J AL, and the projection B`! AL

to the L-component is an injection. Indeed, the image BL of B` in AL is given by
lim
 �n

B=.mnL\B/ for the maximal ideal mL of AL. Since B=.mnL\B/ is a finite-
dimensional F-vector space, with m D m` \B D mL \B for the maximal ideal
m` of B`, it is killed by mN (0�N 2 Z). Thus mN � .mnL\B/. The filtrations
fmnL \Bgn and fmngn give the same topology on B , since mn � mnL \B . Thus
B`D lim

 �n
B=mnŠ lim

 �n
B=.mnL\B/DBL. The ring BL is the power series ring

over F with d variables for d D rankZp ��.L/, and B` is the power series ring with
rankZp ` variables. This shows dimB0 D rankZp `D dimB` D rankZp .��.L// as
desired.

We can give a more elementary proof of (2). Let �V W V mK ! V 2K be the
projection which induces � . Let U D Spec.B0/� �.XK/ be a sufficiently small
affine open neighborhood of .x; x/ such that its normalization B=B0 is finite. We
can find such B0 because B=B0 is finite by (1). We take an affine open neigh-
borhood U 0 D Spec.A0/ � �

�1
V .U / of xm such that the normalization A=A0 is

finite and A0 is of finite type over B0; so, A is a noetherian domain of finite
type over B. As already explained, A and B are excellent. Let zU D Spec.B/
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and zU 0 D Spec.A/. Since B � A and A and B are integral domains, the mor-
phism: Spec.A/ ! Spec.B/ is generically flat. The nonflat locus zU 0

nf
(which

is the Zariski closure of fP 2 zU 0jAP is not flat over B� 0.P /g) is a proper closed
subscheme of zU 0. If rankZp ��.L/ < rankZp `, the formal completion yGm˝L
of A along the point yL 2 zU 0 corresponding to L is not flat over the formal
completion yGm ˝ ` of B along the image �.yL/. Thus zU 0

nf
contains a closed

subscheme of maximal dimension, a contradiction against the irreducibility of zU 0.
Thus rankZp ��.L/D rankZp ` as desired. �

Here is the corollary showing Y DX D V m�2 ��.˛;ˇ/ for m> 2:

COROLLARY 3.19. Let the notation be as in (N0–3) and the assumption be
as in Proposition 3.11. Then X is smooth everywhere, and Xord is Tate O-linear. If
X is finite over S 0, X is given either by V m�1 � fxg or identical to V m�2 ��.˛;ˇ/
for some nonzero ˛; ˇ 2O.p/ (after permutation of the first m� 1 factors).

Proof. We use the symbols introduced in Proposition 3.11 and its proof; in par-
ticular, S D Spec.OV;x/ and SmDS 0�S 00�V m with S 00DS . By Proposition 3.8
(mD 1) and by Corollary 3.16 (mD 2), we may assume that m> 2. Assume that
X ¤ Sm. If the projection of X to S 00 is a proper closed subscheme in S 00, by
applying Proposition 3.8 to the image of X in S 00, we find that XD S 0 � fxg; so,
we are done. Thus we may assume that the projection of X to S 00 is dominant and
that X is finite over S 0 (Proposition 3.11(3)).

There are two ways to prove the assertion now. We first describe a way of
reducing the assertion to Corollary 3.16 which is closer to the treatment in the
earlier version of this paper (putting off a brief description of the second method
due to Chai after the first). Let … W Y !X and …Y W Y! X be the normalization.
Then by Proposition 3.11(3), Y is finite flat over S 0, and Y is Tate O-linear at every
point y 2 Y above xm 2X (abusing the terminology).

Pick a point y 2Y above xm, and write yYy D yGm˝L and bX DSL2I yGm˝L.
We let Si D S be the i -th component of Sm. Let �i;m W Sm! Si �S

00 where i <m
is the projection. We regard yYy D yGm˝L� ySm. If

�i;m;� W L˝O F !X�. ySi � yS
00/˝O F

is surjective for all i < m, by Lemma 3.17 applied to A D Op ˝O F D Fp and
Ni D X�. ySi /˝O F , we find that L˝O F D X�. ySm/˝O F . Thus, yYy D ySm,
and hence Y D X D V m, and we are done. Now we assume that the projection
�i;m;� W L˝O F !X�. ySi � yS

00/˝O F is not surjective for an i < m, and

rankZp �i;m;�.L/ < rankZp X�.
ySi � yS

00/:

Recall that f .Z/ denotes the Zariski-closure in Z0 of the image of the underly-
ing topological space ofZ for a morphism f WZ!Z0 of schemes. IfZDSpec.A/
and Z0 D Spec.B/, then the topological space of f .Z/ is that of Spec.f �.B//.
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Write …i;m WD �i;m ı… W Y! Si �S
00. By Lemma 3.18(2),

(3.27) dim�i;m.X/D rankZp �i;m;�.L/< rankZp .X�.
ySi� yS

00//D dim.Si�S 00/:

By (3.27), the reduced image �i;m.X/ � Si � S 00 is an irreducible proper
closed subscheme invariant under T. Applying Corollary 3.16 to �i;m.X/, we find
that �i;m.X/DSpec.O�˛;ˇ;x2/ and �i;m.X/��˛;ˇ for some nonzero ˛; ˇ 2O.p/.
Permuting indices to bring i to m� 1, we conclude

X � ��1m�1.�˛;ˇ /D V
m�2
��˛;ˇ :

Since dimX D .m�1/ dimV (by Proposition 3.11(3)), we conclude by irreducibil-
ity X D V m�2 ��˛;ˇ as desired.

Here is a brief sketch of the second proof, which is based on the argument in
[Cha03, �8]. By using Chai’s globalization of the Serre-Tate coordinate in [Cha03,
�2], we find a dense open subscheme Y lin � Y (y 2 Y lin) such that Y is Tate
O-linear at every closed point of Y lin. The existence of Y lin � Y follows basically
from Proposition 5.3 in [Cha03] and its proof (applied to Y not X). Consider
the abelian scheme Y D Am �Vm Y . Then EndQ.Y=Y / is either isomorphic to
Fm or Fm�2 �M2.F /, because Y is dominant over V m�1 and V by the two
projections. Then in a manner similar to the proof of Corollary 3.16, we can prove
the impossibility of EndQ.Y=Y / Š Fm. Thus we have EndQ.Y=Y / Š Fm�2 �

M2.F /; in other words, for an index i < m, the i -th factor Yi obtained by pulling
back the i -th factor A of Am to Y is isogenous to the last factor Ym. This isogeny
is induced by a nonzero ˛=ˇ 2M Š EndQ

O.Ax/ with ˛; ˇ 2O. Then we conclude
that bX� ySm�1�b�.˛;ˇ/ for �.˛;ˇ/ plugged in the product of the i -th and the m-th
copy of V in V m, and hence X has the desired form. �

The subgroup O�
.p/
Š �.T.Z.p/// in E.G;X/ fixes x 2 Ig.F/ (Lemma 3.3)

and hence acts on the stalk OV;x and the stalk OIg;x of x on the Igusa tower Ig=V .
The group T.Z.p// is embedded into T .Zp/D O�p as in (3.18). Then the action
of T.Z.p// extends to its p-adic completion O�p D T .Zp/ D Aut. yS/ for yS D
Spf.bOV;x/D Spf.bOIg;x/. Each a 2O�p acts on the formal completionbOIg;x as an
automorphism sending the canonical coordinate t to ta for a 2T.Zp/DO

�
p . Each

diagonal element gD diagŒa; d � 2 T ı.Zp/ for the diagonal torus T ı �G also acts
on Ig by the change of level structure �ord

p 7! �ord
p ıg. The image of T ı.Zp/\G in

E.G;X/ has trivial intersection with T.Z.p// inside E.G;X/, because Tx.Z.p// is
embedded diagonally in G.A.1// by �D y�x , while each element of T ı.Zp/ has
only a nontrivial component at p. Thus the two actions of a 2 T.Zp/DO

�
p fixing

x and that of g 2 T ı.Zp/\G moving x are compatible. In the following theorem,
a 2 T.Zp/DO

�
p acts onbOIg;x via t 7! ta for the canonical coordinate t . We are

now ready to prove:

THEOREM 3.20. Let F be the residue field of W (so it is an algebraic closure
of Fp). Let x 2 Ig.F/ be a closed point (which is fixed by the action of T.Z.p//
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embedded in E.G;X/ by �). Let a1; : : : ; am 2 T.Zp/, and assume that aia�1j 62
T.Z.p// for all i ¤ j . Then aj .OIg;x=F/ (j D 1; 2; : : : ; m) are linearly disjoint
over F inbOIg;x=F, where OIg;x is the stalk at x of the Igusa tower over V .

Let bD Ker.�/ be the kernel of the homomorphism � in (3.19). Let zb be the
unique prime ideal of OIg;x˝ � � �˝OIg;x over b. Then zb is the kernel of the map
z� defined in exactly the same way as �, replacing OV;x by OIg;x . The assertion of
the theorem is equivalent to zbD 0. Since bD 0,zbD 0 by the same argument as
in the proof of Corollary 3.9, it is enough to prove bD 0.

Proof. We first suppose that m D 2. We use the symbols introduced in the
proof of the above two propositions. In particular, V D lim

 �K
VK for K maximal

at p. For simplicity, we writebOD O yS=F
, S D Spec.O/ and yS D yGm˝ZO . Suppose

b ¤ 0. Apply Proposition 3.11(3) to the two projections S � S ! S and X D

Spec.R/ which have two dominant projections onto S D Spec.O/. Then the formal
completion bX of X along x2 D .x; x/ is a formal torus defined by t 0u2 D tu1 for
u1; u2 2 Op \ F

�
p (Corollary 3.16). By our definition of b, we have u2=u1 D

a2=a1 2 O
�
p ; so, we may choose u1 and u2 so that u1 D 1 and u2 2 O�p . Let

X be the schematic closure of X in V � V . Then by Corollary 3.16, we find
that X D �1;˛ and hence u2 D ˛1�c for ˛ 2 O�

.p/
. Since ˛1�c 2 T.Z.p//, this

contradicts a1=a2 62 T.Z.p//. Thus X D V 2, and a1.O/ and a2.O/ are linearly
disjoint over F.

We now deal with the case where m> 2. Recall

� W

m‚ …„ ƒ
O˝F O˝F � � � ˝F O!bO

in (3.19) which is the F-algebra homomorphism given by f1˝ f2˝ � � �˝ fm 7!Qm
jD1 aj .fj / 2

bO˝W F. Let R D Im.�/ � bO˝W F. We regard X D Spec.R/
as a closed subscheme of Sm for S D Spec.O/. Take the schematic closure X
of X in V m. By the induction hypothesis on m, X surjects onto S 0 and S 00. By
Proposition 3.11(3), X is either finite over S 0 or X D Sm. In the latter case, we
are done; so, we assume that X is finite over S 0. Then by Corollary 3.19, there
exists an index 0 < i < m so that �i .X/ D �˛;ˇ inside V 2 D Vi � V 00 for the
i-th factor Vi D V in V m. Now, bX � b� in Corollary 3.13, and we conclude that
O�p D T.Zp/ 3 ai=am D .˛=ˇ/

1�c 2 T.Q/, which is a contradiction (because
T.Z.p//D T.Zp/\T.Q/). Thus XD Sm (and hence bD 0) and X D V m. �

We can add the datum of a nowhere vanishing differential to our classification
problem, looking into the following functor QK :
(3.28)
U 7!

h
.A; x�; i; x�.p/; !/=U

ˇ̌
A 2 P0K.U /Š P

.p/
K .U /; ���A=U D .OU ˝ZO/!

i
;

where K is an open compact subgroup of G.A.1// maximal at p and where AD
.A; x�; i; x�.p// is chosen in P0K.U / in (3.6). Then QK is represented by a T -torsor
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MK.G;X/ over Sh.p/.G;X/=K. The torus T DResO=ZGm acts on QK by ! 7! t!

for t 2 T .OU /D .OU ˝ZO/
�. Over W , assuming Ax to be ordinary and choosing

a level p1-structure �ord
p , it naturally induces an isomorphism of formal group � W

AıxŠ
yGm˝Zd�1DSpf.1W Œq� ��2O/. In other words, �� dq

q
gives rise to a canonical

differential. Choose a nowhere vanishing differential !0 on A0 D Ax˝W F, and
consider the formal completion bMK of MK along its closed point corresponding
to .A0; x�0; i0; �ord

0 ; !0/, which is a formal bT -torsor over yS D bV x . Here bT is the
formal completion of T along the origin. Then the formal bT -torsor bMK splits
into a product bT �W yS over yS Š yGm˝ d�1. In other words, if we consider the
deformation functor:bQ.C /D �.A; x�; i; �ord; !/=C

ˇ̌
.A; x�; i; �ord; !/�C FD .A0; x�0; i0; �

ord
0 ; !0/

�
for artinian local W -algebras C with residue field F,bQ is prorepresented by yS �bT .
In the above discussion, we may actually allowK of p-power level in (3.28) as long
as K contains the monodromy group U1 of the infinity cusp in G.Zp/\G.G;X/

by replacing Sh.p/.G;X/ by the Igusa tower Ig.G;X/ and the level structure x�.p/D
�.p/K.p/ by �ordK.p/. In this slightly more general case, the functor is represented
by a formal scheme bMK which is a bT -torsor over yS � Ig.G;X/=K. Therefore in
the sequel, we allow modular forms of finite p-power level of type �1.pr/.

We identify the character group X�.T / of T with the module of formal linear
combinations � D

P
� ��� (�� 2 Z) for field embeddings � W F ,! SQ so that

x� D
Q
� �.x/

�� (x 2T .Q/). For each character � of T and a p-adicW -algebra C ,
we write G�.C / for the ��1-eigenspace of OM=C . Thus G�.C / is the union of
C -integral modular forms of weight � and of finite level (of �1.N /-type for all
positive integers N ). Since p is unramified in O , T is smooth over Zp and is
diagonalizable over Zp. Therefore we have OM=W D

L
� G�.W /. By the above

splitting, we may regard G�.C / � O yS=C . In particular, a 2 Tx.Zp/ acts on f 2

G�.F/ through the identification T.Zp/D AutO. yS=F/, and we have a.f / 2 O yS=F
.

We write t � 1 D .tj � 1/j for the parameter at 1 of bS . Each � 2 G�.C / has
t -expansion given by

�.t/D �.Aord/ 2 C ŒŒt � 1��:

The Hasse invariantH satisfies H.t/2F� (because �A ySŠ� yGm˝Z d�1
�
�W
yS

for the universal deformation A
= yS

). Since H is invertible on Shord, for any given
parallel weight �D

P
� k� (k2Z), we haveH�2G�.F/ such thatH�.t/D1. Indeed,

for k�0, we can liftH toE 2G�.W / of level prime to p withE�H mod mW by
the ampleness of the weight � automorphic line bundle. Then allowing p-power
level, we can find H�=F of any parallel positive weight � by the p-adic density
of modular forms of level prime to p in the space of p-adic modular forms (see
[Hid04, Th. 4.10]). The form H�=F 2G�.F/ may not have a characteristic 0 lift if
� D 1 even if we allow the level N divisible by p.
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COROLLARY 3.21. Fix a parallel weight �, and let H� 2G�.F/ be the mod p
modular form with H�.t/D 1. Let a0; : : : ; an 2 Tx.Zp/ and suppose that aia�1j 62
Tx.Q/ for all i ¤ j . Let I � f0; 1; 2; : : : ; ng be a subset of indices. Then if
fH� ; fij 2 G�.F/gj , for a fixed � ¤ 0, are linearly independent over F for each
i 2 I , then fai .fij /gi2I;j in O yS=F

are linearly independent over F.

Proof. Note that a.H�/.t/DH�.ta/D 1. The division by a.H�/ brings the
module a.G�.F// isomorphically into the ring a.OIg;x=F/, and we may assume that
� D 0. Then Theorem 3.20 implies the desired result. �

In the introduction, we mentioned linear independence of aj .Eaj /D Eaj ı
aj for Eisenstein series Eai of weight �. Strictly speaking, in our application,
we prove linear independence of Eaj and H� by the q-expansion principle, and
then apply the above corollary to fH� ; Eaj 2G�.F/gj to show that faj .Eaj /gj is
linearly independent over F.

4. Eisenstein and Katz measure

We recall the Fourier expansion of classical Eisenstein series and Eisenstein
measure from [HT93, ��2 and 3]. This is based on Katz’s theory in [Kat78], but
our exposition differs slightly from it in a fashion adapted to our application. In
this section, we do not assume that p is unramified in F=Q.

4.1. Geometric modular forms. Let F=Q be a totally real finite extension
with integer ring O . Recall the different d of F=Q, and that for each ideal a

we have written a� D a�1d�1. Thus O� D d�1. For a nonzero ideal N of O , we
define a group scheme �N over Z as the Cartier dual of the constant group O=N.
If N is generated by an integer n > 0), �N ŠO

�˝Z �n canonically by the trace
pairing on O� �O and the duality between �n and Z=nZ. In general, we can
identify �N with fx 2O�˝�nj˛x D 0 for all ˛ 2Ng choosing a positive integer
n 2N. For a fixed fractional ideal c of F and an ideal N prime to c, the Hilbert
modular variety M.c;N/ classifies the following triples .A; �; i/=S formed by

� An abelian scheme � W A ! S with an algebra homomorphism: O ,!

End.A=S / making ��.�A=S / a locally free O˝Z OS -module of rank 1;

� An O-linear polarization � W At Š A˝ c. By �, we identify the O-module
of symmetric O-linear homomorphisms Homsym.A=S ; A

t
=S
/ with

cD Homsym.A=S ; A=S /˝O c:

Then we require that the (multiplicative) monoid P.A/ of symmetric isoge-
nies induced locally by an ample invertible sheaf be identified with the set
of totally positive elements cC � c;

� We have an O-linear closed immersion i D iN W �N ,! AŒN� of group
schemes.
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Thus M.c;N/ is the coarse moduli scheme of the functor P.S/ D
�
.A; �; i/=S

�
from the category of schemes S into the category SETS, where Œ � D f g= Š
is the set of isomorphism classes of the objects inside the brackets, and we call
.A; �; i/Š .A0; �0; i 0/ if we have an O-linear isomorphism � W A=S ! A0

=S
such

that �0 D .�˝ 1/ ı� ı�t and � ı i D i 0. The scheme M.c;N/ is a fine modulus if
N is sufficiently deep. In [Kat78] and [HT93], the moduli M.c;N/ is described as
an algebraic space, but it is actually a quasi-projective scheme (e.g. [Cha90] and
[Hid04, Chap. 4]).

We could insist that ��.�A=S / be free over OS˝ZO , and taking a generator !
with ��.�A=S /D .OS˝ZO/!, we may consider the functor classifying quadruples
.A; �; i; !/:

(4.1) Q.S/D
�
.A; �; i; !/=S

�
:

Let T D ResO=ZGm. We let a 2 T .S/ D H 0.S; .OS ˝Z O/
�/ act on Q.S/ by

.A; �; i; !/ 7! .A; �; i; a!/. By this action, Q is a T -torsor over P; so, Q is rep-
resentable by a scheme MDM.c;N/ affine over MDM.c;N/. By definition, M

is a T -torsor over M. For each character � 2 X�.T / D Homgp-sch.T;Gm/ and a
given ring R, if F ¤ Q, the ��1-eigenspace of H 0.M=R;OM=R/ is the space of
modular forms of weight � integral over R, where M=R DM�Z Spec.R/. We write
G�.c;NIR/ for this space of R-integral modular forms, which is an R-module of
finite type. When F DQ, as is well known, we need to take the subsheaf of sections
with logarithmic growth towards cusps. To simplify our argument, hereafter in this
section, we often assume that F ¤Q, since we do not need to insist on logarithmic
growth by the Koecher principle, if we assume this condition (in any case we just
need to add this growth condition in the elliptic modular case; see [Hid00, Chaps. 2
and 3]). Thus f 2 G�.c;NIR/ is a rule assigning an element in an R-algebra C
to each quadruple .A; �; i; !/=C (defined over the R-algebra C ) satisfying the
following three conditions:

(G1) f .A; �; i; !/D f .A0; �0; i 0; !0/ 2 C if .A; �; i; !/Š .A0; �0; i 0; !0/ over C ;

(G2) f ..A; �; i; !/˝C;� C 0/D �.f .A; �; i; !// for each � 2 HomR-alg.C; C
0/;

(G3) f .A; �; i; a!/D �.a/�1f .A; �; i; !/ for a 2 T .C /.

The sheaf of ��1-eigenspace OMŒ�
�1� under the action of T is an invertible sheaf

of weight � on M. We write this sheaf as !� . Then we have

G�.c;NIR/DH
0.M.c;N/; !�/

as long as M.c;N/ is a fine moduli space. Writing AD .A;�; i;!/ for the universal
abelian scheme over M, s D f .A/!� gives rise to the section of !� . Conversely,
for any section s 2H 0.M.c;N/; !�/, taking a unique morphism � W Spec.C /!M

such that ��ADA forAD .A; �; i; !/=C , we can define f 2G� by ��sDf .A/!� .
Fix a prime p. We fix a fractional ideal c prime to Np and take two ideals a

and b prime to Np such that ab�1 D c. To this pair .a; b/, we can attach the Tate
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AVRM Tatea;b.q/ defined over the completed group ring Z..ab// made of formal
series f .q/D

P
���1 a.�/q

� (a.�/2Z). Here � runs over all elements in ab, and
there exists a positive integer C (dependent on f ) such that a.�/D0 if �.�/CC <0
for some � 2 I . We write RŒŒ.ab/�0�� for the subring of RŒŒab�� made of formal
series f (having coefficients in R) with a.�/ D 0 for all � with �.�/ < 0 for at
least one embedding � W F ,! R. Actually, we skipped a step of introducing the
toroidal compactification of M whose (completed) stalk at the cusp corresponding
to .a; b/ actually carries Tatea;b.q/. However to make exposition short, we ignore
this technically important point, referring the (attentive) reader to the treatment in
[Kat78, Chap. I], [Cha90], [HT93, �1] and [Hid02, �4]. The scheme Tate.q/ can
be extended to a semi-abelian scheme over ZŒŒ.ab/�0�� with special fiber Gm˝ a�

at the augmentation ideal A. Since a is prime to p, ap D Op. Thus if R is a
Zp-algebra, we have a canonical isomorphism:

Lie.Tatea;b.q/mod A/D Lie.Gm˝ a�/ŠR˝Z a� ŠR˝ZO
�:

By Grothendieck-Serre duality, we have �Tatea;b.q/=RŒŒ.ab/�0�� Š RŒŒ.ab/�0��: In-
deed we have a canonical generator !can of �Tate.q/ which induces dt

t
˝ 1 on

Gm˝ a� (with Gm D Spec.ZŒt; t�1�/; see [Kat78, (1.1.17) and (1.2.11)]). Since
a is prime to Np, we have a canonical inclusion �N � �n˝Z O

� Š �n˝Z a�

(for an integer 0 < n 2 N prime to a) into Gm˝ a�, which induces a canonical
closed immersion ican W �N ,! Tate.q/. As described in [Kat78, (1.1.14)] and
[HT93, p. 204], Tatea;b.q/ has a canonical c-polarization �can. Thus we can eval-
uate f 2 G�.c;NIR/ at .Tatea;b.q/; �can; ican; !can/. The value f .q/ D fa;b.q/

actually falls in RŒŒ.ab/�0�� (if F ¤ Q: Koecher principle) and is called the q-
expansion at the cusp .a; b/. When F D Q, we require f to have values in the
ring RŒŒ.ab/�0�� when we define modular forms (this is the logarithmic growth
condition):

(G4) fa;b.q/ 2RŒŒ.ab/�0�� for all .a; b/.

Suppose that N is prime to p. We can think of a functorbP.R/D �.A; �; ip; iN/=R�
similar to P defined over the category of p-adic rings R D lim

 �n
R=pnR. The

only difference here is that we consider an isomorphism of ind-group schemes ip W
�p1˝ZO

�ŠAŒp1�ı (in place of a differential !), which induces yGm˝O�Š yA
for the formal completion bV at the characteristic p-fiber of a scheme V over Zp.
It is a theorem (due to Deligne-Ribet and Katz) that this functor is representable
by the formal completion bM.c;Np1/ of M.c;Np1/ D lim

 �n
M.c;Npn/ along

its mod p fiber. Thus we can think of p-adic modular forms f=R, for a p-adic ring
R, which are functions of .A; �; ip; iN/=C (for any p-adic R-algebra C ) satisfying
the following conditions:

(Gp1) f .A; �; ip; iN/Df .A0; �0; i 0p; i
0
N/2C if .A; �; ip; iN/=CŠ.A0; �0; i 0p; i

0
N/=C ;
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(Gp2) f ..A; �; ip; iN/˝C;� C 0/D �.f .A; �; ip; iN// for each p-adically continu-
ous R-algebra homomorphism � W C ! C 0;

(Gp3) fa;b.q/ 2RŒŒ.ab/�0�� for all .a; b/ prime to Np.

We write V.c;NIR/ for the space of p-adic modular forms satisfying (Gp1–3).
This V.c;NIR/ is a p-adically complete R-algebra.

We have the q-expansion principle valid both for classical modular forms and
p-adic modular forms f ,

(q-exp) The q-expansion: f 7! fa;b.q/ 2RŒŒ.ab/�0�� determines f uniquely.

This follows from the irreducibility of the Hilbert modular Igusa tower proven in
[DR80] (see also [Hid04, Th. 4.21] and [Hid09a] for other proofs).

Since Gm˝ d�1 D Spec.ZŒt� ��2O/ has a canonical invariant differential dt
t

,
we have !p D ip;� dtt on A. This allows us to regard each f 2G�.c;NIR/ a p-adic
modular form by putting

f .A; �; ip; iN/D f .A; �; iN; !p/:

By (q-exp), this gives an injection of G�.c;NIR/ into the space of p-adic modular
forms V.c;NIR/ (for a p-adic ring R) preserving q-expansions.

Over C, the category of quadruples .A; �; i; !/ is equivalent to the category
of triples .L; �; i/ made of the following data (cf. [Mum70, I]): L is an O-lattice
in O˝Z CD CI , an alternating form � W L^O LŠ c� and i WN�=O� ,! FL=L.
The form � is supposed to be positive in the sense that �.u; v/= Im.uvc/ is totally
positive in O ˝Z R D RI . Via polarization �, we can define theta functions as
described in [Mum70, Chap. I] by which we can embed the complex torus CI=L

into a projective space PN .C/ for sufficiently large dimension N . Then by Chow’s
theorem, the image A is a projective algebraic variety defined over C with group
structure, in short, an abelian variety over C. The differential ! can be recovered
by � W A.C/D CI=L so that ! D ��du where uD .u� /�2I is the variable on CI .

Conversely, if we start with a triple .A; �; !/=C,

LA D

�Z


! 2O˝Z C

ˇ̌̌
 2H1.A.C/;Z/

�
is a lattice in CI , and the polarization � W At Š A˝ c induces L^LŠ c�.

Using this equivalence, we can relate our geometric definition of Hilbert mod-
ular form to the classical analytic definition. Recall Z which is the product of I
copies of the upper half complex plane: ZD HI for

HD fz D xC
p
�1y 2 Cjy D Im.z/ > 0g:

We regard Z�O˝ZCDCI made up of zD .z� /�2I with totally positive imaginary
part. Thus we can think of the submodule bz � F ˝Q C D CI for a cusp .a; b/.
For each z 2 Z, we define Lz D 2�

p
�1.bzC a�/� CI ,

�z.2�
p
�1.azC b/; 2�

p
�1.czC d//D�.ad � bc/ 2 c�

and iz WN�=O� D .Na/�=a�! FLz=Lz by iz.amodO�/D 2�
p
�1amod Lz .
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Consider the following congruence subgroup �11.NI a; b/ given byn�
a b
c d

�
2 SL2.F /

ˇ̌̌
a; d 2O; b 2 .ab/�; c 2Nabd and d � 1 2N

o
:

Write �11.cIN/D �11.1IO; c�1/. We let g D .g� / 2 SL2.F ˝Q R/D SL2.R/I

act on Z by linear fractional transformation of g� on each component z� . Then

.Lz; �z; iz/Š .Lw ; �w ; iw/() w D .z/ for  2 �11.NI a; b/.

Here an isomorphism between .Lz; �z; iz/ and .Lw ; �w ; iw/ is supposed to pre-
serve the decomposition LzŠLw Š b˚a�. The set of pairs .a; b/ with ab�1D c is
a bijection with the set of cusps of �11.cI 1/. Two cusps are equivalent if they trans-
form each other by an element in �11.cIN/. A standard choice is .O; c�1/, which
we call the infinity cusp of M.c;N/. For each ideal t, .t; t�1c�1/ gives another
cusp. The two cusps .t; t�1c�1/ and .s; s�1c�1/ are equivalent under �11.cIN/ if
tD ˛s for an element ˛ 2 F � with ˛ � 1mod N in F �N . We have

M.c;N/.C/Š �11.cIN/nZ; canonically:

Let G D ResO=ZGL.2/. Take an open compact subgroup K �G.A.1// such
that u 2K if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

1. u 2
�
dF 0
0 1

��1
G.bZ/ � dF 0

0 1

�
for an idele dF 2 yO with dF yO Dbd;

2.
�
dF 0
0 1

�
u
�
dF 0
0 1

��1
modulo N is congruent to an upper unipotent matrix

in GL2.O=N/ modulo N.
Then taking an idele c with c yO Dyc, we see that

�11.cIN/�
��
c 0
0 1

�
K
�
c 0
0 1

��1
\G.Q/C

�
�O��11.cIN/

for G.Q/C made up of all elements in G.Q/ with totally positive determinant.
Choosing a representative set of the strict ray class group ClF .N/ by finite ideles
in F �A , we find by the approximation theorem that

G.A/D
G

c2ClF .N/

G.Q/
�
c 0
0 1

�
K �G.R/C

for the identity connected component G.R/C of the Lie group G.R/. This shows
(4.2)
G.Q/n.X�G.A.1///=K ŠG.Q/Cn.Z�G.A

.1///=K Š
G

c2ClF .N/

M.c;N/.C/;

where G.A/C D G.A.1//G.R/C and X and Z is as in (3.1). The ClF .N/-tuple
.fc/c with fc 2G�.c;NIC/ can be viewed as a single automorphic form giving a
section of a line bundle over ShK.C/DG.Q/Cn.Z�G.A.1///=K.

Recall the identification X�.T / with ZŒI � so that �.x/D
Q
� �.x/

�� . Regard-
ing f 2G�.c;NIC/ as a holomorphic function of z 2 Z by f .z/D f .Lz; �z; iz/,
we see that this satisfies the following automorphic property:

(4.3) f ..z//D f .z/
Y
�

.c�z� C d
� /�� for all  D

�
a b
c d

�
2 �11.cIN/.
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The holomorphy of f is a consequence of the functoriality (G2). Each f 2
G�.c;NIC/ has the Fourier expansion

f .z/D
X

�2.ab/�0

a.�/eF .�z/

at the cusp corresponding to .a; b/. Here eF .�z/D exp.2�
p
�1

P
� �

�z� /. This
Fourier expansion equals the q-expansion fa;b.q/ replacing eF .�z/ by q� .

Shimura, in his theory of arithmetic of Hecke L-values, studied the effect on
modular forms of the following differential operators on Z indexed by � 2 ZŒI �:

(4.4) ı�� D
1

2�
p
�1

�
@

@z�
C

��

2y�
p
�1

�
and ık� D

Y
�

�
ı���C2k��2 � � � ı

�
��

�
;

where k 2 ZŒI � with k� � 0. An important point is that the differential operator
preserves the rationality property at CM-points of (arithmetic) modular forms, al-
though it does not preserve holomorphy (see [Shi00, III] and [Shi75]). To describe
the rationality, we recall the two embeddings i1 W SQ ,! C and ip W SQ ,! bQp
fixed in the introduction. Recall W D i�1p .W /, which is a discrete valuation
ring. Let .A; �; !; i/=W be an ordinary quadruple of CM-type .M;†/ (having
complex multiplication by the integer ring O�M ). The complex uniformization:
� WA.C/Š C†=†.A/ induces a canonical base !1 D ��du of �A=C over O˝Z R,
where u D .u� /�2† is the standard variable on C† and †.A/ D f.�.a//�2† 2
C†ja2Ag. We define the periods�12C†DO˝ZC by !D�1!1. The level p-

structure ip W�p1˝d�1 ,!AŒp1� induces an isomorphism �p W Spf.1W Œq� ��2O/D
yGm˝Z d�1 Š yA for the p-adic formal group yA=W at the origin. Then ! D�p!p

(�p 2O˝ZW DW
†) for !p D �p;�

dq
q

. Here is the rationality result of Shimura
for f 2G�.c;NIW/:

(S)
.ık�f /.A; �; !1; i/

��C2k1

D .ık�f /.A; �; !; i/ 2
SQ:

Katz interpreted the differential operator in terms of the Gauss-Manin connec-
tion of the universal AVRM over M and gave a purely algebro-geometric definition
of the operator (see [Kat78, Chap. II] and [HT93, �1] for a summary of the result
of Katz). Using this algebraization of ık� , he extended the operator to geometric
modular forms and p-adic modular forms. We write his operator corresponding
to Shimura’s operator ık� as dk W V.c;NIR/! V.c;NIR/. An important formula
given in [Kat78, (2.6.7)] is: for f 2G�.c;NIW/,

(K)
.dkf /.A; �; !p; i/

��C2kp

D .dkf /.A; �; !; i/D .ık�f /.A; �; !; i/ 2W:

Let t be the canonical variable of the Serre-Tate deformation space yS . Identifying
yS with yGm˝Z d�1, we note that t is the character 1 2 O D X�.Gm˝Z d�1/ D
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Hom.Gm ˝Z d�1;Gm/. Write S D Gm ˝Z d�1. We have yS D Spf.3W ŒX.S/�/
for the completion 3W ŒX.S/� at the augmentation ideal of the monoid algebra
W ŒX.S/�DW ŒO� (X.S/DX�.S/DHomalg-gp.S;Gm/), where W ŒO� is the ring
made up of formal finite sums

P
�2O a.�/t

� (a.�/ 2W ). We have the following
interpretation of d� :

(4.5) d�
X
�

a.�/t� D
X
�

a.�/�� t� :

To see this formula, let us recall the construction of d� . Let AD .A; y�; Oi/ be the uni-
versal deformation of AD .A; �; i/ on yS . Since A is ordinary, the level p-structure
ip W�p1˝Z d�1 ,!A gives the identification of formal groups Oip W yGm˝d�1

= yS
ŠbA.

Note that yGm˝ d�1
= yS

is isomorphic to yS �W yS over W ; so, we write the standard

variable on the base yS as t and on the fiber yS as s. Then for each a 2 Op, we
have a unique section !.a/ D .aOip/� dss of !

= yS
. The action of a is just s 7! sa;

so, !.a/D dsa

sa
. By [Kat81, 4.3.1], the differential operator is yS -invariant, and the

canonical variable t is normalized so that dta D ata() d D t d
dt

. In other words,

by the construction of d , choosing a parameter t of yS so that yS D Spf.1W Œt� ��2O/,
we have d D a�1t d

dt
on yS for a unit a 2 W �. Thus changing t by ta, we have

an exact identity as above. This change of variable does not cause much trouble
in the computation we execute later (because everything involving t is brought to
that of ta by the variable change). Thus we may assume d� t� D �� t� .

There is another shortcut showing (4.5): It is known that d induces a base of
invariant differentials on the base Spf.1W Œab�/ of the Tate AVRM, regarding it as
yGm˝ .ab/; so, d� coincides with ı�0 . From this, we can also conclude that d�

induces an invariant differential.
For each f 2 V.c;NIR/ (for a p-adic algebra R), we call the expansion

f .t/ WD f .A; y�; Oi/D
X
�2O

a.�; f /t�

as an element of 1RŒO� a t-expansion of f . Hereafter, we write this ring symbol-
ically as RŒŒt� ���2O . When we choose a Z-base faj g of O , Tj D taj � 1 gives
a complete set of local parameters at the point x 2 bM.c;N/=R given by A and
1RŒO�ŠRŒŒT1; : : : ; Td ��. We have the following t -expansion principle:

(t -exp) The t -expansion: f 7! f .t/ 2RŒŒt� ���2O determines f uniquely.

The Taylor expansion of f with respect to the variables T D .Tj / can be computed
by applying differential operators @j D @

@Tj
and evaluating the result at xDA. Since

@j is a linear combination of the d� ’s in the field of fractions of R as long as R is
of characteristic 0, we have, for f; g 2 V.c;NIW /,

(4.6) d�f .A/D d�g.A/ for all � � 0() f .t/D g.t/.
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What we have described is actually an oversimplified description of Katz’s
theory, and the reader is referred to [Kat78] and [HT93, �1] for a more rigorous
explanation on the subject.

4.2. q-Expansion of Eisenstein series. Let � W fOp� .O=f0/g�fOp� .O=f00/g
! C be a locally constant function such that �."�1x; "y/DN."/k�.x; y/ for all
" 2 O�, where k is a positive integer and f0 and f00 are integral ideals prime to
p. We put fD f0 \ f00 and suppose that all a, b and c are prime to fp. We regard
� as a function on X � Y with X D Y D Op � .O=f/ via the natural projection
of fOp � .O=f/g � fOp � .O=f/g to fOp � .O=f0/g � fOp � .O=f00/g. We put
X˛ D .O=p

˛O/� .O=f/ and define the partial Fourier transform

P� W
˚
.Fp=O

�
p /� .f

�=O�/
	
�Y D

�[
˛

p�˛f�=O�
�
�Y ! C

of �, taking ˛ so that � factors through X˛ �Y , by
(4.7)

P�.x; y/D

(
p�˛ŒF WQ�N.f/�1

P
a2X˛

�.a; y/eF .ax/ if x 2 p�˛f�=O�,

0 if x 62 p�˛f�=O�,

where eF is the standard additive character of FA restricted to the local component
Fpf at pf. This definition does not depend on the choice of ˛.

We construct an Eisenstein series Ek.zI�/ for a positive integer k and � as
above as a function of triples .L; �; i/ we have studied in the previous subsection.
Actually k indicates the parallel weight

P
� k� . Here i W Fp=O�p � .f/

�=O� ,!

p�1L=L� f�1L=L is the level p1f2-structure. The f-part if of i induces, via
polarization, the dual map i 0f WL=fL�O=f, and hence having if is equivalent to
having a pair .if; i 0f /, which is literally of level f2 (not just of level f). We define an
Ofp-submodule PV.L/� L˝O Ffp specified by the following conditions:

(pv1) PV.L/� L˝O Ofp;
(pv2) PV.L/=

�
L˝O Ofp

�
D Im.i/.

By definition, we may regard

i�1 W PV.L/� PV.L/=
�
L˝O Ofp

�
Š Fp=O

�
p � f�=O�:

By Pontryagin duality under Tr ı�, the dual map i 0 of i gives rise to

i 0 W PV.L/�Op � .O=f/:

See [HT93, p. 206] for details for i 0 which is written as � 0 there. Then we may
regard P� as a function on p�1f�1L\PV.L/D

�S
˛ p
�˛f�1L

�
\PV.L/ by

(4.8) P�.w/D

(
P�.i�1.w/; i 0.w// if .wmod L/ 2 Im.i/,

0 otherwise.

For each w D .w� / 2 F ˝Q C D CI , the norm map N.w/ D
Q
�2I w� is well

defined. Writing LD .L; �; i/ for simplicity, we define the value Ek.LI�; c/ by
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(4.9)

Ek.LI�; c/D
f.�1/k�.kC s/gŒF WQ�p

jDF j

X0

w2p�1f�2L=O�

P�.w/

N.w/kjN.w/j2s

ˇ̌̌
sD0

:

Here “
P0” indicates that we are excluding w D 0 from the summation. As shown

by Hecke, this type of series is convergent when the real part of s is sufficiently
large and is continued to a meromorphic function well defined at s D 0 (as long as
either k � 2 or �.a; 0/D 0 for all a). If either k � 2 or �.a; 0/D 0, for all a, then
the function Ek.c; �/ gives an element in G�.c; f2p1IC/ (� D k

P
� WF ,!SQ �),

whose q-expansion computed in [HT93, �2] is given by

N.a/�1Ek.�; c/a;b.q/D 2
�ŒF WQ�L.1� kI�; a/(4.10)

C

X
0��2ab

X
.a;b/2.a�b/=O�

abD�

�.a; b/
N.a/k

jN.a/j
q� ;

where L.sI�; a/ is the partial L-function given by the Dirichlet series:X
�2.a�f0g/=O�

�.�; 0/

�
N.�/

jN.�/j

�k
jN.�/j�s:

4.3. Eisenstein measure. We recall the definition of the Eisenstein measure
with values in V.c; fsIW / for a p-adic algebra W given below. Recall the fixed
algebraic closure F of Fp and the ring W.F/ of Witt vectors with coefficients in F.
We consider W.F/ as a subring of the p-adic completion bQp of SQp. Let W be a
discrete valuation ring finite flat over W.F/ inside bQp. For any fractional ideal a,
write its prime decomposition as

Q
q q"q ; so, "q is an integer with "qD 0 for primes

q which do not show up in the prime decomposition. We denote ".a/D f"qgq for
this set of exponents. We abbreviate the product

Q
q q"q as q".a/, which is equal

to a.
Let sjf be two integral ideals of F prime to p. We consider the space eOD

.Op�.O=f//�.Op�.O=s// and write the variable on eO as .x; aIy; b/ for x; y2Op
and a 2O=f and b 2O=s. We regard eO as a ring; then eO� is the group of invertible
elements in eO. Embedding O� into eO diagonally, we can take the closure O�

under the profinite topology of eO. We also write zT D .O�p �.O=f//�.O
�
p �.O=s//.

We let " 2 O� act on eO by ".x; aIy; b/D ."x; "aI "y; "b/. Then we define T D
zT =O� and T � D eO�=O�. These are the profinite compact spaces carrying the
Eisenstein measure.

For each continuous function �.x; aIy; b/ on zT , we consider the following
partial Fourier transform:

(4.11) �ı.x; aIy; b/D
X
u2O=f

�.x�1; uIy; b/eF .�ua$�".df//;
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where we have chosen for each prime q of F , a prime element $q in F �q � F
�
A

and put $e D
Q

q$
eq
q in F �A for each exponent e D feq 2 Zgq with eq D 0 almost

everywhere (that is, except for finitely many primes). The map � 7! �ı is a linear
operator acting on the space C. zT IW / of all continuous functions on zT with values
in W (and is invertible by the Fourier inversion formula). If � factors through T ,
then �ı satisfies the following property

�ı."x; "aI "�1y; "�1b/D �ı.x; aIy; b/ for all " 2O�.

This is the property required to define Eisenstein series (for even weight k) in
the previous subsection. Then there exists a unique measure Ec W C.T IW / !

V.c; fsIW / with the following two properties:

(E1) If � has values in SQ equipped with the discrete topology, then for each posi-
tive integer k > 0,

Ec.N
�k�/DEk.�

ı
I c/;

where N W zT ! Z�p is given by N.x; aIy; b/D NF=Q.x/ for the norm map
NF=Q WOp! Zp . Note here that N�k�ı (for any positive integer k) factors
through T () �ı satisfies invariance under O� required for the definition
of the Eisenstein series;

(E2) The q-expansion of Ec.�/ at the cusp .a; b/ is given by

N.a/
X

0��2ab

q�
X

.a;b/2.a�b/=O�;abD�

�ı.aI b/jN.a/j�1;

where jN.a/j is the (complex) absolute value of the norm N.a/ of a 2 a, a�b

is embedded in zT by .a; amod fI b; bmod s/, and " 2 O� acts on .a; b/ by
.a; b/ 7! ."a; "�1b/.

The existence and the uniqueness of the measure satisfying (E1), (E2) is a conse-
quence of the q-expansion principle and the q-expansion of the classical Eisenstein
series given in the previous section (see [Kat78, Chap. III] and [HT93, �3]). Al-
though it is assumed that f D s in [HT93], there is no difficulty extending the
construction to the general case, since for any function factoring through T as in
(E1), the corresponding Eisenstein series can be checked to be of level fs.

When confusion is unlikely, we write E.�/ for E0.�I c/ to simplify our nota-
tion (though E.�/ fully depends on c).

4.4. Katz measure. We can evaluate p-adic modular formsf at any test object
.A; �; i/=W defined over W . This gives rise to a linear form Ev W V.c; fsIW /!W

given by Ev.f /D f .A; �; i/. Thus we can think of the evaluation Ev ıEc, which
is a bounded measure on C.T IW / with values in W .

Now we choose a specific test object. Let x D Œz; g� be an ordinary CM-
point of the Shimura variety. We take the abelian scheme .A; �; i/ sitting over
x 2M.c; fs/. Thus A has complex multiplication by a CM field M DMx with
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a CM-type †. We write M 0 for the reflex field of .M;†/ (see [Shi98, �8]). We
suppose that p is unramified in M (and hence in M 0). The complex manifold A.C/
is given by C†=†.A/ for a lattice A�M , and we can find a model A defined over
an abelian extension k of M 0 such that all torsion points of A are rational over an
abelian extension of M 0 ([Shi98, 18.6 and 21.1]). The model is unique if the field
contains the field of moduli of the sufficiently deep level structure i . By a theorem
of Serre-Tate, making i deep (for example, making it of level N for a deep N prime
to p), A has good reduction over W \ k. Here we can insist that k is unramified at
p if M is unramified at p. Thus we may assume that .A; �; i/ is defined over W ,
and if p is unramified in F=Q, we may assume that W DW.F/. We further assume
that the special fiber zA at p of A is an ordinary abelian variety. Since the residue
field F of W is algebraically closed, zAŒp1�Š

�
�p1 ˝ d�1

�
�
�
Fp=Op

�
. Thus zA

has level p1 structure i0 defined over F. By Serre-Tate deformation theory, A sits
at the origin 1 2 yS . Thus we can uniquely lift i0 to a level p1-structure ip; so, we
may assume that i contains a level p1 structure defined over W .

We would like to recall briefly the construction of the Katz measure interpo-
lating the L-values of arithmetic Hecke characters of the conductor dividing Cp1,
where C is an integral ideal of M prime to p. We write O for the integer ring of M .
We decompose CD FFcI. Here I consists of inert or ramified primes over F , FFc
consists of split primes over F and

FCFc D FCFc D Fc CFcc DO and Fc � Fc :

We put fDFI\F , sDFc\F and iDI\F . We have OpDO˝Z ZpDOp�Opc ,
where Op D

Q
P2†p

OP. We suppose the following four conditions:

1. The lattice A is a fractional ideal ofM prime to Cp; so, we writeADA.A/
(so, A.A/.C/D C†=†.A/).

2. Choose ı 2M so that ıc D�ı and Im.�.ı// > 0 for all � 2†, and have
the alternating form hu; vi D .ucv � uvc/=2ı induce O^O Š d�1c�1.
Then this pairing induces c.AAc/�1-polarization �D �.A/.

3. The inclusion F ,!M induces a canonical isomorphism Op ŠOp, which
in turn induces i 0p W Fp=O

�
p D Fp=Op ŠM†=AOp � C†=†.A/. We put

ip.A/.x/D i
0
p.2ıx/. This is the p-part of the level structure i.A/.

4. The prime-to-p part i .p/ of i.A/ is defined as follows. Choose an idele
dF of F such that dF yO Dbd, the prime-to-fpd component d .fpd/

F is trivial
and dF;q D .2ı/Q for prime ideal Q with QjF, where qDQ\F . Then
x 7! dF x induces .f2/�=O� ,! .Fi/�2A=A, which is the if.

In addition to the data .A.A/; �.A/; i.A//, assuming that p is unramified in F=Q,
for our later use, we choose the differential !.A/ on A.A/ as follows:

(5) We choose and fix a differential ! D !.O/ on A.O/=W so that

H 0.A.O/;�A.O/=W/D .W˝ZO/!:
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Since Ap DOp, A.O\A/ is an étale covering of both A.A/ and A.O/;
so, !.O/ induces a differential !.A/ first by pull-back to A.O\A/ and
then by pull-back inverse from A.O\A/ to A.A/.

As long as the projection � W A.O\A/� A.A/ is étale, the pull-back inverse
.��/�1 W�A.O\A/=W!�A.A/=W is a surjective isomorphism. We thus have

H 0.A.A/;�A.O/=W/D .W˝ZO/!.A/:

Let ClM .i/ be the ideal class group of M modulo i and Cl�.i/ be the quotient
of ClM .i/ by the image of .O=i/�. Identifying Op (resp. Opc ) with the first (resp.
last) component of Op of eO and embedding O=f into O=FI (resp. identifying O=s
with O=Fc/) through the inclusion O ,!O, we embed T � into ZDClM .Cp1/D
lim
 �n

ClM .Cpn/. Then we have the exact sequence:

T �
�
�!Z! Cl�.i/! 1;

and the kernel of � is a finite group. We write ŒA� for the image of the class of an
ideal A prime to Cp in Z. For ˛ 2O, we have Œ.˛/�D ˛�1, where the right-hand
side is the image of the inclusion O�Cp!Z. Choosing a complete representative
set fAg for Cl�.i/, we have a decomposition

Z D
G
A

Im.�/ŒA��1:

For each function � 2 C.ZIW /, we define �A 2 C.T IW / in the following way:
�A.t/D �.t ŒA�

�1/ for t 2 T � and extend it by 0 outside T �. Next, we define

(4.12)
Z
Z

�d' D
X
A

Z
T

�AdEcA.A.A/; �.A/; i.A//;

where cA D c.AAc/�1. We write EA.�/ for EcA.�/ for functions � 2 C.T �IW /.
In [Kat78, Chap. V] and [HT93, �4], computation of

R
Z
y�d' is made for the

p-adic avatar y� of an arithmetic Hecke character � of conductor a factor of Cp.
The result is as described in the introduction. Since there are many misprints in
[HT93] (though all minor), we have added at the end of this paper a correction
table of misprints in [HT93].

5. Proof of Theorem I

Recall the quadratic CM extension M=F introduced in Section 1, and write
† (resp. †p) for the CM-type (resp. the p-adic CM-type) we fixed there. We
now prove Theorem I; the proof concludes in Section 5.4. We assume that p is
unramified in F=Q and write W DW.F/.
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5.1. Splitting the Katz measure. We start with a general argument. We as-
sume that p > 2. Let the triple .A.A/; �.A/; i.A// be the abelian variety of CM-
type .M;†/ as in Section 4.4. We consider the measure

EA W � 7!

Z
T

�dEcA.A.A/; �.A/; i.A//

(on the image of T � in ClM .Cp1/) for the polarization ideal cA D c.AAc/�1. For
˛ 2 M prime to Cp, u 7! ˛u induces an isomorphism: A.A/ Š A.˛A/. This
multiplication by ˛ sends i.A/ (resp. �.A/ and !.A/) to ˛ ı i.˛A/ which sends
an element x 2 .Fp=O�/� .f2/�=O� to ˛dF xmod˛A (resp. ˛˛c�.A/D �.˛A/

and ˛!.˛A/). This shows that

(5.1)
Z
T�
�.˛t/dEA.t/D

Z
T�
�.t/dE˛A.t/;

where ˛.x; aIy; b/D .˛x; ˛aI˛cy; ˛cb/ for t D .x; aIy; b/. This tells us how the
piece of the integral corresponding to A in the definition of the Katz measure d'
transforms if we change A in its ideal class.

This formula (5.1) can be verified functorially using the fact:

.A.˛A/; �.˛A/; ˛i.˛A//Š .A.A/; .˛˛c/�.A/; i.A// by ˛u 7! u;

but there is an easy shortcut: for k� 0,Z
T

�N�k.t/dEA.t/D
X
w2A

P.N�k�/ı.i�1.w/; i 0.w//

D

X
w2˛A

P.N�k�/ı.˛�1i�1.w/; ˛�ci 0.w//

D

Z
T

�N�k.˛x; ˛�cy; ˛�1a; ˛�cb/dE˛A

D

Z
T

�N�k.˛�1t /dE˛A.t/;

where N.x; aIy; b/DN.x/D
Q
� �.x/. For each function � on Im.�/ŒA��1, we

define �A.x/D �.xŒA�
�1/. Now we decompose, for an open subgroup H of T �

containing Ker.�/,

�.T �/ŒA��1 D
G
B

�.H/ŒB��1() T � D
G
B

HŒB�1A�:
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Thus, we haveZ
T�
�A.t/dEA.t/D

X
B

Z
T�
�HŒB�1A��A.t/dEA.t/

D

X
B

Z
T�
�H .t ŒBA�1�/�B.t ŒBA�1�/dEA.t/

D

X
B

Z
T

�H .t/�B.t/dEB.t/;

where �H is the characteristic function of H . Note here that we have BD ˛A for
˛ 2M�.

For the moment, we assume that C is stable under complex conjugation c. For
simplicity, we write Z for ClM .Cp1/. We take a subgroup � D �C �Z of finite
index satisfying the following two conditions:

1. Z D � �� with torsion-free � and a finite group �D�C;

2. � and � are stable under c.

Under the assumption: p >2, we can choose the splitting ZD��� stable under c.
This fact can be shown as follows: We can first split Z DZp ��0 so that Zp is the
maximal p-profinite subgroup. This splitting is canonical; so, it is stable under c.
Since p is odd, we can split Zp DZCp �Z

�
p so that c acts through multiplication

by ˙1 on Z˙p . Then we just split Z˙p D �
˙ ��˙ for torsion-free �˙ and finite

groups �˙. Thus we can achieve c-stability of � D .�C ���/�Z.
For each z 2 Z, we define ��.z/ D Œz�� WD z1�c . Recall the torus Tx D

ResM=QGm � G fixing the closed point x 2 Shord over .A.O/; �.O/; i.O// 2
M.c; f2p1/ and its quotient T as in (3.18) (with the injection: T.Z.p// ,!T .Zp/D

O�p sending ˛ 2 Tx.Z.p// to ˛1�c 2O�p ). We have a natural exact sequence:

1!
�
O�p � .O=C/

�
�
=O�!Z! ClM ! 1;

where ClM is the class group of M . Since O� is a subgroup of O� of finite index
and p is unramified in M=Q, ��.O�/ is a finite group of order prime to p. By
this fact, we see that

��\��

��
O�p � .O=C/

�
�
=O�

�
,!O�p Œ�1�ŠO

�
p ;

where O�p Œ�1�D fa 2O�p jc.a/D a
�1g. In particular, when we identify Op with

Op, for a principal ideal .˛/ prime to Cp, Œ.˛/�� D ˛c�1p 2 T .Zp/DO�p D O
�
p ,

where pD
Q

p2†p
p. Therefore, writing ŒA� for the image in Z of an ideal A prime

to Cp, we have, regarding T.Z.p//� T .Zp/DO
�
p by (3.18),

(5.2) ŒA�� 2 T.Z.p//() ŒA� 2 ŒO�.pC/�
�
�C ��C

�
;

where �C D H 0.Gal.M=F /;�/, and O.pC/ � M is the localization (not the
completion) of O at pC.
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We now allow the case C¤ Cc . In any case, we have a canonical splitting of
Z into the prime-to-p subgroup �.p/ and the p-profinite subgroup Zp. We fix a
splitting Zp D�p ��C so that the natural projection � WZ! ClM .p1/ induces
an isomorphism of �C onto the torsion-free part � D �O of ClM .p1/ we have
already chosen in the above discussion. We then define �C D�

.p/ ��p.
The translation �.z/ 7! �.z�/ by � 2�C gives an action of �C on the space

of continuous functions C.ZIW / on Z with values in W . For each character  
of �C, we write C.ZIO/Œ � for the  -eigenspace for the action of �C. Then
the restriction of continuous functions on Z to �C gives rise to an isomorphism
Res W C.ZIW /Œ �Š C.�CIW /. We write Inf for Res�1 .

For a given measure ' on Z, the  -component ' 2W ŒŒ��� is defined byZ
�

�d' D

Z
Z

Inf �d':

In terms of group algebras, z W Z ! W ŒŒ��� given by z .�/ D  .�/�./ for
 2 �C and � 2�C induces a continuous W -algebra homomorphism W ŒŒZ���
W ŒŒ��� (still written as z ), and we can verify that ' D z .'/. If one chooses
another splitting of Z into a product of a torsion-free group and a finite group,
they differ by a character of � into �C. In other words, i 0i�1 D " is a character of
� for two sections i; i 0 W �!Z of the projection: Z� � . Then Inf � for two
different splittings differs by multiplication by  ı "; hence, the invariant �.' /
is independent of the choice of splitting. Hereafter we stop worrying about the
choice of splitting, fixing it once and for all. We write � for �C hereafter.

5.2. Good representatives. We would like to choose a representative set D
for � so that the projection �� W Z ! � induces an isomorphism D Š � if
p − jClM j. In general, D Š Z=� 0 for the intersection � 0 of � and the image
of O�Cp. We would like to choose D so that our computation of q-expansion (of
Eisenstein series) becomes easier.

Let I.Cp/ be the group of fractional ideals of M prime to Cp, and define

I.Cp/C D
˚
A 2 I.Cp/

ˇ̌
A1�c D ˛1�cO for ˛ 2M�

	
:

Suppose for the moment that C does not contain primes ramifying in M=F . Since
A is prime to Cp, ˛1�c is prime to Cp. Thus if a prime factor Q of Cp divides the
principal ideal .˛/, its conjugate Qc divides .˛/ with the equal multiplicity. Thus
˛D ˇ for  2F � with ˇ prime to Cp. In other words, .ˇ1�c/D .˛1�c/DA1�c ,
and hence we can write

(5.3) I.Cp/C D
˚
A 2 I.Cp/

ˇ̌
A1�c D ˛1�cA O for ˛A 2M

� prime to Cp
	

if C does not contain primes ramifying in M=F . Without assuming the above
condition, we can always write

I.Cp/C D
˚
A 2 I.Cp/

ˇ̌
A1�c D ˛1�cA O for ˛A 2M

� prime to C0p
	
;

where C0 is the maximal factor of C prime to the relative discriminant of M=F .
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The quotient of I.Cp/C by principal ideals prime to Cp is a subgroup of the
class group ClM of M , which we write ClCM . We see easily that

ClF D the image of ClF � ClCM �H
0.Gal.M=F /;ClM /:

If the group O�
C

of totally positive units of O coincides with the group of square
units, the equality ClCM DH

0.Gal.M=F /;ClM / holds. If further the class number
of M is odd, the three groups are all equal. We take a complete representative set
D� (resp. DC) for ClM=ClCM (resp. ClCM in I.Cp/C).

When the class number ofM is odd, we chooseDC among fractional ideals of
F and D� among primes of M split over F . If the class number is even, supposing
that C is prime to the discriminant of M=F , we choose DC[D� among primes
of M split over F .

We write � 0 for the intersection of � with the image of O�Cp in the group Z D
ClM .Cp1/. Then we put D for a complete representative set in the localization
(not the completion) O�

.Cp/
for �.O�Cp/=�

0 with the projection � W O�Cp ! Z if
C does not contain primes ramifying in M=F . When C is divisible by a prime
ramified in M=F , things get more complicated, because we need to include in D

elements ˛ 2O divisible by some ramified primes in C. So until Section 5.5, we
assume that C is prime to the relative discriminant of M=F . Then we haveZ

Z

�d' D
X

A2DC

X
˛2D

X
B2D�

Z
� 0
�A˛B.z/dEA˛B:

We compute .A.BA/; �.AB/; i.AB// for A� F . Since we have

A.BA/.C/D C†=†.AB/D C†=†.B/˝O AD A.B/.C/˝O A;

we conclude A.AB/D A.B/˝O A. There is another construction if we choose
A�O: Tensoring A.B/ to the exact sequence: 0! A!O!O=A! 0, we get
another exact sequence:

0! Tor1.O=A; A.B//
i
�! A.B/˝O A! A.B/! 0:

SinceO is a Dedekind domain, we have Tor1.O=A; A.B//ŠA.B/ŒA� canonically.
Thus i brings A.B/ŒA� onto .A.B/˝O A/ŒA�. Since �.B/ is a cB-polarization

for cB D c.BBc/�1, we have A.B/t
�.B/
���! A.B/˝ cB. This induces

�.B/˝A W .A.B/˝A/t Š A.B/t=A.B/t ŒA�

Š .A.B/˝O cB/˝O A�1 D .A.B/˝O A/˝ cAB:

We can check that �.B/˝AD �.AB/. Since A is prime to Cp, the quotient pro-
cess by the A-torsion subgroup does not alter the level structure; so, i.B/ induces
i.AB/D i.B/˝A.
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The above process of making .A.AB/; �.AB/; i.AB// can be performed
(without any modification) for general triples .A; �; i/ (even without complex mul-
tiplication) and yields a functorial map from test objects .A; �; i/ with polarization
ideal c to test objects .A˝O A; �˝A; i ˝A/ with polarization ideal cA�2. For a
p-adic modular form f 2 V.cA�2;NIR/, we define f jhAi 2 V.c;NIR/ by

(5.4) f jhAi.A; �; i/D f .A˝O A; �˝A; i ˝A/

for a fractional ideal A of F prime to N (see [Hid04, 4.1.9]). This shows

(5.5)
Z
� 0
�ABdEAB D .E.�� 0�AB/jhAi/ .A.B/; �.B/; i.B// if A� F ,

where ED EcAB .
By adding level, another operator, Œq� W V.cq;NIR/! V.c;NqIR/, can be

constructed in the following way. Here we assume that q is an integral ideal prime
to cp. This goes as follows: For each test object: .A; �; !; i/=C (over a p-adic
R-algebra C ) of level Nqp1 with polarization ideal c, we define a new test ob-
ject .A0; �0; !0; i 0/. First define A0 D A=i.q�=O�/. The quotient exists over C ,
since i.q�=O�/ is an étale subgroup of A (because C is a p-adic ring). The level
structure

i W
�
Fp=O

�
p

�
� ..Nq/�=O�/! A

composed with the quotient map � W A! A0 induces, modulo q�=O�, the level
structure i 0 WFp=O�p �N�=O�!A0 defined over C . The cq-polarization �0 WA0t Š
A0˝cq is defined as follows: Tensoring the exact sequence 0! q!O!O=q! 0

with At D A˝ c, we have another exact sequence:

0! A˝ cqŒq�! A˝ cq! A˝ c! 0:

Taking dual of the quotient map � W A! A0, we have one more exact sequence:

0! Hom.i.q�=O�/;Gm/! A0
t �

t

�! At ! 0;

which gives rise to the following exact sequence

0! Hom.i.q�=O�/;Gm/! A0
t
Œq�

�ı�t

���! i.q�=O�/˝ c! 0:

Since q is prime to c, the kernel of the composite: .� ˝ id/ ı� ı� t W A0t ! A0˝ c

is the entire q-torsion subgroup A0t Œq�. Since A0t=A0t Œq� D A0t ˝ q�1, we have
constructed an isomorphism:

.� ˝ id/ ı� ı� t W A0t ˝ q�1 Š A0˝ c:

Tensoring q with this isomorphism, we get the desired �0 W A0t Š A0˝ cq. Since
q is prime to p, on a p-adic algebra C , Lie.A/ Š Lie.A0/, which implies that
!0 D ��! is a well-defined generator of �A0=C . The association .A; �; !; i/=C 7!
.A0; �0; !0; i 0/=C is functorial (i.e., a morphism between the functors Q in (4.1)
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with respect to .c;Nqp1/ and .cq;Np1/). We have

Œq� W V.cq;NIR/! V.c;NqIR/ and Œq� WG�.cq;NIR/!G�.c;NqIR/

by f jŒq�.A; �; !; i/D f .A0; �0; !0; i 0/.
We compute Œq�.A.A/; �.A/; i.A//=W for a fractional ideal A�M , supposing

that all prime factors of q are split in M=F . Choose an integral ideal Q in M such
that the inclusion O ,! O induces O=q Š O=Q. Then QCQc D O. Consider
.A.A/; �.A/; i.A// with the level fsqp1-structure i.A/ sending x 2 q�=O� to
2ıx 2Q�1A=A. Then A.A/ŒQ�D i.A/.q�=O�/ and hence A.A/=i.A/.q�=O�/D
A.AQ�1/ and i.A/0 D i.AQ�1/, which are the level fsp1-structures. Since q is
prime to pc, using the fact that QQc D q, we can verify that
(5.6)
Œq�.A.A/; �.A/; !.A/; i.A//=WŠ .A.AQ�1/; �.AQ�1/; !.AQ�1/; i.AQ�1//=W;

where i.A/ is the level fqp1-structure as above and i.AQ�1/ is the induced level
fp1-structure. We can always choose Q 2DC so that Qc CQDO and O=QŠ

O=q for qDQ\F . This shows

(5.7)
Z
� 0
�Q�1BdEQ�1B D

�
E.�� 0�Q�1B/jŒq�

�
.A.B/; �.B/; i.B//

for Q and q as above,

where ED EcAB . As for the effect of ˛ 2M�, we may assume either ˛ 2 O or
˛ 2O�O . Then we have, for the characteristic function �� 0 of � 0,Z

� 0
�˛BdE˛BD.E.�� 0�˛B/jh˛i/ .A.B/; �.B/; i.B// if ˛ 2O \F �,(5.8) Z

� 0
�˛�1BdE˛�1BD

�
E.�� 0�˛�1B/jŒ˛˛

c�
�
.A.B/; �.B/; i.B// if ˛ 62O ,(5.9)

where ED Ec for cD c˛B for (5.8) and cD c˛�1B for (5.9).

5.3. Computation of q-expansions. Pick an element g 2G.A.1// with totally
positive det.g/ 2 F . Then g induces an automorphism of the Shimura variety (see
(3.9)), and hence the functorial action of g on test objects. We write

g.A; �; i/D .A; �g ; ig/

for the image of a test object .A; �; i/ under the action of g. Here, writing T .A/D
lim
 �N

AŒN � for the Tate module, the level structure is an isomorphism i W F 2
A.1/
Š

T .A/˝Q A.1/, where F 2
A.1/

is made up of row vectors on which G.A.1// acts
from the right. Then we have ig D i ıg and �g D det.g/�. When gD  2G.Q/C,
we have an isogeny z W .A0; �0; z ı i 0/! .A; � ; i D i ı / for a suitable A0 (see
below). Thus we can interpret the action as an action of an isogeny in this case.
This follows from the following three facts for  2G.Q/C and test objects over C:
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(L1) Writing Lb;a�

z D .b; a�/t .z; 1/D bzC a� and

iz..b; a/mod b˚ a�/D bzC amod Lb;a�

z ;

we have L
.b;a�/�1

.z/
Š Lb;a�

z by w 7! w.czC d/�1, where  D
�
� �
c d

�
.

(L2) i.z/ D .czC d/iz ı  ; so, A0 D CI=L
.b;a�/�1

.z/
and

z.wmod L
.b;a�/�1

.z/
/D .czC d/�1wmod Lb;a�

z :

(L3) We have the identity of the Tate module via iz:

T .CI=Lb;a�

z /Š yb˚ya� and T .Tatea;b.q//D yb˚ya
� .bxD x˝Z

bZ/:
If we have an isogeny ˛ W A! A, we have ˛.A; �; i/D .A; �0; i 0/ given by �0 D
˛˛�� and i 0.x/D ˛i.x/. Here ˛� D � ı˛t ı��1, which is ˛˛�c-polarization. In
other words, defining �.˛/2G.Q/C by ˛iDiı�.˛/, we find that �.˛/�1.˛.A;�; i//
D .A; �; i/. Since the Shimura variety classifies the triples up to isogeny, ˛.A; �; i/
and .A; �; i/ are equal as a point of Sh.G;X/, and Im.�/ gives rise to the stabilizer
of the point of Sh.G;X/ represented by .A; �; i/ (see Corollary 3.5).

When we consider the level structure i modulo a compact subgroup K �
G.A.1//, we write .A; �; iK/. Then for g2G.A.1//with det.g/2F �

C
, g.A; �; iK/

D .A; �g ; .i ıg/g�1Kg/ is well defined (solely depending on g).
We now consider the Tate AVRM: Tatea;b.q/. For each positive integer N ,

we have a canonical exact sequence:

1! �N ˝ a�! Tatea;b.q/ŒN �! b=Nb! 0:

We therefore have a canonical level structure ican modulo an (integral) upper unipo-
tent subgroup U D U.bZ/�G.A.1//, which is represented by the following exact
sequence tensored by A.1/ (overbZ):

0! ba�.1/! T .Tatea;b.q//!yb! 0;

where ybDbZ˝Z b and ba�.1/DbZ.1/˝Z a�. Let K �G.A.1// be the stabilizer of
the row vector space yb˚ ba�; that is,

K DKa;b D

n
g 2G.A.1//

ˇ̌
.yb˚ ba�/g D yb˚ ba�o :

Thus �11.OI a; b/D SL2.F /\Ka;b. Define

K.N/DKa;b.N/D
n�
a b
c d

�
2Ka;b

ˇ̌
c 2Nbabd; a� d � 1mod N yO

o
:

Then we have �11.NI a; b/D SL2.F /\K.N/. For each given g 2G.A.1// with
totally positive det.g/ 2 F (so, g 2 E.G;X/), we can find finite ideles a.g/; b.g/ 2
A.1/ such that gDu.g/

�
b.g/ �
0 a.g/

�
with u.g/2K\SL2.FA/ and

�
1 �
0 1

�
2K. Let

.A; �; i/ be as in (L1–3), and put iK.N/ D .i modK.N//. Having .A; �; iK.N// is
equivalent to having T .A/D i.yb˚ya�/ and iK.N/ W .Na/�=a� ,!AŒN�. The ideles
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a.g/ and b.g/ are determined uniquely modulo multiples of units in yO . We assume
here that a.g/N D b.g/N D 1.

Write simply a0 D a.g/�1a and b0 D b.g/b and Kg D g�1Kg. We have a
canonical identification yb0˚ba0�.1/D T .Tatea0;b0.q// and

i
a0;b0

can;Kg W �N˝ .Na0/�=a0� ,! Gm˝ .a
0/�� Tatea0;b0.q/:

Since b0˚ a0
� and b˚ a� are commensurable, the two Tate AVRM’s Tatea;b.q/

and Tatea0;b0.q/ are in the same isogeny class (over ZŒŒ.abC a0b0/�0��). Since
3.a.g/a�/D a.g/�1ya� and b.g/ybD1b.g/b, up to isogenies, we have from (L3)

(5.10) g.Tatea;b.q/; �
a;b
can; i

a;b
can;K.N//

D .Tatea.g/�1a;b.g/b.q/; det.g/�a;b
cani D �

a.g/�1a;b.g/b
can ; i

a.g/�1a;b.g/b
can;K.N/g ıu.g//:

If g 2 F �, then a.g/D b.g/D g, and we have an isogeny

g W .Tatea;b.q/; �
a;b
can; i

a;b
can /! .Tateg�1a;gb.q/; �

g�1a;gb
can ; g ı ig

�1a;gb
can /

induced by q 7! qg (or equivalently, by Gm ˝ a� ! Gm ˝ .g
�1a�/ given by

x˝ a 7! x˝ga). Therefore the central rational element acts on the Tate AVRM
trivially.

For the Eisenstein seriesE.�/DE0.�I c/ (weight 0) of a function �.x; aIy; b/
(.x; aIy; b/ 2 .ap � .a=fa//� .bp � .b=fb//), we find from the above computation
(assuming a.g/N D b.g/N D 1 for ND pf):

(5.11) E.�/.g.Tatea;b.q/; �
a;b
can; i

a;b
can //

DE.�ju.g//.Tatea.g/�1a;b.g/b.q/; �
a.g/�1a;b.g/b
can ; ia.g/

�1a;b.g/b
can /;

where �ju.g/.x; aIy; b/ D P�1.P�..x; aIy; b/u.g// (letting the 2 � 2-matrix
u.g/ act from the right on the row vector .x; aIy; b/) for the partial Fourier trans-
form � 7! P� as in Section 4.2.

We compute the q-expansion of E.�/jhAi for a fractional ideal A of F . This
is the special case of (5.10) when g is a scalar matrix

�
a 0
0 a

�
with aN D 1 (and

a yO D bA). By construction, we have a homomorphism q W b ,! Gm˝Z a�, since
the A-torsion points of Tatea;b.q/ are given by q.bA�1=b/˚ .�N˝ a�/ ŒA�. Thus

Tatea;b.q/˝A�1 D Tatea;b.q/=Tatea;b.q/ŒA�D TateaA;bA�1.q/:

From this, it is easy to see (cf. [Hid04, (4.53)])
(5.12)
.Tatea;b.q/˝A; �a;b

can˝A; ia;bcan ˝A/D .TateaA�1;bA.q/; �
aA�1;bA
can ; iaA�1;bA

can /;

where the superscript: “a; b” is to indicate that the attached object is relative to the
Tate curve Tatea;b.q/.

We compute Œq�.Tatea;b.q/; �can; !can; ican/ for an ideal q�O . Recall that

Tatea;b.q/D Gm˝ a�=q.b/:
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Tensoring Gm˝ a� with the exact sequence: 0! O ! q�1! q�1=O ! 0, we
have another exact sequence:

0!
�
Gm˝ a�

�
Œq�! Gm˝ a�! Gm˝ .aq/�! 0:

Taking the quotient by q.b/, we get the following exact sequence:

0!
�
Gm˝ a�

�
Œq�

ican
��! Tatea;b.q/! Tateaq;b.q/! 0:

Then going back to the construction of the Tate quadruples in [Kat78, 1.1] (and
[HT93, 1.7]), we can verify

(5.13) Œq�.Tatea;b.q/; �
a;b
can; !

a;b
can ; ican;Ka;b.Nq//

D .Tateaq;b.q/; �
aq;b
can ; !

aq;b
can ; ican;Kaq;b.N//:

The above action Œq� corresponds to the action of g D
�
1 0
0 q�1

�
for a finite

idele q with q yO Dbq and qN D 1. This follows from (5.10) combined with the fact
that Ka;b.Nq/g DKaq;b.N/.

Now we further suppose that Ka;bg D Ka;b for  2 GC.Q/ and gN D 1.
Then uD g�1 2Ka;b, and hence uN D 

�1
N . This shows

(5.14) g�1.Tatea;b; �
a;b
can; !

a;b
can ; ican;Ka;b.N//

D .Tatea;b; �
a;b
can; !

a;b
can ; ican;Ka;b.N/ ı 

�1
N /:

5.4. Linear independence of Eisenstein series. Recall that D ŠZ=� 0 for the
intersection � 0 (in Z) of � with the image of O�Cp. Let �� 0 be the characteristic
function of � 0 � Z. We put � D Inf �� 0 for a character  W � ! W �. We
regard  as a character of Z composing with the projection: Z��. Although
the Eisenstein series Ec.�/ is of weight 0 and is not classical, we actually take
Ec.N

�k�/ for a positive k so that N�k � 1modp on Z. Then Ec.N
�k�/ �

Ec.�/modp, and hence, just to compute the q-expansion mod p, we can treat
Ec.�/ as if it is classical. Thus we can apply Corollary 3.21 to Ec.�/. Recall that
we have written E.ˆı/ for E0.ˆıI c/ D Ec.ˆ/ for a suitable choice of c in this
context (making c explicit is left to the reader since it complicates the symbols
attached to the Eisenstein series).

Recall the decomposition CD FFcI in the introduction satisfying

FCFc DO; FCFc DO; Fc CFcc DO and Fc � Fc ;(5.15)

every prime factor of I is inert or ramified over F .(5.16)

Recall fDFI\F , sDFc\F and T D .O�p �.O=f//�.O
�
p �.O=s//=O

�. Then the
variable on T is written as .x; aIy; b/ with x; y 2Op . Write prime decomposition
of f as

Q
q q".q/. We choose a prime element $q in Oq, and we define $".f/ as an
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idele whose q-component is given by $".q/
q . Let

�ı� 0.x; aIy; b/D
X
u2O=f

�� 0.x
�1; uIy; b/eF

�
�

ua

$".df/

�
D �.x; 1Iy; b/eF

�
�

a

$".df/

�
;

where eF WFA=F !SQ
� is the standard additive character having the value eF .x1/

D exp.2�
p
�1Tr.x1// at1, and � is the characteristic function of

f.x; aIy; b/j�.x; 1Iy; b/ 2 � 0g for � WO�Cp!Z:

We further split DD
F
˛2D� ˛DC where DC is the subset of D represented

by elements of F �:

DC D
n
˛ 2 D

ˇ̌
˛� 0 D ˇ� 0 with ˇ 2 F �\O�Cp

o
:

Recall that we assumed that C is prime to the relative discriminant D of M=F .
We choose ˛ 2 D� so that .˛/ D Q is a prime ideal split in M over F . Then
Ka;b�.˛/DKa;bgQ for gQ D

�
1 0
0 q

�
for a finite idele q 2 yO with qbOD bQbQc and

qCp D 1. Define R (resp. S) by a subset f˛Cp

ˇ̌
˛ 2 DCg (resp. fˇfp

ˇ̌
ˇ 2 D�g) in

the completion O�Cp (resp. O�fP ).
Hereafter until 5.5, we assume ID 1. By (5.5), (5.8) and (5.14), we see thatX

ˇ2DC

 .ˇ/�1E.�ı� 0/jh.ˇ/ijˇ DE.ˆ
ı
C/;

where “jˇ” is the action of the scalar element ˇ 2Z.Q/, and

(5.17) ˆıC.x; aIy; b/D
X
s2S

 .s/�ı.s�1.x�1; a/I s.y; b//;

since s D ˇfp 2 S�O�fp (for ˇ 2 DC) by (5.14). Here note that  .s/D  .ˇ/�1

because s D ˇfp. We further sum over D�:

(5.18)
X
˛2D�

 .˛/E.ˆıC/jŒ˛˛
c�j�.˛/�1 DE.ˆı/;

where we have chosen .˛/ to be an integral ideal with O=.˛/ŠO=..˛/\F / and
.˛/\F D .˛˛c/, and ˆı is given by

(5.19) ˆı.x; aIy; b/D
X
r2R

 .r/�1ˆıC.r.x; aIy; b//;
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because  .r/D .˛/�1 (r D ˛Cp 2OCp). Since we have E.ˆı
C
.r.x; aIy; b///D

E.ˆı
C
/j�.r/ for �.r/ 2Ka;b, we have by (5.14) that

(5.20)
X
˛2D�

 .˛/

� X
ˇ2DC

 .ˇ/�1E.�ı� 0/jhˇijˇ

�
jŒ˛˛c�j�.˛/�1

D

X
r2R

 .r/�1E.ˆıC/j�.r/
�1:

We have computed E.ˆı/ as a linear combination of transforms of the Eisenstein
series E.�ı� 0/. On the other hand, by definition of ' , ˆ as above is the restriction
of Inf �� 0 to Z0 D

�
O�p � .O=C/

�
�
=O� �Z.

Recall that A 2 DC is chosen out of fractional ideals of F if jClM j is odd;
so, in such a case, the operator hAi makes sense. Similarly, if jClM j is even, we
have chosen A 2DC[D� among prime ideals of M split over F ; so, the operator
ŒAAc� regarding AAc as a prime ideal of F also makes sense.

THEOREM 5.1. Suppose p > 2. Let t be the canonical variable of the Serre-
Tate deformation space yS D yGm ˝Z d�1 of .A.O/; �.O/; i.O//=W so that the
parameters .ta1�1; : : : ; tad �1/ (for a base faigi ofO over Z) give the coordinate
around the origin 1 2 yS . Suppose that I D 1, and write ˆ for the restriction of
Inf �� 0 to Z0 �Z. Put for each B 2D�

EB.t/D
X

A2DC

 .A/�1E.ˆı/jhAi.t/ 2 O yS

if the relative class number of M=F is odd, where we have chosen A� F prime to
CCcp. Otherwise, we put for each B 2D�

EB.t/D
X

A2DC

 .A/E.ˆı/jŒAAc�j�.˛A/
�1.t/ 2 O yS ;

where ŒA�� D ˛1�cA with ˛A 2M
� prime to CCcp. Then the t -expansion of

ED
X

B2D�

 .B/EBjŒBBc�.t ŒB�
�

/

at .A.O/; �.O/; i.O// gives (up to an automorphism of W ŒŒZ��) the t-expansion
of the anticyclotomic measure '� ;C. In particular, supposing that p > 2 is unram-
ified in F=Q, we have the vanishing of the �-invariant: �.'� ;C/ D 0, unless the
following three conditions are satisfied:

(M1) M=F is unramified everywhere (so the strict class number of F is even);

(M2) The strict ideal class of the polarization ideal c in F is not a norm class of
an ideal class of M (,

�
M=F

c

�
D�1);

(M3) a 7! . .a/NF=Q.a/mod mW / is the quadratic character of M=F , which is
equivalent to  � �  mod mW .

Under (M1–3), the invariant �.'� ;C/ is positive and is given by �. / in (5.27).
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The Eisenstein series EB defined in the theorem really depends on B 2D�

since the polarization ideal of E.ˆı/ in the sum depends on B.

Proof. We first show that the t -Expansion of E gives (up to an automorphism
of W ŒŒZ��) the t-expansion of the Katz measure. We said “up to an automor-
phism of W ŒŒZ��”, because of the following reason: In the definition of the level
structure i.A/, x 2 .f2/�=O� is sent to 2ıx 2 F�2=A. This has the following
harmless effect: The t -expansion of E.ˆı

C
..x; aIy; b/ diagŒ2ı; .2ı/�1�// actually

coincides with the t -expansion of the measure. The variable change .x; aIy; b/ 7!
.x; aIy; b/ diagŒ2ı; 2ı�1� corresponds to the automorphism: z 7! 2ız of the topo-
logical space Z (since 2ı is chosen to be prime to pC), which gives rise to an
automorphism of W ŒŒZ��. So we forget about the effect of this unit 2ı.

Since the argument is simpler in the case where the relative class number is
odd, for the moment, we assume that the relative class number is even, though
we return to the odd case later. We are going to compute the �-derivatives of the
Eisenstein series at A.A�1/ for applying the t-expansion principle. Let  � be a
unique Hecke character ofZ such that  �.ˇ/Dˇ.1�c/� .ˇ/ for all ˇ� 1mod Cp,
 � j� D  and  �.A/D ˛

.1�c/�
A with ˛A as in (5.3) for all A as above, choosing

A 2 DC so that ŒA�� 2 � 0. We write hzi for the projection of z 2 W.F/� to the
p-profinite part of W.F/�. Then we haveD

.x; y/�.c�1/�
Eı
D
˝
.x�1y/��

˛ı
D h.xy/�i�ı:

We now replace each term  .˛ˇ�1/E.�ı� 0/jhˇijˇjŒ˛˛
c�j�.˛/�1 of (5.20) by

 .˛ˇ�1/d�.E.�ı� 0/jhˇijˇjŒ˛˛
c�j�.˛/�1/.A.A�1//(5.21)

.�/
D  .˛ˇ�1/.˛ˇ�1/�.c�1/E..xy/�.�ı� 0 jŒ˛ˇ

�1�//.A..˛�1ˇ/A�1//

D  .˛ˇ�1/.˛ˇ�1/�.c�1/E...x�1y/�.�� 0 ı .˛ˇ
�1//ı/.A..˛�1ˇ/A�1//

.��/
D  �.˛ˇ

�1/E..h.x�1y/�i�� 0/
ı
jŒ˛ˇ�1�//.A..˛�1ˇ/A�1//

D  �.˛ˇ
�1/E..h.x�1y/�i�� 0/

ı//.A.A�1//;

where �jŒ˛�.x; aIy; b/D �.˛�1x; ˛�1aI˛y; ˛b/, � ı˛.t/D �.˛t/ for t 2 T and
A.A�1/D .A.A�1/; �.A�1/; i.A�1//. The above equality indicated by (�) (resp.
(��)) follows from (5.1) and the formulas: d�.qxy/ D .xy/�qxy and d�.ta/ D
a� ta (resp. the fact that �� 0 ı.˛ˇ�1/ is the characteristic function of .˛�1ˇ/� 0). To
avoid this type of complicated computation for ˛A, we choose A so that h˛1�cA i D

˛1�cA and ŒA�� 2� 0 (this is always possible). Let FD
�
Inf 

�
.x�1y/��� 0

�
jZ0

�ı
D

h.xy/�iˆı. By the computation given in [HT93, (4.9)] (where the ideal denoted
by A is actually A�1 in this paper), the partial L-value for the character  � and
for the ideal class of A�1 is given for E.F/DEcA�1

.F/, by

 �.A/E.F/.A.A
�1//D  �.A/d

�.E.ˆı/jŒAAc�j�.˛A/
�1/.A.O//
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and

(5.22) d�E.A.O//D
X

A2DC

 �.A/E.F/.A.A
�1//

for all � � 0. This is because �.˛A/ fixes the test object .A.O/; �.O/; i.O// and
converts the variable t into t˛

1�c

(˛ D ˛A; Corollary 3.5). Hence we have

E.�/jŒAAc�j�.˛A/
�1.A.O//DE.�/.A.A�1//:

In [HT93, bottom of p. 215], a.c�1/2� appears instead of the single power a.c�1/�

(aD ˛�1A in our computation here), but as can be easily checked (and as is obvious
from the evaluation formula of the Katz measure in the introduction), this is a
misprint, and the above single power a.c�1/� is the correct one.

Now we apply the operator ŒBBc� and make variable change: t 7! t ŒB�
�

in
(5.22). We may again assume that ŒB�� 2 � 0. The operator ŒBBc� (resp. the
variable change: t 7! t ŒB�

�

) plays the role of ŒAAc� (resp. �.˛A/
�1) in the above

computation, and we obtain by the effect of the differential operator d� again

(5.23) d�.EBjŒBBc�.t ŒB�
�

//.A.O//D
X

A2DC

 �.AB/E.F/.A..AB/�1//:

This combined with the evaluation formula (1.3) (and [HT93, (4.9)]) shows that
the function in the theorem, after we apply d� and evaluating at A.O/, has the
property satisfied by the measure '� ;C; so, the first assertion follows from (4.6).

As explained above Corollary 3.21, we have a unique element H� 2 G�.F/
whose t -expansion is the constant 1 (identical to the t -expansion of the Hasse invari-
ant). Abusing terminology, we callH� the Hasse invariant. We want to apply Corol-
lary 3.21 taking faigi D fŒB��gB2D� and ffij g D fEBjŒBBc�mod mW gB2D� .
Here for each index i with ai D ŒB��, ffij g is given by the single element EB WD

.EBjŒBBc�mod mW /.
To verify the assumption (of Corollary 3.21) of linear independence (over F)

of fH� ; fij gj for each i , we need to show that for each B 2 D�, EB is lin-
early independent from the Hasse invariant H�.t/D 1, unless (M1–3) are satisfied.
Here we use t-expansion principle and the q-expansion principle. Once this is
done, by Corollary 3.21, fEB.t

ŒB��/gB2D� is linearly independent over F, and
hence we conclude the nonvanishing of E (i.e., the vanishing of the �-invariant) by
Corollary 3.21 (which requires the unramifiedness of p in F=Q), since elements in
fŒB��gB2D� are distinct modulo Tx.Q/. We show the linear independence of EB

from H� by finding a totally positive � 2 F such that the q-expansion coefficient
a.�; EB/ 6� 0mod mW .

We may assume that  has conductor divisible by C. Write � WT �!� for the
projection Z!� composed with � W T �!Z. Let ‰ be the function on T � given
by ‰.x; aIy; b/ D  ı �.x�1; a�1Iy; a/. By our assumption, ˆı.x; aIy; b/ D
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G. f/‰, where the Gauss sum G. f/ is given byX
umod f

 .u/�1eF .�u$�".fd//:

This number is a p-adic unit; so, for our purpose, we can forget about it. The
q-expansion coefficient of � 2 ab of E.‰/ at the cusp .a; b/ is given byX

.a;b/2.a�b/=O�;abD�

‰.a; b/jN.a/j�1:

We fix B 2 D�. This determines cB�1 which is the polarization ideal of
�.B�1/ on A.B�1/. If we write c for the polarization ideal of �.O/, we know
cB�1 D c.BBc/. We choose c�1

B�1
to be a prime l prime to pf (this is possible by

changing it in its strict ideal class and choosing ı 2M suitably).
We first assume that the class number is even. We have chosen A to be a prime

Q of M split over F . Then Q1�c D ˛1�cQ , and Q˛�1Q is a product of primes in F
and ramified primes in M=F . If Q˛�1Q D u does not contain ramified primes, then
the operator ŒQQc�D Œq� (qDQ\F ) is given by g 2G.A.1// with gpf D 1, and
�.˛Q/g

�1 2 Ka;b.fs/Z.A
.1//. Thus f jŒQQc�j�.˛Q/

�1 D f jhui for an integral
ideal u of F and modular form f on Ka;b.fs/.

We assume that Q˛�1Q contains ramified primes. Then we may assume that
Q˛�1Q D uR for a square-free product R of ramified primes L and an ideal u� F .
For each ramified prime L, we may assume that

�.OL/D
n�

a b
b$l a

�
ja; b 2Ol

o
;

where l D L\F . Let g 2 G.A.1// be the element whose action on the Hilbert
modular variety coincides with Œq�. As already seen, g.q/ D 1 outside q and gq D�
1 0
0 $�1q

�
. Recalling the relative discriminant D of M=F , by the definition of

the level-q-structure of A.B/, we find that g�1�.˛Q/
.D/ 2Ka;b.fs/Z.A

.1//, and
writing RD

Q
L L for ramified primes L in M=F , we may assume that �.˛Q/

�1
l D�

0 1
$l 0

�
for each prime factor l of rDR\F . Note thatKa;b.fs/l�.˛Q/

�1
l D

�
$l 0
0 1

�
.

Therefore, f jŒq�j�.˛Q/
�1Df jhuij

�
$".r/ 0
0 1

�
, and the operator �.˛Q/

�1ıŒq� brings
Tatea;b.q/ to Tateu�1a;ubr.q/ (see (5.10)). We can thus rewrite the sum defining EB

in the theorem as:

(5.24) EB D

X
u

 .u/�1
X

r

 .R/E.ˆı/jhuijŒr�;

where u runs over a complete representative set (of F -ideals) for the image �.ClF /
of ClF in ClM , r D R \ F , and r runs over a complete representative set for
ClCM=�.ClF / made of square-free factors of D. To make our treatment uniform,
even if the class number is odd, we change notation in the sum defining EB and
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rewrite it as

(5.25) EB D

X
u

 .u/�1E.ˆı/jhui;

where u runs over a complete representative set (of F -ideals) for the image �.ClF /
of ClF in ClM . Hereafter we use the notation u to indicate an ideal representing a
class in �.ClF / and stop assuming that the class number is even.

We now take a totally positive 0� � 2O so that .�/D ln (lD c�1
B�1

: a prime
by our choice) for an integral ideal n prime to CpD. We pick a pair .a; b/ 2 F 2

with ab D � for a 2 u�1 and b 2 lur. Then .a/D u�1x for an integral ideal x and
.b/ D ulry. Since .ab/ D ln, we find that xy D n and hence r D O because n is
prime to D. Thus for each factor x of n, we could have a pair .ax; bx/ with axbxD �

such that
..ax/D u�1x x; .bx/D .�a

�1
x /D uxlnx�1/

for ux 2D
C representing the ideal class of the ideal x. We then write the q-expan-

sion coefficient of q� at the cusp .O; l/ of EB as in the theorem:

G. f/
�1a.�; EB/DG. f/

�1
X
xjn

 �1.ux/a.�; E.ˆ
ı/jhuxi/(5.26)

(E2)
D

X
xjn

N.ux/
�1 �1.ux/ F.ax/ 

�1
Fc
.�ax

�1/
1

jN.ax/j

D  �1Fc
.�/

X
xjn

N.ux/
�1 �1.ux/ C.ax/

1

jN.ax/j

D  �1Fc
.�/

X
xjn

1

 .x/N.x/

D  �1Fc
.�/

Y
qjn

0@e.q/X
jD0

. .q/N.q//�j

1A
D  �1Fc

.�/ .n/�1N.n/�1
Y
qjn

1� . .q/N.q//e.q/C1

1� .q/N.q/
;

where nD
Q

qjn qe.q/ is the prime factorization of n.
Suppose that n is a prime q. Then by (5.26), we have G. f/

�1a.�; EB/ D

 �1Fc
.�/.1C . .q/N.q//�1/. If  .q/N.q/��1mod mW for all prime ideals q in

the strict class of cB�1 , the character a 7!  .a/N.a/mod mW is of conductor 1,
and the strict class number has to be even.

We define, for the valuation v of W (normalized so that v.p/D 1),

(5.27) �. /D Infn v
�Y

qjn

1� . .q/N.q//e.q/C1

1� .q/N.q/

�
;
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where n runs over all integral ideals prime to D of the form c.AAc/ for ideals A

of M . Here c is the polarization ideal of A.O/. Then, by moving around B in D�,
the �-invariant �.'� / of the  -branch of the anticyclotomic Katz measure '� is
less than or equal to �. /, and �.'� /D �. / if M=F is everywhere unramified.
In particular, if z D  N mod mW , as a character of F �A , has nontrivial conductor,
0 � �.'� / � �. / D 0. We may therefore assume that z has conductor 1 and
that z .c/D�1.

We now recall the conditions (V) and (M1–3) stated in the introduction:

(V)  � �  mod mW and N.c/�1 .c�1/W 0. /��1mod mW

and

(M1) M=F is unramified at every finite place;
(M2) The strict ideal class of the polarization ideal c in F is not a norm class of

an ideal class of M (,
�
M=F

c

�
D�1);

(M3) a 7! . .a/NF=Q.a/mod mW / is the character
�
M=F

�
of M=F .

We first give a direct proof of the equivalence of (V) and (M1–3) as a lemma
(following the suggestion of one of the referees of this paper), and after that, we
shall give an indirect proof of the same fact using �. / defined above.

LEMMA 5.2. Let the assumption be as in Theorem I. Then we have an equiv-
alence: (V)() (M1–3).

Proof. Suppose (M1–3). Write x D . mod mW / and x! D .NF=Q mod m/.
Then x!.xxc/D xN.x/ WD .N.x/mod mW / for the p-adic cyclotomic character N
ofM�A . By (M3) and class field theory, we have x x!.xxc/D1 for x 2M�A . This im-
plies x �.x/D x .x�c/ xN.x/�1D x .x/x!.xxc/ xN.x/�1D x .x/, which proves the
first part of (V). By (M2–3), z .c/D x xN.c/D�1; so, we need to prove W 0. /�
1mod mW . Since x �D x , we have x .x/D x .x�c/ for x 2bO� with xpD 1. Thus
for a prime ideal QjC of M outside p, qDQ\F splits as qDQQ in M . Identi-
fying OQ ŠOq ŠOQ and writing g. x /D

P
u2.OQ=Qe/�

�Q.u/eM .$�eQ d�1Q u/,
we have g. x Q/g. x Q/ D g.

x Q/g. x 
�1
Q / by x .u/ D x .u�c/, and hence, we get

g. x Q/g. x Q/ D N.Qe/ x Q.�1/. Since z D x xN is everywhere unramified by
(M1), we have x Q.�1/D 1; so, finally we get g. x Q/g. x Q/D N.Q

e/. We may
take $Q D$

c
Q in the definition of G.dQ;  Q/. Then we have

x .$Q/ x .$Q/
xN.Q/D x .NM=F .$Q//x!.NM=F .$Q//D

�
M=F

NM=F .$Q/

�
D 1:

Since G.dQ;  Q/G.dQ;  q/ D  .$
e
Q/ .$

e
Q
/g. Q/g. Q/ (if Qe k C), we find

that G.dQ;  Q/G.dQ;  q/ � 1mod mW for all QjC prime to p. Thus we get
W 0. /D

Q
QG.dQ;  Q/G.dQ;  q/� 1mod mW .

Now we assume (V). Since x �.x/D x .x�c/ xN.x/�1 D x .x/, we find that
x .xxc/D xN.x/�1 D x!.xxc/�1, which implies x x! is a global Hecke character
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trivial on NM=F .M�A /. Then by class field theory, x x! is either trivial or equal

to
�
M=F

�
. Since  is a character of totally imaginary M with connected M�1,

 1 D 1. Since x! is nontrivial at1 (because F is real and p > 2), we find that
x x! D

�
M=F

�
. Since the conductor of x x! is concentrated on Cp which is prime

to the conductor of
�
M=F

�
(because pC is made up of split primes in M=F ),

we find that
�
M=F

�
is everywhere unramified. Thus we get (M1) and (M3). By

N.c/�1 .c�1/W 0. / � �1mod mW , the condition (M2) follows from the fact
W 0. /� 1mod mW by the computation of the first part which uses only (M1) and
(M3) already proven. �

Here is the indirect argument: We are going to show that if �. / > 0, M=F is
unramified everywhere and z �

�
M=F

�
mod mW . We have already proven before

the lemma that if �. / > 0, z is unramified and z .c/D�1 We now choose two
prime ideals q and q0 so that lqq0 D .�/. Then by (5.26), we have

(5.28) G. f/
�1a.�; EB/D  

�1
Fc
.�/

�
1C

1

 .q/N.q/

��
1C

1

 .q0/N.q0/

�
:

Since z .qq0/D z .l�1/D�1, we find that if a.�; EB/� 0mod mW ,

�1D z .q=q0/D z .l�1/ z .q2/D�z .q2/:

Since we can choose q arbitrary, we find that z is quadratic.
The polarization ideal of �.B�1/ is c.BBc/ as already remarked. Since

the strict ideal classes fŒBBc�gB2D� together with Cl2F cover all the classes
in NM=F .ClM/ in the strict ideal class group ClF , we find that �1 D z .c/ D
z .c.BBc// implies that z is trivial on NM=F .ClM / but nontrivial on ClF . This

implies, by class field theory, that z is the quadratic character
�
M=F

�
of the qua-

dratic extension M=F . In particular, M=F is unramified everywhere.
Since (M1) and (M3) are established under the condition �. / > 0, by the

above lemma (or rather by its proof), we have W 0. /� 1mod mW : We thus find
�.'� / > 0, the three conditions (M1–3) are satisfied. Under these three condi-
tions, by the q-expansion principle, we find �. /D �.'� /, which is finite.

We show �. />0 under (M1–3) (without using the identity: �. /D�.'� /).

Since z .n/D
�
M=F

c

�
D�1 for n appearing in the definition of �. /, for an odd

number of prime factors qjn has odd exponent e.q/. Thus z .q/e.q/C1 D 1, and
hence the factor 1� . .q/N.q//e.q/C1 in the definition vanishes; so, �. / � 1.
This finishes the proof. �

To show that the condition (M2) really depends on the CM-type †, we give
an example. We take F D QŒ

p
21�. This real quadratic field has strict class
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number 2 (so has class number 1). We thus have a unique everywhere unrami-
fied CM quadratic extension M D QŒ

p
�3;
p
�7�. Define two CM-types of M :

†3 (resp. †7) to be the inflation to M of the identity inclusion of QŒ
p
�3�

(resp. QŒ
p
�7�) into C. Then we can choose ı D ı` for †` to be

p
�`. Since

.2ı`/
�1 D dM=F .2ı`/

�1 D c�1d�1, we find c D ..7C
p
21/
p
21
�1
/ for †7 and

hence
�
M=F

c

�
D�1 in this case because .7C

p
21/ is totally positive. Contrary

to this, we find cD ..3C
p
21/
p
21
�1
/ and

�
M=F

c

�
D 1 for †3.

5.5. Nonvanishing of the �-invariant. Define
(5.29)
�0.NI a; b/D

˚�
a b
c d

�
2GL2.F /

ˇ̌
ad � bc� 0; a; d 2O; c2Nabd; b2.ab/�

	
;

where a� 0 indicates that a is totally positive. We let the congruence subgroup
�0.fsI a; b/ act on

PV.T /D
˚
.y; x/

ˇ̌
x 2 Fp � ..fa/

�=a�/; y 2 bp � .b=sb/
	

by .y; x/ 7! .y; x/ . It is easy to check that this action is well defined. Note that
for a function � on T , we have E.�/j D E.P�1.P� ı // if  2 GL2.F / has
det./� 0 and preserves the lattice t .a�˚ b/ made of column vectors.

We give an example of a branch with positive �-invariant if C contains a prime
inert in M=F . We assume that Q is a prime factor of I prime to I=Q such that
 Q D 1; so,  is imprimitive at Q. For the moment, we further assume that Q is
an inert prime of M over F generated by a totally positive element $ 2O . This
assumption of principality is for simplicity in order to have well defined Hecke
operator T .q/ (q D Q\ F ) acting on Gk.�0.NI a; b//, because otherwise T .q/
brings Gk.�0.NI a; b// into Gk.�0.NI q�1a; b//.

We put f DE.ˆı
C
/ as in (5.17). SincePˆı

C
ıD .d/Pˆı

C
for D

�
a b
c d

�
2

�0.fp
r I a; b/ (for a suitable r > 0), we know f j D  ./f , where  ./D  .d/.

The number r is the exponent such that the character: Z� �
 
�! W � factors

through ClM .Cpr/.
We are going to see that f 7!

P
˛2R f jŒ˛˛

c�j�.˛/�1, with the notation (in
particular R) in (5.19), factors through the level-lowering trace operator Tr from
�0.fp

r I a; b/ to its subgroup �0.fpr=qI a; b/. The regular representation � WOQ!

M2.Oq/ induces � W O=Q ! M2.O=q/. Let C D �..O=Q/�/. We have the
following decomposition:

GL2.O=q/D BC D CB

for the upper triangular Borel subgroup B . Note that the image of C in PGL.2/
is the maximal quotient (we call the “�” quotient) on which c 2 Gal.M=F / acts
by �1. The “�” quotient has order N.q/C 1. By this Iwasawa decomposition, it
is easy to see that .gjŒq�/jTrDN.q/gjT .q/ for the Hecke operator T .q/ (of level
prime to q).
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Since D� � M�=F �, complex conjugation acts on D� by “�1” (writing
additively). Thus we can identify D� with the “�” quotient of �.Ofp/=�

0 for the
natural map � WO�fp!Z. So ignoring the effect of the action of the finite group
O�=O�, we can decompose R into a product of subsets Rl for prime factors ljfp:G

"2O�=O�

"RŠ
Y
ljfp

Rl DR0

with Rl �O�l .
The sum over R in (5.20) is still valid even if I¤ 1, and we haveX

r2R

 .r/�1Ej�.r/�1 D .O� WO�/�1

 X
r2R0

 .r/�1Ej�.r/�1

!
:

Defining the trace map by the summation of translation by �.r/ over r 2RQ Š C

modulo center, we then haveX
r2R

 .r/�1Ej�.r/�1 D .O� WO�/�1

 X
r2R00

 .r/�1Ej�.r/�1

!
jTr;

where R00 D
Q

l¤q Rl. The prime factor of .O� W O�/ is either even or ramified
in M , which is excluded by our assumption; so, division by the index is harmless
for us (in the computation of the �-invariant).

For simplicity, we write ˆ for ˆı
C

and write ˆq for the restriction of ˆ to the
factor .O=q/. Then we see

ˆq.a/D

(
�1 if a 2 .O=q/�,

N.q/� 1 if aD 0 in O=q.

This shows that, f D gjŒq� � g for g D E.�/, where � is the function ˆı
C

of
outside-p-level f=q defined for the character  0 modulo .C=Q/pr inducing the

character: Z��
 
�!W �. We can check

(5.30) gjT .q/D

�
1C

 0.q/

N.q/

�
g;

since the partial Fourier transform P� at sf is basically a constant multiple of
 0;fs W .O=f/

� � .O=s/�!W � (up to translation by an sf-adic unit) on

PV.L/f=Ker..i�1f ; i 0s//Š .O=f/� .O=s/

for test objects .L; �; i/. Thus we see

Tr.f /DN.q/gjT .q/� .N.q/C 1/g

DN.q/.1C 0.q/N.q/
�1/g� .N.q/C 1/g D . 0.Q/� 1/g:

This shows that the function in (5.20) just vanishes if  0.Q/D 1.
The above argument works without our assuming the principality of the prime

Q, after we sum up over ClCM . We explain briefly the reason. For each split prime
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A2I.Ip/C, put fADE.ˆ
ı
C
/jŒAAc�j�.˛A/

�1 where ˛1�cA D ŒA��. Then fA only
depends on the class of A in CLM D ClM .1/. Then we find

gA DE.�/jŒAAc�j�.˛A/
�1
2Gk.�0.f=qI aA; b//

such that fA D gAq�1
jŒq��gA and

gAjT .q/D .1C 0.q/N.q/
�1/gAq ;

where A 7! Aq is the permutation on ClCM .1/ induced by A 7! QA. We make a
sum over the ideal classes in ClCM :X

A

 .A/.gAq�1
jŒq��gA/jTr

D

X
A

 .A/N.q/gAq�1
jT .q/� .N.q/C 1/

X
A

 .A/gA

D

X
A

 .A/N.q/.1C 0.q/N.q/
�1/gA� .N.q/C 1/

X
A

 .A/gA

D . 0.Q/� 1/
X
A

 .A/gA:

We get the following fact for inert primes I observed first by Gillard ([Gil91,
Prop. 2]):

PROPOSITION 5.3. Let Q be a prime of M inert over F and assume that
CD C0Q with C0CQDO. Suppose the following two conditions are satisfied:

(I1)  mod mW is imprimitive (induced by a character modulo C0p1). Thus  �
 0 mod mW for a character  0 of ClM .C0p1/;

(I2)  0.Q/� 1mod mW .

Then the anti-cyclotomic branch '� ;f has positive �-invariant. If further  itself is
imprimitive induced by a character  0 of ClM .C0p1/ and IDQ (so, C0 is made
up of split primes), the invariant �.'� / is given by the sum of the additive p-adic
valuation of . 0.Q/� 1/ and �. 0/ as in (5.27).

The condition (I1) implies that the order of  is divisible by p if  is primitive
at i; so, either N.q/� 1 or N.q/C 1 is divisible by p.

Proof. When  itself is imprimitive, by the above calculation, the positivity:
�.'� / > 0 is clear. The last assertion is a consequence of the linear independence
of gA (for A running through ClCM ) over F, which follow from an argument similar
to the proof of Theorem 5.1. When  is primitive at Q, we choose a character  0
of ClM .C0p1/ with  �  0 mod mW . Then '� ;C � '

�
 0;C

; so, the positivity of
the �-invariant of '� ;C follows from that of '� 0;C. �

Ramified primes I can be treated by modification of above argument. Here
we shall give a sketch of the argument: suppose that I is a ramified prime. For
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simplicity, we assume that iD I\F is unramified in F=Q. By the definition of
the level structure i D i.O/, we have i.i�1=O/˚I�1=OD i�1=O. Thus writing
OD a�Cbz DLz for fractional ideals a and b of F prime to cip, we may assume
that .z/D Ix for x prime to I. The stabilizer in SL2.F / of the lattice OD Lz is
given by �0.iI a; b/. Since zb� I and b is prime to i, we find that �.OI/ is made of
matrices

�
a $ib
b a

�
for a; b 2Oi. We also suppose that CD I for simplicity. Since

complex conjugation acts on .O=I/� trivially, D� is made of two elements 1 and
z as above. In other words, x1�c D z1�c , and we may assume that the operator
�.z/�1ı Œxxc� is the action of the normalizer � D

�
0 $i
1 0

�
of �0.iI a; b/. Note that we

have a natural map ClF .i/! ClM .I/. Let  be an imprimitive character modulo
a p-power. Writing

fA DE.ˆ
ı
C/jŒAAc�j�.˛A/

�1
D gA�1i

jŒi��gA

for gA with gAjŒi�j� D  0.I/gAi , we do the same computation as in the inert case:X
A

 .A/.gAi�1
jŒi��gA/j�

D

X
A

 .A/ 0.I/gA�

X
A

 .A/gA D . 0.I/� 1/
X
A

 .A/gA:

This formula (and its generalization for C¤ I) for imprimitive character proves
the following fact whose proof is left to the reader:

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let Q be a prime of M ramified over F and assume that
CD C0Q with C0CQDO. Suppose the following two conditions are satisfied:

(R1)  mod mW is imprimitive (induced by a character modulo C0p1). Thus  �
 0 mod mW for a character  0 of ClM .C0p1/;

(R2)  0.Q/� 1mod mW .

Then the anti-cyclotomic branch '� ;C has positive �-invariant. If further  itself
is not primitive induced by a character  0 of ClM .C0p1/ and I D Q (so C0 is
made up of split primes), we have �.'� / is given by the sum of the additive p-adic
valuation of . 0.Q/� 1/ and �. 0/ as in (5.27).

Presumably, if one is able to carry out the computation of the q-expansion of
the sum E DE.ˆı/, one should be able to get an exact formula for the �-invariant
of '� without restriction to its conductor. However, the q-expansion is rather
complicated, or at least, the process of computation looks rather involved (when
 is primitive at some inert or ramified primes). This is natural since we have the
cases of positive �-invariant as described above. We hope to come back to this
question in the future, hopefully proving the conjecture by Gillard asserting the
vanishing of �.'� / (except in the case specified by (M1–3)) when  is primitive
of order prime to p (see [Gil91, Conj.]).
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6. Appendix: Correction to [HT93]

Here is a table of misprints in [HT93], and “P.3 L.5b” indicates fifth line from
the bottom of the page three.

page and line Read Should Read

P.192 L.1b
Q

ljIG..2ı/
c ; ��1l /

Q
QjIG..2ı/

c ; ��1Q /

P.194 L.13b xq x�
P.199 L.5b !.†/˝!.†c/ !.†/˚!.†c/

P.199 L.1b ı.k; �x/.f .X; �; !; i// ı.k; �x/
d .f .X; �; !; i//

P.200 (1.12) !=Ap ˝U=Ap !=Ap ˚U=Ap
P.201 L.3b c�1 c�

P.202 L.1 ab/� .ab/�

P.202 L.10 OZ OZ

P.204 L.7 Tatea;b.q/ Tatea;b.q/ŒM �

P.206 L.3b 2�i.a�zC b/ 2�i.bzC a�/

P.206 L.1b
p
FF

p
jDF j

P.207 L.10b
P
a2a Ck.1; z; s/

P
a2a Ck.a; z; s/

P.207 L.4b eF .x; a0/ eF .xa0/
P.208 L.5 eF .x; bz/ eF .xbz/
P.211 L.1 QjF QjFp

P.211 L.2 .FI/�2A=A .Fi/�2A=A (iD I\F )
P.213 L.3b

Q
LjFl.1��

�.L���.L//�1
Q

LjFI.1��
�.L//�1

P.214 L.12 �†.xp/ ��1† .xp/

P.215 L.2 ��1Pc .a
c
P/�
�1
P aP/ ��1Pc .aPc /�

�1
P .aP/

P.215 (4.9)
R
G1

y�d'

�
m0†C2
p

R
G1

y�d'

�
m0†C2d
p

P.215 L.7b, 3b
P.217 L.11b, 9b

a�m0†�2d.1�c/ a�m0†�d.1�c/

P.216 L.8 �P.aP/:N.P/
�1 �P.aP/�N.P/

�1

P.235 L.1b �p.x/ y�.x/

P.241 L.9 �.$q/C �.$q/
�.$q/C �

0.$q/

or �.$q/

P.241 L.14 .1� x̨qˇqX/.1�˛qˇqX/
.1� x̨qˇqX/.1�X/

�.1�˛qˇqX/

P.241 L.14 spherical minimal principal
P.241 L.15 special minimal special
P.241 L.15b L.s; f/ L.s; Ad.f//
P.241 L.2b q 2„ q 2„D„p [„s
P.245 L.4b

P
qjC

Q
qjC

P.249 L.1b .�0Qc/
�1 .�Q ı c/

�1

P.250 L.8b 2F eF
P.250 L.4b .�.�P // W 0.�.�P //

P.251 L.10 .�0P c/ at three places .�P ı c/

P.256 L.14b  �.Cf /  �.Cf /

P.257 L.12b W Pm XPm
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